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LOCAL AFFAIRS

The Burrill National Bank
OF ELLSWORTH,
Authorized

NKW

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
FIRMS ant. CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondent*, National Shawmut Hank of Boston; Nntionnl Commercial Bank, Albany, New York

DV KKTIKKM KN

C.

F.

&

1_.

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME

notice:.
Insurance costs hut a trifle compared with the value of
the property insured. Why «co without it?
Write

or

call on

TAPLEY,

W.

O.

THIS WJKSK.

of

partnership.
AUre M Hooper-Dressmaker.
Whiting Bros— Meat#, vegetables, groceries,

floo tlrv good*. eie.
First Sm'i Bank -Home banking system.
.1 A Hijrnei*—Meat*. rt*h nntl groceries.
Patrick Kearns
Meats, groceries, canned
—

goods,

etc.

SCHEDULE OF

AT BLLSWOKTH SONT-OPFICS.

effect December 4, 1905.
MAILS

RKCKIVKD.

From West—7.1« a m, «.1S p m.
From Baht—11.(0 a m. ft.30 and 10.17 p m.
mail cloaks at muTomci.
Goimo East—7 s m and 3.30 i» in.
GOIMo Wkst— 11.30 a m, 5 and 9 p m.
No Sunday mall.

P. B. Day went to Boston yesterday.
Miss Hannah Holmes is visiting relatives in Belfast.
W. Essington is seriously ill at his
home on the Surry road.
G.

Kearns has opened a meat department at bis store, with Charles Cottle

DANA

a

You have

a

Robe

large

Whips,

Harnesses,

HENRY

that will suit.

prices

E.

Lap Robes.

DAVIS,

(OB1UIXAL ni-CK»OARI> MAS.)
FRANKLIN 9TRKKT,

FRANKLIN STREET.

AND

LADIES'

RESTAURANT.

GENTS

charge.

Officers of Philip H. Sheridan council,
Knights of Columbus, were installed last
Thursday evening.
C. M. Walker, of Rockland, ex-county

Mrs. C.
ELLSWORTH.

...

CITY LUNCH ROOMS
THE

in

now

854.

excellent showing,

an

membership,

j

|

which is

is

made in order not

I«jok ndge, I. O. O. F., will entertain
Bluehill lodge next Friday evening. Supper will be served at 0 o’clock, after which
the second degree will be worked by the
visiting lodge and the third degree by Lejok. Refreshments will be served after the
work.

Henry L. Russell,
this

section

who

represents

LAKE-

ORKK\

of Planer in the Fitts Mill.

Gagner, aged thirty-four yeas*,
Canadian, received injuries in
the Fitts lumber mill last Friday afternoon, from which he died the following
morning.
Gagner, who had been travelling about
the State working at odd jobs here and
there, arrived at the Shute mill, Phillips
lake, Friday, and worked there until
noon, when he went to the Fitta mill, and
was set at work carrying boards from>a
which was being operAltogether it was a pleasant gathering, and planing machine,
a Mr. Kimball.
judging from hints dropped, will probably ated by
He had been at work but a few hours*
become an annual affair.
when Mr. Kimball left the planer for a
Mrs. Rosilla B. Mason celebrated her
few moments, and Gagner undertook to
eighty-eighth birthday at her home on both feed and
carry away the boards from
Oak street Sunday.
There was a family
the planer. Just how the accident hapgathering of sons, daughters, grandpened is not known, but other employees
children and great-grandchildren. Mrs.
at the mill hearu a cry from Gagner, and
Mason is one of the smart old ladies of
when they looked he was caught in tJtie
Ellsworth. She is still active, busying
belt and was being carried around the
herself with fancy work or knitting, and
drum of the planer. As he was being carwell
affairs
with
of
the
keeping
up
day ried
up over the drum, he grabbed a post
through the newspapers, of which she is a with his arms and held on with a
grip
constant reader. Mrs. Mason is a native
that stopped all the mill machinery.
of Orland, but much of her life has been
The powder was at once shut off, and
spent in Ellsworth. Her husband, John
was released.
His left leg had
P. Mason, died Sept. 19, 1902, after they Gagner
been almost twisted off at the knee, hanghad celebrated the sixty-second anniing by a few cords. The leg was bandaged
versary of their wedding.
to stop the flow of blood, ».nd the injured

The literature club will meet next week
Tuesday instead of on Monday as

.The change

AT

Pascal Gaguer Carried Around f>ru»w

The Senator Hale hose company gave a
banquet Sunday to the members of the
company past and present and to th# chief
engineers and assistants it has served
under since its Organization. The banquet
was served at the City cafe, and the proprietor, C. R. Cirone, certainly “spread
himself”. After dinner Chief Engineer
Eaton started the speech-making, and was
followed by ex-Chiefs Brown and Doyle
and Assistants Chapman and Brady.
The
members of the company also responded.

on

usual.

The expense of construction
its right of way is to be borne by

the railroad.

Hon. W. W. Stetson, State superintendent of schools, was the guest Monday
of Clerk-of-Courts J. F. Knowlton.
He
left Tuesday for Cherryfleld. This evening
he makes an address at Bar Harbor.

KILLED

drainage.
within

No. 4.

£.£££»“o4"o“p*”‘,‘I

in

the

John Bird Co., of
Rockland, has rented of Mrs. A. C. llagerthy the Stratton house on Lincoln street.
Some repairs are being made on the house.
Mr. Russel I and his family expect to move
here from Rockland next week.
The partnership of James L. Floyd and
J. A. Haynes, who under the firm name of
Floyd & Haynes have conducted a market
for the past four years, has been dissolved,
Mr. Haynes buying out the interest of his
partner. The business will be continued
by Mr. Haynes in his own name.

Pascal

a

French

taken to the White camp.
Dr.
F. Simonton, who was summoned from

man was

FIKE ON THE MANNIE SWAN.

Capt.

Hollis

HlgKlns Sends

a

F.

True

Report of the Occurrence.
The fire on the bark Mannie Swan, Capt.
Hollis I. Higgins, in New York harbor re-

Ellsworth, amputated the leg at the knee.
Gagner seemed to be resting comfortably,
and made little complaint of pain until
late at night, when he began to fail, dying,
at 3 o’clock Saturday morning.
Coroner
Foster, who was summoned, deemed m
inquest unnecessary.
Gagner said his home was near Mbntreal, that he had been married and had
one child, but wife and child were bath,

cently, which was briefly but correctly
reported in The American last week,
attorney of Knox county, was in town
was made the occasion for garbled re|
yesterday attending court.
will a supper at 6.30, musicale at 7.30, in- ports in sensational papers in which Capt.
The festival chorus will have its re- stallation at 8. This will be followed
by Higgins’ wife figured. Hysteria, fainting,
hearsal this week this evening instead of cards and
dancing.
Knight Templars, forcible removal from the vessel, etc., dead.
as
usual.
Thursday evening,
their wives, unmarried
daughters and were features of these stories.
The body was brought to Ellsworth and
As a matter of fact Mrs. Higgins, whose
Mrs. C. A. Hanscom, who has been here minor sons only are invited.
in the city tomb, awaiting complaced
since Christmas, expects to leave to-morEllsworth friends of Mrs. Charles A. only home has been on ship-board for munication with relatives if they com k
is a good sailor, and aprow for her home in Baltimore.
Hill, of Waterville, will regret to learn of eighteen years,
found.
The Epworth league of the Methodist | the sudden death of Mr. Kill, which pears to have been the only level-headed
aboard when the Are broke out.
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.
Mrs. Hill is person
church will serve a supper at Odd Fellows occurred last Wednesday.
Capt. Higgins was in NewYork on busibetter known here by her former name of
hall this evening from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.

the hardest of winter storms.

or

assortment at

Sleighs,

Carriages,

or

guarantee against discomfort from the

a

coldest of weather
I have

Coat

increase in

Fred A. Orcntt and wife and Elmer E.
Strout and wife left Monday night for a
visit with Mrs. Orcutt’s brother, George C.
Lawrence, of Detroit, Mich., and her sister, Mrs. L. L. Reed, in Toledo, O. They
will also visit friends in other cities.

MAILS

Patrick

If you have

an

conflict with the Blanquefort coramandery installation on Monday evening.

The 6 o’clock whist club met with Mrs
E. K. Hopkins yesterday.
Mrs. C. H. Hodgman attended the wedding of a niece in Bath last week.

Ellsworth.

has

with

to

Hanook:
Noyes A Nutter—Kineo ranges.

In

W.

l*H

P*Ulion to the ft J court.
Htatvmei-t-~ lloly.ike Mutual Fire Ins Co*
Ease nonce—Kntiro n MouldsfroroJ I. F ovd A J A Haynes—Dissolution

MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the pioneer National Hank
of Ellsworth, Maine.

,\

made

church

I'.MKi.

Don't stav away on account of high prices, for mine are as low ;ir elsewhere.
Beef steak, I’ork or Lamb chops, with fried potatoes, liread and Butter,
Tea or Coffee—all for 25 cents.

C.

Burrill has returned from

Montreal, where she has spent the past
two months with her daughter, Mrs. J.W.
Tatley.
The many friends of Raymond Wescott
and wife will be pleased to learn that their
little daughter Ruth, w'ho has been very
ill, is improving.
Mrs. Otis W. Kent is in Kastport for a
few' weeks, visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Homer H. Emerson, who is keeping house
there for her

son

Edward.

Officers of Blanquefort commandery, K.
will be
installed next Monday by
Grand Captain-General A. W. King. There

T.,

ness

Mrs. Mary Jordan. She was married to
Mr. Hill four years ago, at the home of
her sister-in-law, Mrs. A. W. Clark, in this

when the

fire started.

There

was

a

North Deer Isle

Broods Ot<r

Girl

Suicide of Her Mother.
fog which prevented the discovery
of the smoke by those on board, until the
North Deer Isle—The people here
tire was burning fiercely. The crew mus- were shocked to learn of the
attempted
city.
tered with buckets, but were unable to suicide at
Cambridge, Mass., on Saturday
Harry L. Blaisdell, of this city, arrived subdue the
and Mrs. Higgins, of Miss Catherine
flames,
of
this
place.
Weed,
home from Manset last Wednesday evenrealizing this, put off in a small boat to
Miss Weed, who is nineteen years ot
ing, bringing a bride, who was Miss Let tie
dense

summon

Frances Stanley, of Manset. The wedding took place at Manset Wednesday
A
foren
the
report of
wedding
appears in the Manset news elsewhere in
this issue. The friends of the groom here

assistance.

pilot boat lying at Stapleton wharf
nearby was summoned by her, and soon
A

had two streams
fire

on

the

fire.

After the

out, a water boat put in an appearance, and w'ith possible salvage in view,
began pumping w’afcer into the vessel.
The fire was wholly confined to the forward house. Had it reached the hold, in
which 28,500 cases of kerosene were stored,
it would have been serious. The deck on
which the house rests was not burned
was

age, left here about a week ago for a visit
in Boston. She had heeD in a despondent
mood for some time, brooding over the

death of her mother, Mrs. Eliza A. Weed,
suicide by drow ning her*self in a well here last October.
Mrs. W. I. Hodgdon, whom the girl was

who committed

congratulations.
Esoteric lodge, F. ami A. M.,
visiting in Cambridge, heard groans from
were installed last Thursday evening by
the girl’s room early Saturday morning,
James E. Parsons, senior grand scribe ot
and found her
warmest regards of this community.
partially unconscious.
K.
the grand chapter, assisted by Curtis
were at once summoned, and
Physicians
C. R. Cl RONE, PROP’R.
Irene chapter, O. E. 9., will give a supREGULAR DINNER, 25 CENTS.
Foster, senior grand warden of the grand
found she had taken carbolic acid.
per and dance at Masonic hall, State street, lodge, as marshal. There was a large atenough to necessitate renewing. The whole
Miss Weed was taken to the hospital in
on Tuesday evening, Jan. 30.
Supper from tendance of Masons, with ladies of their top of the house, about half the ceilings
a critical condition.
Last reports received
P. s.—if anything you get doesn’t suit just tell me, so I will know next 6 to 7 o’clock. All Masons and their fam- families. After installation
was

time what to do.

Judge Strout,

extend

who has been

presiding

The Bowdoin

MARK-DOWN!

KEEP YOUR
FEET WARM

Carriage

Ladies’,

Heaters

1 have

a

number of

Ladies’ and Misses' Dress Skirts

by

J. A. McGOWN,

Officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P.,

Robes, Blank-

Clothing.

ets, Rubber and Oiled

Street,

Record contains the annual report of Rev.
Albert J. Lord as pastor of the First Congregational church in that city. The
report is a comprehensive one, showing
the work done in the various departments
of the church during the
year. The

aibrrtiannaits.

and shall sell them AT COST
AND LESS THAN COST.

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Woolen. Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets,
cleaned clean.

9

or no

Carriage*.

sale.
V.

and second-

Agent for H. A.
Everything as repre*

Terms reasonable.

H.

GOULD.

Flowering

Plants

AT TH*

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Primroses, Cyclamen,
and

Cor. Main and

Franklin Sts.,

_

ladies*
*t

Whether it’s
nace—if it is

CAUTIONS.

a

range or a fur-

a

“Clarion”, it is

ELDRLDGE,

Main Street,

and scientific

cure

for all

Colds, Grip, .Coughs, Influenza, etc.
Their action is prompt and positive.
Don’t wait until you get a cold
before purchasing the remedy, but
box of Rexall Cold 7 ablets
to-day and have them in readiness.

buy

a

They only

cost

25c. per Box,
and we positively guarantee them
to do all we claim or refund you
your money.

Ellsworth.

Freeslas

connection.

day

Clark Si Wltbam's Bowlins’ Alley*,

Tuesday and Friday,

afternoon and evening. Alleys will be
devoted exclualvely to ladle*. No gentlemen will be allowed (inle*. accompanied by ladles.

ALICE

M. HOOPER,

DRESSMAKER and
CADIES’ TAILOR,
8 School St.,

E. O.

MOORE,

PHARMACIST,
CORNER OPP. THE POST OFFICE.

KlUwott

Subscribe for Tbs Ambbioah

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

the flames. The water boat which came
along after the fire was out has libeled the
vessel for f5,000, but this claim will be con-

tested.

Capt. Higgins, who wrote Sunday giving
the facts as here printed, said that with a
week
of good weather he would be ready
I
for sea again.

not

New

j

appearance

forty-nine. Mrs. Newman when completed. It
surprised, as evidenced by the pretty church home.
as-

of Bar Harbor.

of the Helpsomehow society
It took the shape of a handsome buffet from the warerooms of Curtis
R. Foster. It is a tine piece of furniture and
makes a distinct addition to the diningAs a surprise it was complete for
room.
the fortunate victims had not even the
slightest hint of such a conspiracy on the
As an expart of the Helpsomehowers.
pression of esteem it is much appreciated
by the pastor and his wife.
the members

recently.

Fire broke out early Friday morning in
Gay nor building on Water street, the
second floor of which is occupied as a resThe
taurant by Mrs. Sarah A. Moore.
fire started in the attic, evidently from
the chimney. The damage to the building, which is owned by F. M. Gaynor, is
the

are a new

to meet every

J. P.

COLD

The time to cure a cold is just
soon as it makes its appearance.
Colds cannot cure themselves, and
delay is dangerous.

COLD TABLETS

requirement.
Made by the Wootl Bluliop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

F
F

Ellsworth.

THE—

Hyacinths.

Cut flowkbs fob all occasions.

Telephone

STORE

E. MOORE,

HANCOCK HOC8B

tarilage*.
2"?
•oyer Fine

Every

A.

65c
65c
75c

sale: CLARION.
8TABLK,

Horses, new
tSPiK<KKl business
Harnesses.
•*0WhI

...

Send for circular.

l> l. MORRISON. SK0WHE8AR, ME.

for

45e and 50c
60c

edge,
Rolled edge,

friends

A very pleasant surprise was wreaked
upon Hev. P. A. A. Killam and wife by

RUBBERS.

Plain

his male

counted

Norris,

OUTING FLANNEL, 5c to 8c per yd.

Hen's,

of

which she served,
sisted by her daughter, Mrs. I). Shirley

UNDERWEAR,

Ladies’,
Hoys’, Plain edge,
Rolled edge,

a

is indeed

a

cosy and

There are four of the memorial windows.
Three of the windows are the centre windows of the lancet windows set in threes
facing north, east, south and west. The
fourth memorial is in a circular windowabove the altar. All are of handsome design in colored glass, from the Farley
Stained Glass Works, Portland.
At the right of the auditorium is the
memorial to Mrs. Harriet Baker Simonton, wife of Rev. J. P. Simonton. The
figure design of this window Is a cluster
of lilies. At the left is the memorial of
Rev. Abner S. Townsend, a former pastor
of the church.
The design is an open
bible. Facing Hancock street and opening from the vestry is the memorial to
Abram Lord, the design being a cross.

The circular window above the altar is a
memorial to Sumner G. Rowe, the design
being an open bible.
The three electric chandeliers of twelve
lights each—two in the church and one in
the vestry—are also in place. Thev are
the gift of Fred S. Smith and
of
Gardiner.

wife,

COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday, Jan. 24, at Odd Fellows
hall, 5.30 tot p. m.—Supper by Epworth
comparatively slight, and is covered by league of Metnodist church; 26 cents.
insurance. The damage in the restaurant
Tuesday, Jan. 30, at Masonic hall, State
from water and smoke was considerable. street—Supper and dance by Irene chapO. E. S.
ter,
A. B. Folwell, of the Providence*WashWednesday, Feb. 21, at Hancock hall—
ington insurance company, was here Coffee
party under auspices of St. Joseph’s
to-day adjusting Mrs. Moore’s loss. She Catholic society.
received |123 insurance. The adjoining
Thursday, Feb. 22, at Hancock hall
building, ow ned by Thomas E. Lee, was Concert by Bow-doin college glee club, followed by dance.
slightly damaged.
—

The State railroad commissioners held a
hearing in Ellsworth last Wednesday on
the petition of the mayor and aldermen
for a grade railroad crossing at the extension of the new Mariaville road to a connection w ith the Bangor road. The petition was granted, the crossing to be made
at grade, the grade at the approach on
either side not to be greater than one foot
in twenty. It was the decision of the
commissioners also that the railroad company shall construct and maintain the
crossing within its right of way, and
make a suitable provision for Burface

here indicated that she

Stobertisramt.;-.

would

recover.

Society Floral Emblem*
are always correct.
Addre»e BAB HARBOR only.
Open ail the year ’round.

MOSES'

partially insured.
Voluntary settlement for fl,750 was made
with the pilot boat which extinguished

Methodist Church,
The memorial windows of the new
ing,
party
Methodist church have been set in place
dropped in on him unawares and inter- [ this week, and add greatly to the attracta
of
He
subrupted quiet game
pitch.
iveness of the interior. With these winmitted to the usual birthday ordeal, ad- 1 dow'S in
place, one gains an idea of the
ministered in the orthodox way. Someof the auditorium as it will be
when

excellent dinner

Fleeced

studding will have to be renewed. All

tools in the carpenter shop, most of galley
utensils, side lights, signal lights, hose
were burned, and two boats were considerably scorched.
Capt. Higgins’ interest in the vessel was

—

Street-Commissioner G. Frank Newman
the “victim” of a surprise last even-

was

body

$1.00 for 75c; 60c for 30c.

Leave orders at
Staples. Smith ami
*®°dy’s. or mail a postal addressed to
Organ*,** I to* j«GP, Ellsworth, Maine.

At

Cotton

Ladies' Wool and

and

served, following which dancing was enjoyed until a late hour.
Officers of Sunrise council, D. of L.,
were installed last Thursday evening by
Past Councillor Mrs. E. A. Lermorid, assisted by Miss Addie Tinker as marshal.
The names of the officers have already
Next
been printed in The American.
Thursday evening there will be work in
the initiatory degree.
The State councillor, Mrs. Lucy Fletcher, of Biddeford,
will on that evening pay an official visit to
the council. Banquet will follow work.

w’as

ELLSWORTH.

ORGANS Cleaned, Repaired and
Tuned. Sewing Machines
Cleaned and Repaired.

were

installed last

Manufacturer and Jobber of

Harnesses, Trunks, Whips,

give

COATS

to close out at ONE-HALF PRICE.

Sold

will

concert at

Wednesday evening, by District Deputy James B. Havey, of West
Misses' and Children’s Hullivan. A turkey, supper was served.
The evening was an enjoyable one.
A recent issue of Meriden Morning

when HIDING in cold
weather by using the celebrated

college glee club

Hancock hall Thursday evening, Feb. 22. A dance will follow. The
affair is under the management of ten
young ladies of Ellsworth.
a

Officers of

supper

ilies invited.

Neatness is my watchword.

Main

at

the term of court just ended, left on the
noon train to-day, taking with him the

asbfrtisanmta.

FINE

MEATS
AT
KEARNS’!
I have

just opened a strictly
Department

first-class Meat
at my

Charles

store, with

Cottle in
locked

I have

charge.

this

departcarefully with a splendid variety of choice meats :
I assure you I can satisfy
new

ment

your every want in the meat
line exactly to your liking—

STRICTLY FOR CASH.
You will

find

quoting

me

the lowest meat

prices

in

town, thanks to my invariable rule of “cash down for
the

goods”.

Get your next dinner herd

PARCHER’S

Dyspepsia Tablets. Patrick
A Stimulant Antacid, valuable in caaea
of Nauaea, Heartburn, Indigestion.
For distress after eating, one tablet will
afford immediate relief.
FOB SALK OMLY AT

PARCHER’S PHARMACY, Ellsworth, Me,

Kearns,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Open 6

a. m.

to 10 p.

m.

every day..

Goods Delivered Promptly
to

all

parts

of the City.

*TIAN

Prnfer Me^tlag Topic For the Week
BrsianittNC

J«a.

BDIT*I> Bt "AUVT

J6*.

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Home missions In our citiea.—
LuKe xix. 41-4S.

greatest

In

governis the govment iu our
So far as
ernment of our largo cities.
the national and state governments are
concerned, the greatest problems involved in their conduct have been
largely solved, but when we come to
thv municipal governments we find a
In no
very different state of affairs.
other place has corruption in politics
become so widespread, nor has the opportunity to defraud and to deceive
th
people been so great. The recent
politic i revolutions against ail that is
worst in politics iu such cities as St.
Louis and Philadelphia go to show
th,.t when the people are thoroughly
aroused they can bring about great ami
But what is most
in ortant changes.
desired is that a condition in municipal
reached where there shall
life shall
n>
be an a lternating existence of fraud
and of ref 'rotation. We should aim to
reach a condition where city life and
ci*y governmental affairs should always l>e honest and upright, and the
surest and best way to bring about
so. h a state of affairs is to completely
evangelize ami Christianize the citizens
of our great cities.
The difficulties in city mission work
In the higher
are tremendously great.
classes tf society there are many who
are absolutely indifferent to the claims
of the Je s fortunate upon them. Many
of them are indifferent to religion themselves a ad spend their entire time in
leading idle and selfish lives. The misnon prolueia today has also become
more difficult for the reason that our
large cities are becoming the homes of
thousands of foreigners.
The majority cf the immigrants who come to our
shores come first to the city of New
York, many of them making their
homes there. Their next point is Phib
adelphia ami the great industrial centers of central and eastern Pennsylvania. Many others locate in the city of
Chicago and other western cities.
In any great city where there are
600,000 to I.OQOlOUO foreigners who are
ignorant of our language and customs
the problem of missions becomes a
hard and difficult one. Almost every
influence draws this large mass of people instinctively from the missionary,
and yet at the same time the work iu
nearly all of our large cities has been
greatly blessed, and many churches
consisting entirely of foreigners have
been organized in our large cities, rr.d
hundreds of converts have been m ole.
The importance of this work, so far as
foreign populations are concerned, lies
in the fact that many of the ^averts
go back to their own countries to
preach the gospel in their own tongue
to their own people.
City mission
work Is a great feeder of the foreign
mimionary field.
Bnuitian

Helpful

and

Hopeful

trader.

taken a arm hail

Rratil. where
there ate now
eighty societies,
with
a
total
on

membership

of

2.500, in the f »i-

lowing

states.

i's.uio. Parana. Santa Catharina, Minas
Gerses, Kio de
Janeiro. Bahia.
S.

Sergipe.

Alago-

as. Fernambueo
and Maranbao.
One of Christhm Endeavor's
EB. J o r carlos ro- strongest
supdrioces.
porters and talented leaders is Dr. Jose Carlos Ro-

drigues
to

Its Worth.

A Pl«h Driver.

Speaking at a prayer meeting one
night a Japanese Endeavorer of South

FOX’S

LETTER

In A11 Parts of tbs Uuitsd Stats* Lydia
Pink ban?.'*
£
Vegetable Compound
Haa Effected Sttnuiar Cure*.

of female ill*
are continually coming to light which
hare been brought about by Lydia E.
Pinkham s Vegetable Compound, and

Many wonderful

cure*

nod and smile.
Lightly given, free from guile.
Just a touch of Ungers;
Just a little cheery word.
Clean forgotten soon a» heard.
Ye* It* cadence lingers.
Just

a little

wayside flower.
maybe, for an hour,
Fragile'ta its beauty;
Yet its perfume softly -tole
To a wild, rebellious soul.
Turning It towards duty.
Just

a

little

Blooming,

Just a laugh, or just a song.
Just a face within the throng—
Only these, yet often
They shall reach a vibrant chord
In some callous heart ignored.
They shall touch and soften.

Dear

by

ours.

I

t*

I

next utue

tell you I bare a c«rw wa-bteg macMce
BtkM it easier for me, as the men or
it, and on it# Am day** trial Lora
girl*
said, as it washed grummie'* aprons clean, she
thought It was ail right- So you see my aprons
are not like Susan's.
1 wonder If any of the si*ten ever get roa!
blue, bare bine Mondays or Saturdays? 1 hare
felt real thrlstmasy for a long time, and felt
khankiul for so many things, and then right on
top of U all I ja-t had a At of the blue* because
a dear grandson went away to work among
strangers, and the son went hack to the hospital
for a Buie more treatment, and my sunshiny
Martha was away taking care of the sweetest
little girl baby and It* *fca r-other. So your
Sister H. got real wicked and dark blue. But it
was only for a little while, for she soon remem
bered the comforting promise, **Our God shall
supply all your needs; and that the angel of the
Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him
and He dellTereth them."
" ith lore and good wishes to
you ail. from
SiSTEJt B.
Ellsworth, Me.
matt

That "dark blue" is

a new

idea.

I shall

_

Dear Aunt Madge and SiXert:
I can seebut a little, as I hare been suffering
from erysipelas in my eye*, yet I feel no rain
and puffed up, must write and tell you all about
tc and then each niece will earv me.

recalled it had been twentr-fire years since we
took such sw«t comfort together In the old
Rural Farmers* club- These eioee ties are never
forgotten, are they, Janet*
Drx.l.

Yob,

yon sent th* envelope first, then
the letter came all right. Why. Dell, 1 am
willing to share the honors with yon and

the other mutuals.
Aunt

Madge

as

Each of yon could be

easily

Welcome, Charity,

as

not.

always glad to
hear from you. Thants for all
good
also
for
the
for
wishes,
recipe
tapioca pud*
ding.
we are

Dear M. B. Sutm
This is Friday evening, Jaa. 12, and I am
wondering bow many of yon are as Aunt

Half the World Wonders
Aamaiia said: "I cannot be a fisher of !
men—I am not good at fishing—but how the other half lives. Those who use
Buckien 's Arnica Salve never wonder if it
pastor, I will go where the fish are will cure
Cots. Wounds, Burns, Sores and
and drive them where you can catch all Skin
eruptions; they know it will.
them
That is just the best work our Mrs. Grant Shy. 1130 E. Reynolds St.,
Ende.ivorers everywhere could be do- i Springfield, HL, says: **I regard it one of
the absolute necessities of
housekeeping.'’
mg
Guaranteed by E. G. Moore, druggist, 25c,
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IS

Train*

is

7**H> Onion*, ft

m, and
connect

01
IS

ft

urn Ip*.

ft

1
Mh
1
W
SO

Putnlpa, ft
feptnach. p*

Crantwrrle*, qt
I

11 #15
23* 5
SO

Orin*c», Ju»
Lemon* do*

Rio.
Mocha,

a«f-»
55
15

Java,

Tea—per ft—

\

tajojci by uw« who are obliged ko May at
home- &, we want to hear an account of tour
journey. I want to thank the sl*ter who cent
the song, “lilory • 1 had been wanting the
words 411 *u ni a»er.
i tried Erne Stine** method with doughnuts !
and wa* mrprlsoi that «o much fat was left on ;
doughnuts. But the water must be boiling, and j
the plunge must be a very quick oue. it certainly
Novice, w*th those lovely ;
keep* them moist
patent lamp wicks you ought to be able to write
ue loo* evening letter*.
Will *end the recipe
for tapioca that wt« requested by Vybrt.

j

j

tearing Ellsworth 710 a
arriving EU* worth 11 M
Washington Co Ry.

*

IT

u
p

m

on

Steamship Company.

«#»

WINTER SCHEDULE.

06
.04

Oatmeal, per ft

» and
a ®, W

< 41
« to

EASTERN

4i6#Jft

Vinegar, cal

Buckwheat, pkg
-43# «6 Graham,
-90# 06 Rye meal,

Japan.

Two

.r

Trip# A Week.

.04
.0#

Oolong,
Granulated meal.ft Of*
«ugar—per ft—
#03* Oil--per gal
Graiiukaicd,
Co flee—A A B,
-•«
Linseed,
-66#.T9
Yellow, C
II
.<**
P ordered.
COilv
Mola***—per gal—
—

Steamer* leave# Bar Harbor Mend*.* »a-t
1 faur#d*y* ax » a m tauchln* ax Seal Harbor,,
S'<»rt*«a* M«rkjui South«re*t Harbot. St- Dtr.fto*i. connecting at Rockland with Meatner for

-35
Jo

Havana.
Porto Hlco,

Syrup.

JU>

Bomm.

Neat* and Provision*.

Beef, ft
ASP

of feathers, for a harvest of them
i* still to be seen on all the latest midwinter hats: besides it Is predicted that
they will be worn to a certain extent
in the spring. But then no one can foretell to a certainty wbat new fashions
will become popular. As soon as any
thing new become* universal It ceases
to lie fashionable.
A few of the new spring street costumes are being displayed in the shop
windows and showrooms this week
One wouders where all these changes
come from, for there is a distinct new
style in all the models. One was a
mannish gray suit of cloth, with a cash
mere finish.
The short pony coat and
circular skirt are both trimmed with
gray buttons having black velvet centers. The buttons on the skirt trimmed
the center of the front and reached
down to the hem. making a most origi
nal little walking suit.
A very

jaunty looking

costume

was

flecked wool in gray and white, with
a short hip coat closed in front, with
smart buttons beginning just below
the velvet collar.
Many of the new
skirts are circular, but the plaited
skirts have been such favorites that
some of the latest models show th«
cuatrr.
plaited effect with panels set in th*
back and sides; sometimes a plaited
I am sorry to hear Esther ha# been very
ill with the measles. Hope she will noon
panel down the front. This Is a deeidbe well again.
ed relief to the home dressmaker, be
Acxt Madge.
cause the circular skirt is hard to hanj
properly, especially if walking length.
Ui. €. 4. U. (Sotmnn.
Many of the demitailored stilts fot
young ladies are set off most beautiful
iTbe editor invites secretaries of local unioa*
of the W. Q. T. C. In Hancock county, and
ly with the finest of embroidered cuff?
white rib boner* generally, to contribute to this
and collars. I'ainty frills for the neck
column reports of meeting* or Items that will be
of toterest to workers in other arts of the
and elbow give a suit that aristocratic
county. We would like this to be a live column,
feminine touch that every one long?
but It need* some effort on the pan of W. C. T
L*. women to make It so. It ts • or:amn of theti j for. ami this is where a girl can use
making, not ours, and will be what toey mak<
her originality to great advantage
'U
Item* and communication* should be abort.
s»d are, of course, subject to approval of the
There are so many handmade thing?
editor. 1
sold in the shops that a suit is hardly
complete without some dainty bit ol
sorTHWEsrr harbor.
fluff and frills on It
The Southwest HartK-r Y passed a very
When the idea comes of a sprint
! pleasant and instructive evening with the suit, at the same time there comes !h«
! president, Grace Carroll Clark, in her new
additional Thou gin of what to weal
\ hj»me, Jan. 19. Twenty-two were present. about the neck on milder days in
plan
Two
"What
the
Y
has
Accompapers,
[
of the heavy furs to which so uianj
plished,’* by Miss Esther M. Dixon, and people object. Some
lovely inexpensive
“What the Y May Do”, by Mrs. Louise neck
scarfs and muffs were seen it
Lawton Freeman, taught the lesson of imitation
Persian lamb.
They wer»
making’ the home a pure and lovable place pale gray with a
unique design in graj
to live in, and then go outside to help all.
silk cord running through the stoie ani
A poem by Mias Marie Sawyer was very
the same effect carried out in the muff
The mandolin soloa by Dr.
helpful.
I-ight. beautiful things can be mad«
George Neal added much fio the evening's of maiine. chiffon or
any similar ma
The canteen law was taken
pleasure.
terial and trimmed with marabout.
up and discussed.
Sandwiched in between these deli
The next meeting will be Feb. 2, with
cate early spring displays one sees
the
Miss Esther M. Dixon. We »haU be glad
ever popular shirt waist suit
of sheet
to welcome all young people to our meetlawn with deep or narrow tucks on
Cor. Sec.
ing*the fnll skirt. The waist is either
plain
■===?
or exquisitely trimmed in
fine lace m
The Minister—And does your pope ny
hand embroidery, according to
the
grace st the is We, too? The Angle Child
ami material.
The good lines
—Yes, sir, but be doesn't asy it like yoo price
and excellent workmanship make
them
i do. The Minister—What does be say?
a most desirable addition to
the ward
The Angel Child—He sits down and looks
robe,
since
especially
entire suits 0I
around an says, “Good Lord, what a dinthe same material is the
ner!’’
undisputed
iecision of Dame Fashion.
readers
(Our
m»> have advice on
por.
A Modern Miracle.
Thaein* and an> question
coneemfet
.uhion
or
fabrics
“Truly miraculous seemed the recovery
..Metered
of Mrs. Moilie Holt, of this pLaee," writes
charge- by Rene Dwfiua, the faihinr
J. O. R. Hooper, Woodford. Tenn., "she
Deversus
was
so
wasted by
Hkditon Souir? v.„
coughing up pus P. O- Box
from her lungs. Doctors declared her end
York. inelvMsjRg stamp for
reply.}
so near that her family had watched by her
bedside forty-eight noun, when, at my
urgent request. Dr. King's New Discovery
“Charley, dear," said young Mrs. Torwas given her, with the astonishing result that improvement began, and eon- kina, after her husband had been
playing
tinned until she finally completely re- *
gwne, “why ere you so often withcovered, and is a healthy woman to-day
Guaranteed cure for coughs and colds. 50c out moneyf’ “It is doe tothe wgy I w»*
and p.00 at E. G. Moose s.
Trial bottle raised.” “You man reared, don't you*-’
tree.
“So. 1 mean raised."
a

_
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prPeo'

Pork, ft.
15«-0
Steak, ft
.10#.»
Chop.

Steak.
Koaau.

8IRIVO SOT, FORT COA1
CIRCULAR SKIRT.

STYLE

Corned,
Tongue*.
Tripe,

one

\

Klee, per ft

r >

oo seo
«A! SOI
ti s 11
54 •s*>
*.• MIT
x
> 45
fe s SA
is « <7
If* 1 is
r, «n
r. •« si
4i ’*»

«
flo
f« M Mo
7 «* u
? 10 11
7 ?© n
n s* u
f7 4* 11
<
I
7 y> u
9 to8 40
® » 12 41

with

Apple*, coofctng)pk
*'#J0
App’e*. (table pk 40 #45

Cracked wheat,

«
*

10
10
n lo
uti©

Pasaeoger* are earnestly requested to procnt*
tick eta before entering the train*, and esMriafiv
7
Eilaworth to Fall* and Fall* to Ellsworth
F. E. BOOTH BY. G. P A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vhe Pree. and Owl Msnar**

Ilf 15
10

Orac^rlfi.
Co flee—per ft

IS*

A «

« CC

A U
0 00
I**

tig sal or notice to Conductor.
These train* connect at Bangor with throtuk
train* oo Main Mae, to and from Portland, Boa
ton and St. John.

tStop

04

Beet*, lb
Cabbage. ft
Carrola, lb

Mean*—per qt—
Yellow eye
Pen.
rralU

;

are

Tapioca-Soak three
tablespoon*
p-arl
Place the
tapioca In one cup water over night
tapioca with one quart of milk In double boiler
and boll until soft. Beat yolks of three ears
with one cap sugar am Mir into the hot milk.
Cook a few minutes and turn out. Beat whites
for frosting, put over top and brown. This I*
improved by abiding three tablespoon* desalcated c <coanut with the yolk* and sugar. also
sprinkle It over top of frosting before brownlog. If you do not care for the frosting, then
fol I the beaten white* lightly into the pudding,
it makes the mixture creamy and sight.

Waukeajr, Iff...

Mi l>eeert Ferry...
Sulllran..
Sorrento...
BAR HARBOR.

log:*

% •eatable*.

Squash,

710

1 00

..

tgll

!»

a *
4 30

m

..

Kars.
Frtsb laid, per to*.. tl *?5
Poultry.
Chtcftens.liftt
ST
Turtey...
Fowl.14

10

5 K>

10 w>.

BANGOR
Rancor. Ex St........
Brewer Jane
Holden.
Lake Ho«m...
(•reen Lake.
NWv.ito.
Ellsworth Fall#.
ELLSWORTH.
H'wh’itun June...
Franklin Road.
Hineock..

Seufehatal.JY

bu
bunch

A M
1 10

» 05

a

Portland..

factory (new; per ft...I6|h
Best lairy (new).1*
Dutch Dm ported).JC

Lettuce,

0 25

r m

Best

PoUior*.

%

HAKBOB.

Boston....
.» #30

Loose.
n*w.

Madge's we-ldtn*. Ii will go without saying j

!|■

BANGOB TO BAB

Dairy.SO»J»

j

that a

J
]
{

r a

Portland
..
Bo-ton.

Country prodoc*.

Celery,

50*.

4

J
i

...

Hatter.

are oon-

fmt many would like to be there who
car not
What a ckirioat fwni»f the t* hating
for her eriebratteat But *<f c»>ur*e iheeVuwru
would tVr with each other bt »ucb an event u
thl*
We -ope that many more wt-ddlrg a- ni
ternaries may be their*
The *et«T* hare »wen unusually Interes’.lu*
thi- winter
Tt»e description* of various trip*

on

15.

8

f5

Kiln worth Falla..
Mcolln.
Green Uke.
Lake ilouae.
Holden.
Brewer June..
fUnn* r, Es St
BA So OR, M C...

in Ellsworth.

Creamery per

4

U 2T* I 0
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til r, t» 1
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straw.

ADVARCS

and it

remember it.

prices

BANUOk
10 20

ELLSWORTH...

in

retail

HAKBOB TO

....

been coming along from
larger numbers than before, but
the warm spell threatens to sgain drive
the smelters off the ice.
The quotations below give the range of

Surry

ton.
Baled.

establish beyond a doubt the power of
Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Com- !
pound to conquer female diseases.
Women suffering from any form of
female
weakness
are
invited
to
promptly communicate with Mrs
Pinkham. at Lynn. Mass.
She askt
nothing in retnrn for her advice. It is
absolutely free, and to thousands of j
women has proved to be more precious
than gold.

thought.

dtflsraatly

we

BAR

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.
Sulilvaa
Me DfeP.Tt Ferry.
"»ukr*c 8 Fy...
Maneuck.
Franklin Road
'*a*h’gton June

to 5 cent#.

Hay.
Best loose, per

stantlypublishinsrfrom grateful women

Dear AutU Madv*
1 want to thank you sad all (be M. B sister*
for tieir kindly greetings and Christmas gift*,
and also a)! those who gave me a kindiv thought,
although like myself, they were busy about
home dude*, and surrounding circumstances
prevented as outward expression of the loving

luuoa 10 do

ami finally was toM by my pfersknan
that I had a tumor
1 did’ not want to
submit to an operation. 90 wrote you for
advica. I received your letter and did as
you told me. ami to-day I am completelv
cured.
My doctor says the tumor has disappeared, and I am once more a well woman
I believe Lydia E. Pinkbam s Vegetabk Cocnpound » the best medicine in the world

price again

MAINECeniB.7
kHK'3
('oinnieMcIng Dw. 4. 180.-,

Smelts have

trouble,

The testimonials which

your letter will be welcome at any time.
It is p easant to know the Christmas spirit can
last all the year, sod burs all the brighter the
oftener it finds expression la loving deeds and
words- Dell. I am glad you told us about tear
log yw&r dishes unwashed l” order lo do a rood
deed, for I know a few people who say that a
woman's first sad most Important thing ia life
is to do the housework oa Use, no issuer what
outer interests suffer; so 1 felt glad that 1 am
not the only one who might be called “slack" by
the model housekeeaers, even if after a day's
hard work and getting suprer for a family of
six. I dW. one night this week, go to usd tired
out sad leave the supper dishes unwast.e ».
And the worst of it is 1 nave not tnsde the re*o

dealers have cut

some

granulated

through the advice of Mrs Plnkham.
of Lynn. Mass., which is given to sick
women absolutely free of charge
The present Mrs. Pinkham has for
twenty-fire years made a study of the
ills of her sex : she has consulted with
and advised thousands of suffering*
women, who to-day owe not only their i
health but even life to her helpful
advice.
Mrs. Fannie T). Fox, of 7 Chestnut
Street, Bradford, Pa., writes:
Pear Mrs. Pinkham
**
I suffered for a long tiro* with female

♦•Just a little"—say not so!
There’a no little here below;
Large the plan of living ;
Good Is like the morning light
Scattering ail the.shade* of night.
Growing in its giving'
.iwtowv £. Andtrton-.
Selected bjr S. J. F.

this M. R. union of

and

strangers coming into town It is really
worth the price of an admission ticket
Just to see the beautiful costumes, jewIn fashion history
els and feathers.
the passing season will be recorded as

•Mrs. Fannie D. fax

M. B. Friend*:
Another series of interesting letters is
ready for you all this week, and more like
them, to come later For all these helps I
thank you. The object of this column is
attained, when friend meets friend in
‘•heart to heart’* talks, and oar lives are
made brighter and our sympathies broader

DKVKBACI.

The spirit of sociability is very pronounced in New Yoik these last few
weeks. and it has become very popular
for fashionable women to give Sunday
2 o’clock dinners to their iutimate
friends, either at home or at some upBeing the only holitown restaurant.
day of the week for business men, they
can enjoy these informal affairs without being harassed by business engagements. Then. too. the refreshments are
so light that no one has a disagreeable
feeling toward his hostess the next
morning. At one of these dinners lately the costumes won by the women
were almost as brilliant as those worn
at the opera, only no jewels were displayed. but the colors made one thiuk
of an old fashioned garden.
The opera season has surely reached
Its height during the last week, and to

JU*T A MOD AMU SMILE.

The store of Christian Endeavor for
t'. e year past breaks the record, reToday brought me a letter that mutt have
been meant for the editor of our column. It
st, arks'ie as have l-eeu the growth and
acitievviaent in the twenty-four years had visited three towns before It reached me. I
of this movement. To picture it would couW not accept the thank* for the token it was
but I do accept with pride the honor of any
be to unroll the panorama of the planet for.
one thinking It was 1 who so nobly
managed
in its relation to the kingdom.
oar column.
A act Madge will no doubt set the
The san never sets oa its busy ac- sister right and no harm will he done.
tivities
Now for myself. My John is still cleaning
Practically wherever human
hearts throb with the unrest and sor- house; he Is rather slow, as the hens call him
row and joy of life there unfolds the
often, hat he Is doing a good job, 1* nearly done
banner of Christian Endeavor and with the third room. While he papered the best
breaks on weary souls the cheer and room 1 was in bed with an alum curd on both
eyes so 1 could not criticise.
uplift of its song of redemption.
Oh, Susan, I have nine new aprons
Have
Dr. Clark, alert, young, enthusiastic,
made twelve but gave away three at
Christmas,
wise and single hearted for the king- | so others cou<d have clean
aprons. I mean to
dom. anxious only to see the church replace the® before I begin on the
pile, as I yet
measure up to its opportunity and rehave several old ones to wear through thr
sponsibility—what shall we say of winter. While Susan is so far away, there ikirn? Well, only this—pray that his no danger of a call Perhaps your apron talk
y ars may be long and many for the wa* some good after all.
1 goes* yon were all remembered by Santa
work yet to !e doDe. and that all of us
Claus. Ida Day remembered me from Minnemay open our eyes to see the strong
sota, and 1 was also remembered from Caliright arm the church has In the organ- fornia, New
York, Massachusetts and several
ised movement of its young people, and towns in Maine.
love it and be In it and watch over It
If 1 write nay more shall be blind again, so
as over the dearest child of the home
will stop by saying 1 did get a good long letter
nest.—James H. Earle in Contributor.
from Janet which made me feel old. when 1
la Wild Wraalx.
You will have a long hunt before you
find a Christian Endeavor society to
match the one In Buffalo. Wyo. Sixty
young people, mostly in the high school,
of fine intelligence and big energies,
make It up. The homes of many of
them are ranches more than fifty miles
away. Empire builders they are. and
at It with a will.
Their society is on
the recognition roll, and they sent a
delegate to Baltimore.—General Secretary Von Ogden Vogt

MRS.

m

Hens Give t’p Attempt to Hold Corner
on Rfgt-Vlw ( h»ngf*.
The recent wtrm weather has been too
much for the hens, which have been trying to corner the egg market, and they
The way they
have given up the fight.
have poured the eggs into the market ha*
knocked the cash price “at th? neat’’ down
to 18 centsf even 15 cent* having been accepted in some cases. The retail price is
from 22 to 25 cents.
There are few other price changes. The
sugar market broke a little the past week,

Street Gowns-Fad* and
FaiK'lo* In Neckwear.
BKNB

ttaflraaba ant *Uamtott»

.HARKETS.

(ELLSWORTH

LETTER.

Early Spring
BT

SHOULD READ

YORK

NEW

ALL SICK WOMEN

can turn

Theorist ian Endeavor movement ba<

A Tribute

11

The purpose* cf ihl« column are succinctly
title aod motto—U !• for the mutual
benefit, am! aii.s t*» M helpful and hopeful
Beirg f*»r the wrajion good. It Is for the com
inoo use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation ami suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In thla capacity H solicit*
communications, and Its success depend* largely
Comon the support given It in this respect
munications must be signed, but the name or
writer will not be pi luted except by permission
Communication*, will t*e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
wilt tie rejected without good reason. Address
«U communications* to
Thk America*,
Klls worth. He.
^

■

A

Motto:

It*

MAD61”.

suited tn the

problem
coni^ry today

Tlit'

3fcbfTtisre»nrt«.

fllntual Benefit Column.

ENDKAYOR.

40

Ham. per

#-10
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Veal:

Steak,

IS
13
l*#.tl

ft

Shoulder.
Bacon.

-06#o*>

»»

Salt
Lard.

23

10

10#

1m#.U

^Roaata,

Steamer leave* Blue hill Moadar* ami T bora
at »a m for South blue hill. Brook tin. v*jf.
wlrk, wer Me. Saraeatvtfle. Dark lUri^r »m)
Rock la od. eoanectlnjr wtu •learner for Bo*toa»
RETURNING
From Horton Toeadayt and Friday* »t ipa
From Rockland Wed»«*da?a and Saturday* U
* a m. touching at Stontnaten. Sooimrmx
iI*rhor, Northeast ilaroor ami i*eal Barbor,
From Itockland We1nr#d»r* and Saturday* at
Sham. touching at Dark tllrbor, Sargeatvilto,
l>eer l-le, -mu*wick. Brook tla. Sooth B ucklil
and Hluehill.
From Weak Tremont Monday*
All earyu. except llr* atork. via the rteaswn
of ttol* Company. U inaurea a«atn»x Art tad
marine ri*k.
F. a Moanas, G«»n Agent, Roekfemt. It*
uirin tcsTin, V. p. .% uaa'i Ma *m.
Fouter*# Wharf. Ronton. Mtu

dajra

CS
Tongue*. each
Spring lamb, 12*i»
li*«b

Cod,
Haddock,

*
06

Halibut,

11#It

Oyntera. qt
C

ft1

lam#, qt

Pish.

Scallop*, qt
Lobatrre, ft

«
ti

Smelt*, lb
Shrimp*, qt

>5

ao

fuel.

Wood—par oord
Coal—per tea
5 00 #6 50
Broken.
Dry hard,
3 00 #3 OC
Dry *oft»
Stove,
Rounding* per load
Kg*.
1
00#1 26
Nut,
5jOC
Bulling*, hard
Klackamlth'*

—

rat
7 5C
7 !k
7 34*
7 i»

$rofr»»tonai CarOs.
F. SIMON

f\

floor, Drain and feed.
flour— per bbl—
4#«50
oau, bu
5 00#«u© S *<»«*—bag—l.:o# is
1 20 Mixed feed. bn*.
Corn. 100ft bag
1 25# 3
Corn meal.bag
11 * «W*i»agn.ha« 1 J0«l*0
Cracked cor*.
1 jD Cotton need meai. 1 S3

PHYSICIAN

TON,

and

M. D.

SURGEON.

Bntdeoce (J. VI. Hair lK>>:v
MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH HE
and

No.

ee

TiurnuMa

LAW KEGAKDISt. WEIGHT* A»t* M&ASt'KKA.

A

bufebcl of Liverpool mIi ••♦all weigh 60
pouo-li*, AM! A batbel of Turk** I*3aud salt *hall
weigh % pound*.
Tbe atandard weight of a bu*be! of potato**
In good order aod fit for »htpptBg, 1a ® pound*,
of apple*. 44 pou nd«.
Tbe Kacdard weight of a b«*bei of bean* In
good order And It for shipping, U 63 pound*;
of wheal, t«et*. ruta baga turnip* and pea*, *
pound*; of core. J4 pound*; of colon*, S3
poucd*; Jof carrot* FugM*h inrnlp*, rye and
1 ndlao meal. SC pound*; of
parsnip*. 45 pound*;
of barley and buckwheat, 46 pound* of oat*,
S3 pound*, or even measure a* by agreement.

Stmcrtiarcuntf.

Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of the
one block east of Broad-

city,

To Cure * Cold In One Day
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablet*.
UrugrUu refund money if it fall* to cure. E. W.
ubovk'* signature l* on each bo*. fi<.

way, two blocks south from
Madison Square. House newly
decorated and refurnished.
Rates #1.00 per day and up-

^Hrticai.

ward. European plan.

Comforllng Words.
Many

Edward Coyne & Co. *
F. S. Willard -Up-

Ellsworth Household Will

an

Find Them So.
To have tbe| pains and inches of
bock

removed;

to

be

a

hod

annoying, dangerous urinary diaordera
enough

to

grateful.

make

Wc

any

kidney

PATENTS

is

sufferer

To tell hour this great
change

be brought about will prove comforting words to hundreds of Kiln-worth

can

I

^^TRADE-MARKS

fmatt *nd

GASNOWI

Ralph T. Young, farmer, living at tbe
on the
Partridge Cove
Road, one andja half mile* north of Lamoille, Me., says; ‘-Before 1 used Doan's
Kidney Pills in tbe;spring of 190B, I had
■o

severe

an

attack of

severe t

winges

of

canaadjby a cold

pain.

OPPOSITE U.S.

1 think it

ELLSWORTH

Steam

which seated itself in my

1

‘NO

Since then I have recommended Doan

a

Kii.aey Pillafto

many of my friends, aad
in ail cases they report the most
beneficial
results.”

ktST

Pauper Notice
contracted with tkt CUT* J
HaVIXu
wonh
rapport
to

ana care lor

nerd aa'irtaec* dunnr U* neM W*
are local —-—- o! KUawonti I

sc?.**
attteut; Fmmbooar
nflP1
I*

r»®

X. Y., sole

agents for the United States.

Remember tbe name—Doan's-and take
oOker.

90

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
KHD fUUMI,
lUJWl'ffk

Price 50 cents.

Foeter-Miiburn Co., Buffalo,

bo

and Bath ficcrns.

FAT, IO WASH**

AM kind* of lauedry work dono ftt *kort
Uoudk coiled for and delivered

continued to use thia remedy with increasing benefit until completely relieved. and

For sale by all dealers.

Laundry

was

kidneys. I had read about Doan's KidneyPills and heard a number of
people speak
highly of them and I procured a box at
Moore's drug store, in Ellsworth. The
treatment brought me
prompt relief, and

PATENT'OFftet

WASHINGTON. D.C-

backache that I

hardlyjnove about witbont suffering

0^*1

Aexxi nnxiel, siteuri or pt* to ofI»WH.
mrx
free report on r»!-rstaMiity.
f< r f--.

Birch Tree Farm,

could

prumptjy otrtain U. & am1 >

entirely free from

*•1®.

Quick.

fcprrto.
Cura

AM

Bailable

kw'jSw
‘‘"5

to ooAoe renrdW a ..! »<
rooraataod. Frte. ■»* Toot*
fc' m
Or watt. Twumu «: red

or

■r. LaFraaeo,

Fit,., ■olpkl*'

BLUEHILli HISTORY.
Candag«. Brookline,
Blaeblll Historical Society.)

K. a. r.

.Complied br

Hass., tot tlie

society will bo glad to
Tho Bluebltl lltstorlesi
lie president. Or. Otle Little
rect\fe through
correetlone, etc.,
fleld of Bluebtll. sugsesllons.
In miking these pspers SB
which will insist
ss
correct
possible.
sna ss

eompleto

January in the Year

of Our Lord One
hundred and ninety-three.
(Signed) Joseph Wood.
Nathan Parker.
Israel Wood.
Robert Parker.
Obed Johnson.
Joseph Wood, Jr.
Robert Wood.
I Signed, Sealed and )
delivered In the

thousand

1
1793-At n town
Blue Hill, April 1,
on thindste, “Voted, Tbst
should be linished on
the meeting house
this ye»r, complete.
the outside
“Voted, That the body of the meeting

mooting held

bouse be

painted a yellow

stone color and

with oil, turpentine
the roof to be painted
and Spanish brown.
“Voted, that the selectmen see that the
above work is done.
“Voted, That Sixty Pounds in addition
at this meeting should
to the Sums granted
the Town for the
,1«. be assessed upon
of finishing the meeting house,

presence of

Joseph

Herrick, Amos

I

Allen.

“Hancock,

and the remainder when the Pews
finished.

begun

seven

are

“Voted, That Ebenezer Floyd, Daniel
Spofford, and Capt. Joseph Wood, jr., be a
committee to lay before the Town on the
day of the appointed Vendue such differPlans of the pews of the meeting house
occur to them.
“Voted, That the Selectmen gfve notice
of the intended Vendue of the Pews.
“Voted, That the Selectmen provide a
Person to do the duty of Sexton.”
September 11, 1797, the town passed the

ent
as

|

January the drat A. D., [
Then personally appeared the within
named Joseph Wood, Nathan
Parker,
Israel Wood, Robert Parker, Obed John- j
son, Joseph Wood, Jr., Robert Wood and
acknowledged the within instrument of
them subscribed to be their free act and
deed.
Before mo,
Nicholas Holt,
Justice of the Peace.”
•‘Voted, That a commitU-e of three be i
appointed to lay before the town a plan
as.

17H3.

may

following

If you will

at the next annual

meeting

considered

“Voted, That the porch doors be
by these Presents That
Nathan Parker, Israel crowned with pediments in manner with
we, Joseph Wood,
Wood, Robert Parker, Joseph Wood, Jr., the front door.”
October 20, 1791, the town “Voted, That
Obcd Johnson and Robert Wood, ol Blue
Hill in the County of Hancock and Com- the selectmen dispose of the tar, glass,
monwealth ol Massachusetts, in Consider- putty, empty casks and boxes left at the
ation of the Love and Good will we bare finishing of the outside of the meeting
"Know all

men

Blue Hill and in
to the said Town of
Order to add to the beauty, utility and

house.”

April 6, 1795, “Voted,

do

can

you
more

work, enabling you

more
so

money,

that you

can

buy

Uneeda Biscuit

“That

I

a

do

more

work and

still

earn

more

money.

Sf
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

bid.

minutes
be allowed to
bid upon a Pew, after the
same shall
have been set up for sale.
“That three minutes ba allowed for
bidders to make their choice.

only

seven

“That there be a Parsonage Pew.
“That Capt. Joseph Wood, jr., Robert
Parker and Ebenezer Floyd be a comThat the select- I mittee to dispose of the money arising

j

To Cure
Take

a

Cold in One

meeting house, Vendued by Mr. Israel
Robinson, Auctioneer, 11th of September,
1797, in conformity to a vote of the Town
this day and the 10th of May last; setting
forth the number of the choice, to whom
sold, number of the Pew, the price thereof
and the sum advanced by each towards
the payment of the

This

11.

Follow the

—

And with but

36

56

560

38

56

600

4th Reuben & John Dodge,
3th Robert Wood,
6th Joseph Emmerton,
7th Enoch Briggs,
8th Maj. David Carleton,
9th Phineas Osgood,

39

57

20 00

19

58

580

Capt. Joseph Wood, Jr.,
11th Nicholas Holt, Jr.,
12th Jonathan Ellis,
13th Samuel Stetson,
14th John Roundy, Jr.,
15th Israel Wood,
16th Obed Johnson,
17th Samuel Brown,
18th Daniel SpofTord,
19th Capt. Joshua Horton,
20th John Peters,
21st Daniel Faulkner,
22d Col. Nathan Parker,
23th John Peters,
24th Theodore Stevens,
25th Jonathan Ellis,
26th John Candage,
27th Nehemiah Hinckley,
28th Jonathan Clay,
29th Andrew Witham,
30th John Peters,
31st Moses Carljton,
32d Daniel Osgood,
10th

GROUND-FLOOR PLAN OF OLD MEKTINGHOU8E.
meeting house in Mid
town, do give, tyrant and convey unto the
Mid Town of Blue Hill a certain piece of
Land containing One Acre, situated, laying and being in the Town aforesaid and
bounded on each side of the road leading
from the Main Hoad by the meeting house
aforesaid to Col. Nathan Parker’s, by parallel lines with the said road from the
Northeast end of the School House in
said road to the line between Col. Nathan
Parker s and Mr. Obed Johnson’s, for the
purpose of making said road eight rods
wide. The Northern boundary of said
land to be in a Line with the back side of
the meeting house.
of the

men cause

which

was

repaired,

roof of the meeting house,
damaged in a late storm, to be

the

and

cause

the windows and doors

said house to be secured and the gallery floors joists to be let in for the purpose
of piling the boards w hich have been proof

cured.

“Voted, That Mr.

Edward

Carleton be

three pence per light for 300 lights
of sashes delivered for the meeting house.”
allowed

from the sale of Pews, towards finishing
the meeting house as they shall deem
most beneficial to the Town.

“That,

this Town have been at
expense in building their

whereas

considerable
meeting house conceive that^they are entitled to the exclusive privilege of bidding
off their intended Pews and shall therefore consider it as an infringement upon
their Rights for any Person to outbid
them who have not contributed towards
the building said meeting house without
their united consent and permission.

Pond,
Jededian Holt,
fc'abin

10

56

610

13

59

600

40

56

5 80

9

57

550

34

57
57

600

14
35

57

5 75

Kansas City

For 95 Years
A Standard Family

Remedy

JOHNSONS
Anodyne

LINIMENT
A universal friend in need. Cures while you are waiting for the doctor. Keep it on the
shelf, where it will be handy to take on sugar when j;ou have a cough or cold. It not only
relieves asthma, bronchitis, croup and grippe, but is invaluable in case of bilious colic, cramps,
cholera or diarrhoea. Quickly reduces all inflammation in any parrof the body—it heals
wounds, bums and scalds—it allays the suffering caused by bruises, strains, sprains, and
all kinds of soreness. Ask your druggist for Johnson*p Anodyne liniment.
25 cents and 50 cents—larger bottle holds three times as much.
I. 8. JOHNSON * CO., Boston, Mass.

Car Service is operated between

57

600

2

56

600

16

56

6 00

21

54

5 50

4

52

550

29

53

5 50

7

52

550

37

52

5 20

30

52

5 45

28

52

5 s5

31

52

550

3

52

10 00

to

Omaha.

and

Connections made with Tourist Cars for Los
Pacific Coast points, daily.

Angeles,

San Francisco and other

Reclining Chair Cara, Scats FREE.
Privilege of Stopping Off for Ten Days at Niagara Falla.
H.B.BeCLELLAS,Q,E.A.,

730

24

change

one

Tourist cars every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from Boston to
Chicago,
which New York passengers can take at Rotterdam Junction, New York.

3S7 B'wty, S T.
J.D.KdUATH, ».I J.A.,
0-S CSam. Q.P. A T.a., St. Loni», Mo.

KITTKKY TiP ( AKIBOl

(•tills

buildings of W. F. and F. B.

The (arm

Pike, at Cornish,

were

burned last

week.

Loss, (10,030.
Hannibal

Dr.

Hamlin, a prominent
physician
Orono, formerly of Milo,
died Friday, aged fifty-eight years.
of

the Hudson Lumber Co.'and
by L. A. Norton, at Kingburned last week. Loss, (18,000.

The mill of

Monday April 3, 1797, “Voted, That
32
52
5 20
Capt. Joseph Wood, jr., Robert Parker,
26
52
5 20
Phineas Osgood, Benjamin'"Friend and
25
52
520
Ebenezer Floyd be a committee to lay be“Voted, That Major David Carleton
27
5 30
52
fore the Town at their next meeting such have the consent of this Town
to bid
1
52
5 20
plans for finishing the meeting house as upon the Pews as he pleases.
22
55
600
“To have and to hold the same to the shall occur to them and the consequences
“Voted, That the money arising from
33
50
500
said Town of Blue Hill for the purposes that may in their opinion result from
the sale of Pews be deposited in the hands
8
51
550
aforesaid to their Use and Behoof forever. either to the advantage or disadvantage of of Mr. Robert Parker.
33d Amos Allen,
18
51
5 10
And we do covenant with the said Town the Town and which will be the best
“Voted, That Capt. Joseph Wood, jr., 34th Seth Kimball,
12
53
5 70
their Agents or Attorneys that We are method.”
Daniel Spofford and Ebenezer Floyd be a 35th James
20
50
500
Candage,
lawfully seized in the Fee of the Premises
May 10, 1797, “Voted, That the Pews of committee to lay before the Town at the 36th John Carter,
11
50
550
thac they are free of all incumbrances
the meeting house be sold at Public next meeting a Plan for finishing the 37th Peter
6
50
5 10
Parker,
that We have good Right to give, grant Vendue on
the Second Monday of Sept- galleries of the meeting house.
38th Jonathan Darling, Jr., 55
50
500
and convey the same to said Town. And
ember next in the following manner, viz:
“Copy of Plan No. 5 Voted to be ob- 39th Isaac Osgood,
510
17 51
that We will warrant and defend the same
They shall be set up without regard to served in finishing the floor of the meet- 40th Elisha Dodge,
15
50
5 10
to the said
their
or
Attortown,
Agents
their numbers or situation and struck off ing house with the Number of Pews as
neys against the lawful claims and de- to the highest bidder. One
Total,
2,087 236 65
quarter part sold at Vendue together with the persons’
mands of all Persons.
Note —The Congregational meeting house
of what they sell for shall be paid down, names to whom sold.”
w
the
“In itness whereof We have hereunto another quarter part w'ithin three months
containing
pews above mentioned r»as
“Account of the sale of the pews to be
set our hands and seals this First
day of after the work on the meeting house has built on the lower floor of the Blue Hill burnt to the ground January 2, 1842. It
'ADbtTttarmnita.

Flag

NewYork,Boston and Chicago and StLouis

1st Parsonag e pew chosen by
Rev Jonathan Fisher, 23
2d

every

box. 25c.

Wabash R. R.

i

3

r*

I

same.

Si

on

signature,

Through
To whom

3d

Day

Laxative Bromo Quinine Tatlets.
n/L
^

Seven Minion boxes sold in past 12 months.

convrnance

to earn

more

for

of the galleries.

of the deed:

more

Uneeda Biscuit

votes:

“That number five of the Plan of Pews
presented by the committee appointed for
that purpose be observed in finishing the
floor of the meeting
house. That the
Pews be built without balustrades. That
two pair of Stairs be built to ascend
the Pulpit as represented in Plan No. 5.
“That ten per cent upon the price of the
Pews be paid down, instead cf the quarter
part voted to be paid at the last meet-

j ing.”
finishing
“That one-half the price of Pews shall
the
house.
Col.
Nathan Parker, be made
meeting
and other exigencies.”
up and paid in by the first Mona
Mr.
1793-At
Robert
Parker
and
meeting
Mr. John Peters, day in
Blue Hill, July 10,
April next and if not paidTin as
was
said
it
this
committee.”
held
day
“Voted,
ol the town
aforesaid then the ten per cent advanced to
one Acre of
Blue Hill, September 9, 1793-At a meetbe forf -ited.”
That the Town would Accept
Wood
and
of
the
town
held this day it was
ing
“That the Selectmen have power to bid
litnd offered by Oapt. Joseph
Town.
of
the
the
“Voted, That
selectmen should pro- off the Pews to be sold
others for the benefit
at Vendue this day
be
cure
Clerk
disix
thousand feet of clear boards, for the benefit of the
"Voted, That the Town
Town if it shall apof
said
four
Deed
Land
thousand
feet of merchantable boards
rected to record the
pear to them that the said Pews are likely
with the thanks of this Town for this and a sufficient quantity of joist for the to be disposed of to the damage of said
gallery floors of the meeting house, Town.
generous gratuity.”
Here follows in the town records copy together with pople pillars for the support
“That not less than one Dollar shall be
purpose

eat

a

mill owned
were

man,

thirty-eighth annnal convention of
the National American Woman Suffrage
association will be held in Baltimore,
The

Md.,

Feb. 7 to 13 inclusive.

Fogg, of Portland, a prominent
lawyer, ex-representative to the State
legislature and a Civil war veteran, died
Friday, aged sixty-eight years.
Thomas Gallant, aged forty-two years,
was instantly killed Saturday in the mill
John H.

of the Penobscot Chemical Fibre Co. at
Old Town, by the explosion of a digester.

Edward C. Swett, of Portland, repreState legislature, lecturer,
and secretary to Maine commissioners of
Ihe St. Louis exposition, was committed
to the Augusta insane hospital last week.
sentative to the

176 Wsrfunclon St

us

Ocean Messengers.

The carrier pigeon has
ments
a

are

being

substitute.

BoMxau

a

made with

These

are

J'oulon, France, by a
marque. He began with

at

rival.

the

Experigull as

sea

being conducted
man

named De-

two birds whose
islands of the Levant group,
off the French coast. They were
dip*
patched from Tamaris, near Toulon, to the
about
islands,
twenty-seven miles away,
home

was on

with messages. One was killed en route
by a foolish customs official; the other
was brought to Tamaris
by a fisherman,
who found it on the rocks with one of its

thighs broken.
Notwithstanding these unlucky circumstances, M. Demarque proposes to renew
the experiments with new birds, which be
will obtain, as he did the others, from the
maritime biological laboratory at Tamaris,
which belongs to the Lyons university
school.
The director of this laboratory, M.
Morier, fully believes with Professor Du-

bois,

an

gulls

can

authority on ornithology, that
eventually be used as trans-ocean
messengers. Pigeons, he says, are all
right on land, and can do as much as 403
His case is considered hopeless.
kilometers, or 248 miles, easily. At sea
tire
took
from the stove about 9 o'clock
John Fowler, a Greenville boy, while however, they are soon tired, and in
Sanday morning.
ran
a
bean
coasting,
upon
pole which pro- stormy weather cannot be sent off. The
(To be continued.)
jected at an angle above the snow. The gulls, on the other hand, are available for
sharp pole entered between the thigh and use iu any weather.
This historical sketch of Blue hill will !
trunk, passing completely through the
be completed in the next issue of THE
body and extending several inches out at
Hard Linen.
AMERICAN.
Owing to a demand for \ the back. He may live.
A man who employed an old colored
back copies of the paper containing the
Ldgar F. Hanson, president of tne man occasionally around his stable, heard
article, many of the numbers are exNutriola Co., of Chicago, 111., and formerly that the old fellow was
sick, so he went
hausted. For the benefit of the many who
of Belfast, on Friday was sen- around to see him one
day.
will desire to preserve this record, the his- mayor
tenced to one year in the penitentiary
“How
are you this
morning, uncle?” he
tory has been printed in pamphlet form. and to
pay a fine of $500 in the United said.
making a book of about fifty pages. This States court for
“Ah’s
sending
objectionable
pretty po’ly, pretty po’ly,” was
will be ready to send out within a few
literature through the
United States the reply, “Ah had the doctor yes.
weeks. Only a limited number of these
May.”
his concern.
mails,
“Is that so? What did he say?”
advertising
pamphlets has bpen printed, and those
he
tol’
me
The brig Atalanta, 370 tons gross, of St.
to eat plenty o’
“Well,
who wish one should send in their names
at once. The cost is 25 cents, including John, N. B., bound from there for New chicken, an’ keep out o’ the night air, an’
Ah
bin
flgurin evah since how he thinks
postage. Address Dr. Otis Littlefield, York with 1,500,000 lath, struck on No
Blue hill, Maine, or THE AMERICAN, Man’s ledge, near Matinicus last Wednes- Ah’m gw'ine to get dat chicken without
day. Her masts went by the board when ’sposin’ myself to de night air.”
EUswo'th, Maine.

she struck. The vessel floated off the
ledge and drifted to Seal island, where she
It’s folly to suffer from that horrible
Hall Caine and Nelson l'age.
p' igue
lies. She was floated Sunday after one- of the
night, Itching piles. Doan's Ointment
Hall Caine’s recent visit to this country
third of cargo had been lightened. Her cures, quickly and
At
ai
permanently.
y drug
reminded a certain American novelist of
bottom is badly damaged but she may be store, 50 centsAdvt.
an
incident that occurred on Caine’s
saved. Vessel and cargo were purchased
former visit.
by Rockland men.
ilttbtrtiscmenU.
At a banquet given in his honor in a
certain metropolis,
Thomas Nelson Pag«- :
A
had been invited to introduce the guest of
The Chiding Mother—My dear, every
the evening.
time you misbehave mamma gets a gray
1
Just before the toasts began Page’s hair. Little Susie—My, but you must
right-hand neighbor passed his menu j have misbehaved lots of times, cause all
around the table with the request that grandma’s hairs are gray.
is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief af Once.
Caine should lead the usual “autograph
Matty requests from Catarrh sufferers who
It cleanses, soothes
ing” with his signature.
“Good idea,” said Page. “I’ll send my ure atomizers have resulted In Liquid Cream heals and protects
a
new
aud
convenient
form
of
Ely's the diseased memcard along also. I’ve got to introduce Balm,
Cream Balm, the only remedy for Catarrh
brane. It cures CaHail
Caine in a few minutes, and
which can always be depended on. In power to
tarrh and drives
1 want to be able to say that I have
allay Inflammation, to cleanse the clogged air- away a Cold in the
read something he has written.”
passages, to promote free, natural breathing,
Head quickly. ‘Rethe two forms of Cream Balm are aHke. Liquid
stores the Senses ofIf you would have a faithful servant, Cream Balm Is sold by all druggists for 75 Taste and Smell: Full size
50cts., at Drugone
and
you
like, serve yourself. cents. Including spraying tube. Mailed by Ely gists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
—Franklin.
Bros 56 Warren Street, New York.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

CATARRH

j

Elyrs Cream Balm

--
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Tlii* week’s edition of
American is 2,250 copies.
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The Tax-Collector's Status.
The disposition by Justice Strout
last Thursday in ordering a non-suit
fro forma ^wbich was afterwards
modified by agreement of court and
counsel by seeding the esse ro the law
in the case
on agreed statement
of Bresnahan vs. Maloney is of unusual interest to the citizens of Ellsoourt

Mr. Bresnagiven the uncollected tax levy of 1SXM, brought suit
against Mrs. Maloney for her tax of
Counsel for the defense
that year.

question
was

asked that the plaintiff be non suited
the ground that Mr. Bresnaban is
MDt legally qualified as collector for
ob

municipal officers having
authority to accept the resignation

Wfrt. the
no

are

worth

winning by

a score

oI the collector for that year, Mr.
on the grounds he offered.
Other points of law involved are ,1)
oven if plaintiff were the legal collector he could not bring snit within eight
months from the time this tax was
-committed to him; (S' the descriptions
of the several pieces of property were
insufficient, and 3) even if they were

TVipp,

installation and dancing by
chestra.

of 31 to 12.

Officers of Bar Harbor

lodge, F. and

KXOAOKMKNT

A.

Joy’s

SIgallert.

or-

ANNOUNCED.

JANUARY

Announcement has been made of the
Miss
of
Edythe Lillian
engagement
Deputy Grand Master E. K. Whittaker, I Adams,
of Mr. and Mrs. George
daughter
assisted by Edgar Trussell as marshal, and
K.Adams, of Oakland, Cal., to Dr. Everett
William Quimby as chaplain. The offiJ. Hinckley, of this place.
cers are:
A. J. Babbage, worshipful masMiss Adams, who is an only daughter,
ter; Charles Gilley, senior warden; A. is now travelling abroad, whither she went
Stroud Rodiek, junior warden; B. L. |
with her mother and brother, Oliver
Hadley, secretary; Charles F. Paine, treas- I Adams. They sailed in October for Lonurer; A. L. Morgan, senior deacon; Arthur
don to meet Mr. Adams, who has just reBrown, junior deacon; Edward McQuinn, turned from a three
years’ absence in the
senior steward; Eben Kveleth, tyler.
interior of Africa, where he was called by
important business. Miss Adanis is very
DEATH OP MRS. MARY J. KITTREDGE.
1
well known in social circles, and with her
Mrs. Mary J. Kittredge, widow of Benmother was a guest at the Louisburg last
jamin W. Kittredge, who death occurred

M.,

the
be-

paper they are written on, largely
of insufficient descriptions.
The questionable value of uncollected taxes as an asset of the city is

cause

were

installed

Thursday evening by

WISE BUYERS, BE EARLY !
THE GOOD OLD-FASHIONED JANUARY REDUCTION SALE YOU
KNOW SO WELL BEGINS.

the son of County ComI i
missioner Nahum Hinckley, of Bluehill,
and was graduated from the Philadelphia
He
deutal college in the class of 1904.
jl
located at Bar Harbor, where he is recog- I
nized as a leading dental practitioner and
Dr.

had had
been

REDUCTION SALE.

season.

six years ago, died at the home of her son,
Richmond H. Kittredge, Monday evening,

in

For the
in which uncollected
city
I past two weeks acute rheumatism had
more
uo—the
as
an
asset
taxes
:
figure
caused her a good deal of trouble but
; collected taxes that remain on the during two or three days previous to her
books, the smaller the net debt, ac- death she had recovered somewhat and
! was able to be up and about the house
cording to this democratic figuring.
Carried to its ultimate conclusion, Monday. About supper time she became
the democrats might, in this way, suddenly ill, and Dr. George A. Phillips,
l who was summoned, saw that death was
wipe out all the city debt, by leaving near. At 9.30 she died.
a business
taxes
uncollected.
Many
i
Although Mrs. Kittredge was one of the
man has gone into insolvency with
oldest ladies in town, she retained her
sufficient
to
than
hook acounts more
faculties to a marked degree and was concover his liabilities.
! scious to the very end. Death was due to
The voters of Ellsworth are too in- i old age, although heart failure was the
telligent 'o be hoodwinked by state- > immediate cause.
ments of the city liabilities which preMrs. kittredge wu born in Trenton, the
sent sssets of such doubtful value as
daughter of John Harden, a shipbuilder
uncollected taxes to. appear as an
! who came from Cape Cod, and Jane Saiisoffset.
*
bury Harden. Since her husband's death
Mrs. Kittredge has made her home with
We extend the right hand of fellow- l
I her son and daughter, Richmond and Miss
the
to
our
friend,
enemy—the Ella
ship
Kittredge, at Bar Harbor, spending
Hancock County Democrat, the first
the summer usually at the old homestead
|
!
issue of which appeared last week. in Trenton.
The promotors of this latest news- 1 She was a member of the Baptist church,
paper enterprise believe there is a a Christian woman of fine character, holdfield for the paper. From a business ing the love and respect of all who knew
standpoint, there may be more to her. She is survived by one daughter,
admire in the courage than in the Miss Ella Kittredge, and three sons
judgment which prompted the start- Osmond M., of Baas Harbor, Richmond
lug of a third paper in Ellsworth, but H., and Charles K of Trenton.
politically there is no good reason why
Prayers will be conducted at the home
the dtmo*cratic party should be with- on Mt. Desert street by Rev. Angus M.
out an organ in this section if they
MacDonald, pastor of the Congregational
wish it. Opposition in politics is slim- :
church, on Thursday morning at 9.3U, and
ulating and purifying, and The funeral services will be held at the church
to its
the

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 24, 1906.

worth.
la the cage in
tum, to whom

mer

emphasized. The democrats aged eighty-eight years.
For
years Mrs. Kittredge
frequently attempted to make I troublemany
with her heart and had
political capital out of statements of feeble health for a long time.

PHASES.

11:37

M. C. A. gymnasium Friday evening beteam and the
University of Maine second team, the for-

the same general rule. If the descriptions are not sufficient to stand law,
they should be made so.
The statement was recently made
by an Ellsworth attorney who is
familiar with conditions as they exist
in Ellsworth, that in his opinion few
deeds

at

tween the local Y. M. C. A.

have been more lax than
others in this respect. It is an Inherited error, if error it is—republicans
and democrats alike have followed

tax

the best basket ball games ever
Bar Harbor was played at the Y.

One of
seen

also
have

28 29 30 31
Fit«?

Mary J. Klttredge-lnsUllAttons—Engagement Announced.

Death of

There is a note of warning also in
the tax situation In Ellsworth for fu
ture boards of assessors. Too much
care cannot be taken in making up the
assessment roll, in the matter of desWe do not
criptions of property.
mean to imply that recent boards of

anljtrt!»nnmt».

of
John, great chief of records,
Portland, made interesting addressee.
Cherokee tribe numbers 140 members
and is one of the largest and most prosthe State.
perous of the younger tribes of
Dancing began about 10.30 and was kept
Music was furnished for the
up until 2.
liamSt.

HARBOR

BAR

realization of their

| responsibility.

Ellsworth

MOON'S

a

assessors

Su. Mo. Tu. We Tn, Fr. Sa.

8

traut citizens to

debt

a

J

Hinckley

is

highly estimable

young

SUITS, COATS, SKIRTS.
REMARKABLE REDVCTIOH8.

I
Hline On l>»y First Set
Kxerutlon.
mutineers of the
The
three
negro
J schooner Harry A. Bcrwind, who murI dered Oapt. Rumill and five of his crew,
will not be hung next Friday, Jan. 26, the

Take your choice of ladies' Suits, regardlesa of former cost at 94.08
Coats at 92.9H, 9-*»K at 97.4H.
US per cent, reduction on Dress Skirts.
Misses' and Children's tiarments, a reduction of 33 1-3 per cent.

Will Not Bp

for

I

j

;

j
1

KIHONOS. DRESSING SACKS AND WRAPPERS.

day first set for execution.
This is due to the appeal of Sawyer and j
Adams, two of the negroes, for a new
I trial. The case is on the docket of the
*
United States supreme court, and will not
j be reached until late next spring, if then,
Scott, the third mutineer, who has no

j chance

for

a

new

trial,

has been

given

$1.00 Flannelette or
1.25

he is

as

an

important

a

probability
fore any of

it can be seen that there ia a
of it being at east a year beare

true

9Hc

“

#1.23
30c
70c

91.12

H9c
Eiderdown Dressing Sacks. $1.00, now
••
••
••
9Hc
$1.50,
•*
•*
I.4H
$2.00,
We hare some long Kimonos and Hath Robes which
one-third of former price.
t

witness in thecase

the mutineers

79c

at

"

••

$1.00
150

against the other two, and will not be
hung until after their case is decided.
If a new trial is granted it ia very probaI ble that the trial will not take place until
j the November term of the federal court,
1906. Thus

"

50c Kimono Sacks, at

respite by President Roosevelt until July
6,

Parra',e Wrappers

1.50

offer at

we

FURS REDUCED.

executed.

Women's Knt-llned Coats, b ack broadcloth covering
minced from $27.50
931 50 reduced from
917.DK

—

^omspanhetur.

—

American, holding

_

man.

BKRWIM) MUTINEERS.

THK

j

®nd they have been
Every January Reduction Sale of the past,
notable enough. is to he excelled -that certainly is shown in the variety
of the merchandise, the soundness of the qualities offered, the marvel.
lous cheapness of the most desirable kinds. Bargains press forward
from every section of the store—nothin? shall 1* left behind if price
All goods s.,Id
will sell it. No (foods will be charged during this sale.
strictly for cash.

"

927.50
For
To the Editor

repub-

Representative.
Franklin, Jan. 23,

$r o

••

937.50

$50.00

Muffs, scarfs and small furs at a reduction of our-lldrd to one-half
of former price
We have had a big fur business, and now all tint are left will

1906.

of The American:

It ia the wish of his friends here that
W. E. Rragdon will be the successful candidate for representative to State legislature at the next election.
He is an ex-school teacher, one of the
business firm of
Bragdons, Fernald A
Gordon, and an all around safe man. As
he would make an excellent record.
A..

March Out to the

lican principles of half a century, will at Trenton Thursday afternoon.
It is
welcome a worthy opponent.
K. OF P. INSTALLATION.
j representative,
not necessary for The American to
A large number of members of Porcuto
reaffirm its adherence
republican
It will continue to further the pine lodge, Knights of Pythias, and their
ism.
1
been completed
have
Arrangements
interests of the republican party as a ladies gathered at the hall Monday evenspecial red need rates will be
whole, refraining, as it always has, ing to witness the installation of officers. whereby
made over the Maine Central and Bangor
from any anti-caucus or anti convenThe officers were installed by Deputy & Aroostook railroads to parties wishing
tion b >oming of this or that candidate
B. E. Clark, as- to attend the piano recital to be given by
Chancellor
Commander
within the party, and giving its undiHarold Bauer, in City hall, Bangor, Feb.
sufficient the plaintiff cannot main- vided
and earnest support to candi- sisted by J. E. Bunker, jr., as grand mar- 5, under the auspices of the Schumann j
a lien against one piece of propshal, and M. C. Morrison as grahd chap- club. A pianist of Mr. Bauer's ability and
the
dates
chosen
by
party.
tain
fame should proves strong drawing card
lain.
erty for the entire amount of the tax,
The officers are A. L. Morgan, CJ«£.; E. among lovers of good music io central
which in this case covered several
In the Bar Harbor Record last week,
and eastern Maine, and the special low
M. Orchard, V. C.; E. W. Hill, prelate: rates
quoted by the railroads for this
Dr. George A. Phillips, with his usual
pieces.
M. A. Goodall, M. of W.; Thomas Searls, event are sure to be much appreciated.
The court stated that it was nis im- facile pen, tells a story of a trip made
of
M.
of
F
K.
R. and 8.; L. P. Carter.
;
pression that Mr. Bresnahan’s election by Mrs. Phillips and himself to the Charles H. Bulger, M. cf E.; Charles Shea,
How's This*
wee unauthorized, and suggested that top of Ml. Katahdin the past fall. j M. at
We off-r Ore Honored Dollar* Reward for
1.
William
Samuel Kurson,
A.;
G.;
esse
of
of
alsrrh that cannot be cured * y
I any
the question be reported to the law The doctor’s keen appreciation
O. G.
Hall's catarrh Cure
nature in the rough has never been Luckings,
J
r
CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. O.
as
stated
was
above,
oonrt, which,
During the evening the following pro- jj We, t e under-l*r>*d.
d illed by familiarity with it. He has !
F. J. |
have known
made many trips into the big woods gramme was rendered: Trio, Miss Beat- (Item y forth* la-t 15 Tt-ar* ami U-U> v him
dually done.
•
honors)
In
k
h»I
hu-L-e
•
C*i*«cilo
perfect
y
This disposition of the case does of Maiue, *aud finds a ne v deught in rice Kelley, violin, James Marceys, ’cello. and fioNDi-idllr able to
carry out any obligation*
1I
each.
Miss Hazel Foster, piano; song, J. Frank- m.tile y his firm
jot, of course, mean that this defendvt aluiko Kixn*k A Marvin,
lin Anthony; violin solo, Mr. Hamor;
W b >le-*U; fiuagtsu, Toledo O
ant. among other citizens whose tax
COUNTY GOSSIP.
Miss Mabel Pray, with violin ohliHail's Catarrh Cure Isong.
imersally, acting
is unpaid, is absolved from paying it
1I
directly
upon llw blood a- d mucous surfs- e* of
is ! gato by Miss Carrie Robiuson; -eading,
masters hip
The Bar Harbor
the system
Test 1 mo lal* -e» t fr e.
Prior 75
altimately. It simply means that a clinched for another post
four year*. The Miss Sylvia Leland, Miss Lona Rich, pian- ! Cent* a ‘Kitil* St Id ‘*v M|| l>ruw*l ia.
decision from the law ccurt will deter- Senate
Tate IfalPs Family Pill- fnr consOps'lon.
yesterday confirmed the President’s ist. Refreshments were served.
mine the status of the collector. For nomination of Postmaster Feunelly.
•- many years it baa been the custom of
BEDMEN INSTALL OFFICERS.
imperial Xatirra.
Butterflies and caterpillars are oat, panThe first public installation and ball of
cor municipal officers to deal rather
DISnOI fTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
sies are in blossom and crocuses are break- Cherokee
tribe, Improved Order of Redleniently with collectors, accepting ing
is hereby given that the Arm of
through. A flock of wild g**ese was
Floyd A Hsvuet baa this dsy hem diafrom them all they could collect, and seen flying north over Ellsworth this men, was held at the Casino Wednesday j
mutual
solvid
by
consent, J. L Floyd retirevening. The Casino was filled. The in- I
turning the unoollected balances over morning.
ing. The bu«ineas aM be continued by J. A.
stalistion was carried out in a manner Haynes, to whom all outstanding bills f the
to a special oollector.
‘•Why go South or to California when highly creditable to all. The installing firm are parable, and by whom sll bills against
firm will be settle,:.
J. L. Floyd.
me
it nappeus mac
present city we can have flowers in January in officers were District Deputy Great Sachem the
Jan. 9 1906.
J A. Haymbs.
government, appalled at the legacy Maine?” asks our Birrh Harbor corre- ; Willis A. Ricker, of Castine, assisted by
NOTICE.
Sunday this correspondent [
of uncollected taxes bequeathed it by spondent.
R. H. Moon, as great prophet; Reginald
U hereby given that Edmond J.
picked in her yard a pansy in full bloom.
^^TOTICE
its predecessors, courageously under
The bed was on the south side of the Ingalls, as great senior si gam ore; A. E.
Walsh, of ElUworth, has made appiica
a.X
to the State Bo»rd of Bar Examiners for
tion
brush.
house
and
covered
with
took the task of reducing the amount
Carter, as great junior sagamore: Charles examination for admission to ti e Bar t the
H. Bulger, as great keeper of wampum; C. n xt session of the Boxid to be held at Bangor j
thereof, and in its zeal may have inthe flistToeeday of February, 1906.
This open weather is getting to be more B.
Higgins, as great chief of record*; M. on
John B. Madioan,
terpreted the law relating to collec- than a joke. The lumbermen are anxious.
C. Morrison, as great mkhinlaw.
Secretary of the Board.
tors rather liberally. But ic appears
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co., the largest
The new officers are:
Oscar D. WentNOTICE.
that in the case now in question the
operators hereabouts, have their rrws worth, prophet; George F. Reynolds,
VTOTICE is hereby given that George R.
Mr. Tripp, in the woods, and the orders are to hold on
following are the facts:
Had
of
lock,
laUsfor
a-m
has made appliin
of snow soon.
A teamster who sachem; L. P. Carter, senior -agamore;
es. ion to ihe 8ia?e Board »f Bar Examiner#
the collector for 1904, returned to the washopes
in from No. 22 this morning said there Eugene T.
Mitchell, junior sagamore; for examination for admission to the Bar at
assessors his uncollected ttx bills and
was no more snow iu the woodsthere than
the
next
eeaeioo of the Board to be held at
Frank G. Small, chief of reeorda; F. E.
his warrant, and refused to collect any- right around Ellsworth, and not a bit of Walla, keeper of wampum; Martin H. Bangor on the fi at Tuesday of February. 1906.
John B. Madioan,
frost. A few scattered lots of timber have
more taxes.
been cut and yarded, and on high land Brewer, collector of wampum; Albert F.
_Secretary of the Board.
a
near
little
is
bein
done.
But
landings
Bunker, guard of the wigwam; Frank H.
was
aPECIAL NOTICE.
Thereupon Mr. Bresnahau
this is onlv “knitt ng work”.
For the
not trespaas in Cnaicolocus Park. 1
-chosen collector, and those uncol- most part the men are idle and the horses Jordan, guard of the forest; Mark Guthdemand
protection to life and property
first aannap; Charles W. Heath, seclected bills were duly committed to are “eating their heads off” in the hovels. rie,
from the county of Hancock, the State of
ond sannap; Henry Hayward, Aral warand
the
Unite'* States of America.
Mains,
him.
Experienced attorneys with
Manv C. Fusts Austin
second
Castine boasts of one of the oldest fire nor; Harry Moseley,
warrior; j
whom we have talked expreee the
engines in the State. In a good state of j Q. C. Biatadell, third warrior; Leon Dorr,
Infursnrr jetatratmts.
-opinion that the action of the city in preservation, this engine is a source of in- 1 fourth warrior; Sherman Higgina, first 1
sleeting Mr. Bresnahan was entirely terest to the many people who visit Castine brave; Clarence E. Madden, second brave:
legal; that when the old collector re
in the summer. The engine is dated 1804, I Charles
Gower, third brave; Herbert
iuaed longer to serve, and returned and was probably bought by private sob- Dodge, fourth brave.
ion as there seems to be no record in J
script
After the installation Prank A. Jordan,
bis warrant and uncollected hills, the the books of the town of its
purchase.
city not only had nothing else to do, During the British occupation of the town ! great sachem, of South Portland, and Wilbnt also had a perfect right to elect it was kept by them in Fort George and
* h*t iloe.' U profit a woman If *ue
It differs I
manned by a detail of soldiers.
gaiu the
IK SALEM, MASS.
his successor— all of which seems to from the hand tubs of the present dav in whole wor'd of knowledge and ioae her own
health?
women studei I-. and a hool
Young
it
no
snetion
but
is
filled
that
has
hose,
be good common sense if not good
tokcners,
arU
ambitious.
full
*f
energy,
by the bucket brigade. The hose is made very ofteneager,
iiegKct heir health in itie stru ate u*
law.
ASSETS DEC. SI. 1906.
made from leather fastened together with
gain education. They eat Insufficient food, and
was tried a few years
rivets.
This
it
turns
out
that
this
engine
at
hour-,
allow
irregular
If, however,
they
lnecuiarlty of Real estate,
• 45.1X0 00
of
town's
at the time
the
centennial, the womanly function* to
e.-ubttabed/and Mortgage loans.
action will not hold good in law, TEe ago
56.000 00
and threw a stream of water of fairly the result l» that ihey become chronic invalids
w
th
Stocks
and
all
their
education
bonds.
«•
wortbk
838,788 58
equity in the case still holds, and de- good force. This engine was superseded There la a p»ain road uacapractically
to health for such aa
Cash in office and hank,
for fire
two en1? .304 «
ago
by
years
protection but is still these, maraed by the fert of tbousaada. It l*
|
linquent tax-payers, while they may gines of more modern
style,
Agents' balances.
17,700 66
the uae of l>r. Were*'*
Medical L>la
succeed in embarrassing the oity of- preserved as an interesting relic of “Old Oovery for disease* of tbe ttotden
Interest and rents.
stomach and dlgeatlve
10.764 3
and nutritive urgent, and 1>t. Fierce** Favorite
ficials, will not Sod lax dodging an ! Castine”.
Gross assets,
Prescription for disease* of tbe del teat* organa
•880.819 31
of womanhood. ▲ cure so certainly lollowa Deduct items not admitted.
easy matter.
FERRY.
tbe use of these remedies that out of hundred*
MT.
DESERT
That a city of the size and importof
thousand*
who have tried the treatment,
Admitted assets,
Miss Bertha Foes, who has been visiting
•880,819 31 j
ninety eight in every hundred have beea per
ance of Ellsworth should have nearly her
grandmother in South Go aids boro, is feetiy aad permanently cured. Constipation,
LIABILITIES DEC. 81.
of
on
home.
uncollected
taxes
at
ita
with
it*
nalamhoo*
$30,000
consequence*. which 1* a
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, will \ common aliment of student*. can be entirely Nht unpaid lo
hooks is not to its or edit. This state
• 1478 96
schoolhouse next cored by tbe use of Dr. Pierce’s Pieaarot Pellets.
in the Ferry
speak
388.315 76
ef things is doe more to unwillingness
Thursday evening.
▲11 other liabilities.
18478 91
on the part of officials to embarrass
There was a social gathering at 8. J.
gWyntifirmnrti.
Cash guaranty capital,
108,080 08
their friends and neighbor* by forcing Johnston's last Friday evening, when
Surplus over all liabilities.
578449 88
eighteen friends met there. The evening
payment than from ignorance of or was pleasantly spent with games and
Total liabilities and surplus,
6900.819 si
the
entertainment.
law.
graphophone
disregard for
Jan. 22.
C.
There is a point beyond which pa1

$35.00

Waists

of

Great Clearing Sale.

a

Greatly Reduced.

We offer all of our fall wool Waists at 50 eta.
among them sold as high as $2.uu.

There arc some

waistinqs.
white Mercerized Waist Patterns at 79

A lot of

from $1.50 and $20u.

Clearing Out

eta, reduced

the Black and Colored Dress Goods.

A bona tide clearance. Price surprises in your faror.
tions have been more radical ttian ever.
50c dress
75c

Our
"

goods

at 33c and

Our reduc-

33c
39c

$1.00

j

NOTICE

Quickstep

79c
91.19

150

EMBROIDERIES

and HCES REDUCED.

See our bargains at 5c and tOc per yard.

The Biggest Bargain in Silks.

|

at 59c per

About 23 arcs* pat.
terns of Foulard mUs

yard; reduced from 79c.

UNDERWEAR.
We hare several small lots of Misses’, Children's
Under*ear which we close at a reduction.

and Ladies’

Wash Dress Goods Reduced.
A lot of fine Scotch Gingham*, the 19c kind, reduced to • l-lic.
12 l-2c Fercales at 9 l-2c. 13c Dimities and Lawns 9 12c.

ALL STAPLE WHY GOODS REDUCED.

Everything

in the store will go at m.*rked><lown

prices.

_

DO

M.

WHITING BROTHERS’
GENERAL STORE.
NEW

MUTUAL;

FIRE INSURANCE CO.,

J
j

WAYNFUETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

tience ceases to be a virtue, and the
present agitation is likely to result in
some

drastic efforts to bring recaici-

MOftJBT FLO RAX WORK Is

wMaly ksssa,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
PrlnclMls
^

!I S'M
mu

CAMoun vi. cmniui,
Asau Lowul.

O. W.

TAPLEY, Agent,

First National Bant

EIXSWOBTB,

Building,
MAINE.

HAMBURCS.
1906

COOD8 JU8T RECEIVED.

Hamburg* All-Oyer Hamburg*, Valenciennea

j

|HOLYOKE

GALLERT.

and Torchon Laces.

"WK ABE MAKING A SPECIAL
8ALE Df SOME LINES.

GROCERIES.
Following an a

MEATS.

lew

specialties in our
Grocery Department this week:

Granulated Sugar,
Corn. Cracked Corn
and Meal, bag.

Don't forgot

5c.

our

Meat

Department.

We

SAVE

MONEY

on

$1.20

YOU

can

your meats.

A*k

our

prices.

WHITING BROTHERS,
ELLSWORTH.

_

umuiani IM.

WM.

_

FARROW,

SAIL-MAKER.
Datkr
Da«h.
toy

la

■-**

■-

_n

-a^iai?ia SMS

nuovi wi.iv,

MOKum,

n

Iqpl ITotia*.

®* «nb«crib#r **n»r *i»m
•*« hu bHl dnly ftp foisted

G*“**}^

tftM *ui ftftd imiftni ot
—i, i»u ol Oouldiboro, »“
leek. tan—ail. DO bond-

’•^.Ssr

(

HANCOCK

COURT ADJOURNED

POE

piece is liable,

TERM

YESTERDAY.
INTERESTING ELLSWORTH

brings this action for separate mainte-

for which that particular
further that in the writ
of attachment the plaintiff cannot
go behind the description of the property as
given on the tax roll and insert a description of the property from the records at
registry of deeds.
The ruling of the law court on these
points will be of vital importance to
Ellsworth.
amount of tax

8. J. COURT.

TAX CASE—

reported TO LAW COURT—OTHER
CASKS TRIED—SUMMARY.

and

The coart ordered the defendant to pay
the petitioner |2 a week.
DIVORCES DECREED.

Divorces have been decreed during the
term as follows:
Frank P. Gray, of Ellsworth, libellant,
from Grace M. Gray, for adultery. L. F.
Mason for libelHut

FLOYD VS. EDEN.
case

—

j

—

ASSIGN BP

point* at law involved, was
Bresnahan vs. Maloney, which
went oil trial Thursday forenoon.
Tiiis was an action to collect tax brought
bv John H. Bresnahan, tax collector of
Ellsworth, against Mrs. Maria E. Maof the

YEATON

that of

loney, for

tax

amounting

to

flOl

The

1'I8
1904
1)46
PM

war
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bank, of Ellsworth, and the Belfast savings bank, were in order for trial
Monday. The case against the Ellsworth
bank was first in order on the docket, and
plaintiff's council insisted on trial in this
order. Defendant defaulted by agreement.
national

for

Mason and L. B.
Deasy appeared for plaintiff, and D. E.
Hurley for defendant.
In 1904 Orrin W. Tripp was elected collector of taxes for that year. In April of
the
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case

say to you that modem science has produced an absolute
and kindred ills, we can use no words
that have not been used already in telling of other remedies.
Consequently, if you have tried other remedies and found them unto regard our statements with cynicism.
successful, you may be inclined
*
liut when we say to you We know that Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
will cure the most stubborn case,” and we back up our knowledge with
a positive guarantee, you cannot doubt us.
That is exactly what we say'
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against the Belfast hank was
tried at the

then taken up. This case was
October term, and resulted in

we

Dyspepsia, Indigestion

Following is the list of cas?s specially
assigned for trial, with record of their
disposal to date:

■

cause

Dyspeptic Cynics

Nellie P. Herrick, of Swan’s Island, libellant, from Charles F. Herrick, for utter
desertion. C. M. Walker, of Rockland,
for libellant; A. L. Stinson, of Boston, for
libeilee.
Robert H. Pottle, of Tremont, libellant,
from Jennie Pottle, for utter desertion.
A. W. King for libellant.
Maud W. Young, of Sullivan, libellant,
from Philander Young, for gross and conG. B.
firmed habits of intoxication.
Stuart for libellant.

of Fred F. Floyd vs.'the inhabitants of Eden went on trial Thursday.
Frc«Mln* JnutlOR—SRWaLL C. 8TROUT, Port
Uo'l
This was a suit for personal injuries due
Clerk—Jon* F. KROWLTOBI, Ellsworth.
Charles If. Wood, liar to an alleged defect in highway in the
County Attorney
town of Eden.
On April 26, 1904, the !
lUr»H>r
shorter^RrKot« H. Mato "Ellsworth.
plaintiff was riding on the rear end of an
Leach.
Buckspnrt.
Crier—Hi.'MKK
express wagon, when one wheel dropped
Bin*KR LB4CH. Ruck-port; Rom
Deputies
in a hole in the road, throwing him off
SPMWOlt*. WwtSttlllfili; lUTlD W.
j
COE H
the wagon, a barrel of flour falling upon
Carnet. ill#worth.
him.
Stenographer—A. If. Whitman. PortUmf.
Expert testimony wa9 introduced
MeiMntw-OKOUl Clark. Klfoworth.
to show that the fall resulted in painful,
permanent and serious injuries.
Defendant relied upon the claim that
Court finally adjourned yesterday afterSeven- notice of the defect in the road prior to
noon after a term of seven day*.
| the accident was insufficient, and that the
off the dock ?t. Th-^re
ty-one case* came
accident was due to carelessness on the
were forty-three judgments, twenty-four
part of the driver. It was further claimed j
entered neither party, and four divorce*. that the injuries resulting directly from ;
I the accident were not as serious as alleged J
There were sixty-nine new entries.
i by plaintiff.
SNOW VS. ROOKRM.
I
The case went to the jury Saturday forevs.
of
Snow
which
caae
stove
Rogers,
The
noon at 10 o’clock.
In the afternoon the !
American
went
when
Thk
to
was on trial
jury returned a verdict for plaintiff fori
went
the
to
in
Jury
press last Wednesday,
fl,fi00. The case will go to the law court j
the afternoon. A verdict of f56.56 was re- ! ‘>n motion for new'
trial, which has been
turned for plaintiff.
Hied. I)easy A Lynam and Clark appeared
E LIU WORTH TAX CASK.
j for plaintiff; E. 8. Clark and Hunker for
defendants.
A case of more than usual interest be-

^ho

THK COURT.

atfmtiBtmrntB.

nance.

Read What Mrs. Jarvis Says

Snow vs Rogers. Sowle; King. Verdict
for plaintiff $ 6.^ft.
ItuTikir vs Reynolds. Blanchard; King.
.1 K Knowlton appointed auditor.
Stuart vs Abbott. Hurley; Wood. Plain
ilff non suited
Breanahun vs Maloney.
R K Mason;
Hurley. Retorted to law court up«>»
agreed statement of facts.
Phillips vs Leonard.
DAL; Bunker
Defendant defaulted,
va
!nl»
D
Eden
A
L. Clark;Bunker
riojut
Verdict for plaintiff, $',50j. Motion
new trial tiled
Inh Franklin vs Inh Sullivan.
K'.n,/;
I* A L Continual
FI lie 11 & Joy r* Alison D A L; McarOefendant defaulted by confer t.
De
Trncy vs Allison. D A L; Wears.
fendant Ue'aul ed by consent.
KobcrtoCT vs Allison. Clark; Wears. Do
fendant defaulted.
Yealon vs F N Hank, of Ellsworth, llurley, DAL; Cha e, Dunn. D. fendant
defaulted bv agreement.
Yeaton vs ItcHa-d Bank. Hurlev, DAL;
Chase, Dunn. Verdict for idalntlfT for
• l,0f3 93.
Cru-diy vs D x. Smith, King; Fellows.
Henson. Continued.

Rexall Tablets are simply wonderful. I don’t believe that any one could suffer
from a bad stomach than I have during the past few years, but Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets have cured me. My general health is now excellent and I can not express the
I want everybody to know what
satisfaction I fuel from the relief I have experienced.
1 can recommend them to everyone who is
this Wonderful remedy has done for me.
afflicted with indigestion.—Mrs. Rose Jarvis, Leominster, Mass.”
more

a disagree30.32
jury. The bank is only the
the following year he resigned on the defendant
the
real
defendant
nominally,
ground that other business prevented his being Albert B. Silbermann, of Pough- 1917
continuing to serve, and the uncollected keepaie, N. Y.
|
tax of 1901 was committed to John H.
HINCKLEY V8. GRAY.
Miss Yeaton, the plaintiff, is the foster
A full-size package of Hcxall Dyspepsia Tablets will cost you
Bresnahan as collector. Included in the
daughter of Mrs. Abbie Yeaton, who died
Among the cases on the general trial
25 cents.
taxes thus committed to him was that of last
Try them. If you are not more than satisfied, say
only
March, at the home of a sister, Mrs. list which were disposed of was that of J.
Maria E. Maloney, which is the one in
Weaver, in Ellsworth. Bilbermann is a T. Hinckley vs. Brooks A. Gray and Cecil
so, and we will cheerfully refund your money.
this action.
•on of Mrs. Yeaton by a former marriage.
A. Gray, of Bluehill.
This is the spring
If you can suggest any way to make our guarantee stronger or
Soon after taking the UHM tax for collecXJn her death-bed only two hours before case which wall partFy tried at the Octowe will gladly adopt your suggestion.
broader,
tion, Mr. Bresnahan made demand upon she dL*d, Mrs. Yeaton made an assign- ber
term, being withdrawn from the jury
Mrs. Maloney fo* this tax, and finally ment to Maud Yeaton of a book of deafter plaintiff’s case was in, having been
|
Only at our store or by mafl.
served written notice on her demanding
posit in the Belfast bank for savings settled by agreement. On the first day of
payment within ten days or suit would be amounting to fl,009.42 Mrs. Yeaton was this term, E. E. Chase, counsel for
plainbrought.
too weak to write the order of assign- tiff, had the case put on the general trial
The plaintiff showed the facts as above 1
ment, or to si*n h r nam \ and thj order list for this term. There was no appearby City Clerk Hale with the city records* 1 was written by Miss Yeaton and tha dying ance for the defendants, and when the
and by Collector Bresnahan.
: woman made her mark, which was witcase was reached on the docket, counsel
After plaintiffs case was in, counsel for ncssed
by two nephews, Charles A. and for plaintiff said the agreement between
defendant asked
for-non suit on the Alexander
Weaver, and by a trained nurse the parties made at the last term had been
|
BORIS'.
ground that Mr. Bresnahan was not le- who was attending her.
abrogated by the defendants, and asked to
1901
as
of
in
collector
tax,
gally qualified
Bilbermann, who cam? from New York have the defendants defaulted for nomial CANDAGE—At Blu« hill, Jan 14, 10 Mr ftncl
that the municipal officers had no legal
Mrs Gilbert F Candage, u daughter.
to attend the funeral, immediately there- damages. This was done.
excuse
Mr.
from
to
the
EATON—At Deer Isle, .Jan 8, to Mr and Mrs
authority
Tripp
after began looking up tha eft jots left by
Kimball C Eaton, a sun
fKelih Winfield.]
collection of the tax for the reason stated his
mother, and knowing of the bank savELLS W OUT 11 REUNION.
ECHENAGUCIA- At Ellsworth, Jan 13, to Mr
in his resignation; that the statute exMrs Fraud II Echenagucla, a daughter.
ings and the assignment of the book to
..
-... U3KD
TO DK
pressly provides that a collector of taxes Maud Yeaton, took steps to prevent the Additional Lint of Those Present at FUNARO—At Stonlngton, Jan 18, to Mr and
Mrs Antonio Funaro, a son.
shall not be excused except for death,
pay ment of the money to her, and contested
Gnthcrtng in Boston.
GROSS —At Stonlngton, Jan 15, to Mr and Mrs
physical disability or insanity.
the action brought by Miss Yeaton against
As stated in the report of the Ellsworth
Lorenao T Gross, a »on.
The court ordered the plaintiff nonLEACH —At Bluehlll, Jan 14, to Mr and Mrs
the bank to establish her right to the minion in Boston,
in
The
printed
suited. This entry waa afterward changed
Eugene Leach, a daughter.
Amkkican last week, the list of those
money.
ROBBINS-At Deer Isle, Jan 19, to Mr and Mr«
by agreement of oounsel and court, and
On the direct examination,
plaintiff present w'as only partially complete. The
Fred Robbins, a son
the case will be reported to the law court
rested after putting in testimony as to the following additional names have since TAPLEY— At West Brooksvllle, Jan 22, to Mr
of
facts.
and Mrs Olden I> Tapley, a daughter.
upon agreed statement
NOW IT IS
making of the assignment. Miss Yeaton been sent:
Several Interesting points of law are intold of conversations had with her foster
Mrs CE Ballard, Mrs William P Clough,
volved, which are of apecial importance mother, when she expressed her iutention Mra P O’Brien, Miss Harrietts L Dyer,
MARRIED.
to the city of Ellsworth.
her { foster L A Niceolls, Mrs LA Niccolls, Dr
of leaving her savings to
ne'statue provides mat an action suen
EATON-At North
Sedgwick,
daughter that she might complete her Edwin A Clark, Dr Edith L Clark, BHI ANDERSON—
Jan CO, by Rev S M Thompson, Miss Annie
s« this cannot be brought by a collector of
Mrs B II I Gil rain, Frank B Ineducation. Miss Yeaton is now a Student Gilrain,
ADderi-on, of Brooklln, to Hollis II Eaton, of
Ella
F
Ida
L
Mrs
N
galls,
Higgins,
Ingalls,
taxes within eight months of the commitB uehl'l
in the Ellsworth high school.
D Fillebrown. Mrs Edward E Morgan, Mrs
ment of such tax “to him”. In this case,
She testified that three or four days be- Frederick E Sargeant, Catherine Doyle, W COLLINS-HEATH—At Searsport, Jan 14. by
Rev Enoch W Robbins, Miss Arlene Colitis,
while the original commitment of the tax fore her
Miss Mabel Lord, Mrs Henry
of Belfast, to Howard J Heath, of Penobscot.
death, her foster mother spoke of E Doyle,
Miss Bertha A Cook, Henry Cook,
to Mr. Tripp was made more than the
then transferring the book, saying she Cook, F
M’GRATII-DA
VIS— At Pucksport. Jan 22, by
Higgins, Mrs George F Higgins,
Rev William Forsyth, Miss Mary E McGrath,
eight months prior to the beginning of thought she was going to die, but she, the George
William P Tenney. J Burnham Perry,
of
Hurricane
island, to DaiJel Davis, of
the suit, eight months had not expired
Orlan l.
plaintiff, turned her mind from it, telling Mrs Charles Welch, Mrs Morey Tripp, Mr
since the commitment of the tax to Mr.
and Mrs F H Milliken, Mrs Gorham Whit- STANLEY—BI.AISDELL-At
her she was going to get well. Three days
Manset, Jan 17,
ney, Della Whitney, Albert M Murch,
or Rev J B Aldrich. Ml-s l.ettie F Stanley, of
Having bought my partner’s interest, I am
Hresnahan.
later, when told that her foster mother Mrs Anson H Parker, Cainpbell Higgins,
Man et, to Harry L Bltladel', of ElLworth.
Plaintiff relied upon an interpretation could not
her
if
she
Ellen
asked
E
Herbert
F
she
then
Fiske,
Harry
live,
Fiske,
now sole proprietor of the market formerly
of the law that would allow the bringing
washed to assign the book, and receiving F Sargent, C A Bellatty, Carrie L Bellatty.
A
C E Bellatty, Mary Osgood, Lucy Royal
DIED.
of the action within eight months of the
conducted by Floyd & Haynes. In antician affirmative answer, got the book and
Osgood, Mrs Lydia Higgins, A E Betts,
original
commitment, while defense the assignment was executed.
Belle M Betts, Julia L Betts, Mrs LlewWil iam H H
BEEBE-At
New
Jan
York,
17.
claimed that even It Mr. Rresnahan was
Defendants put on witnesses w'ho testi- ellyn Higgins, Harry Betts, D Betts,
pation of some store changes which I have
Beebe, summer resident of Castlne, aged 66
legally qualified to collect the tax, he fied that Mrs. Yeaton had said in conver- Mrs Henrietta Black, Miss Lola E Dyer,
years.
Mrs
W
M
Adelhert
Cora
Gordon,
in mind, I shall, for the next few weeks,
Betts,
BLODGETT—At North Brooksvllle, Jan 18,
could not bring this action within eight sation w ith them that she intended leavAlbion K P Blodgett, aged 75 years, 11 months.
Clough, Helen A Thomas, Sidney
Evelyn
mouths from the time of its commitment
Louise
L
Mrs
her
son
in
New
P
Clark.
Annie
York,
Jordan,
ing her money to
BURR ILL— At San
make several very special offers in my
Francisco, Cal, Jan 2.
to him personally.
Alfred B tturrlll, formerly of Dedham, aged
the contention being that undue influence Jordan, Miss Abbie Padelford, Mrs A L
C Gordon, Albert E Gordon,
58 years.
Poor,
The question of the sufficiency of the
Emily
Come early and
was used by the Weavers and the plaintiff
Robert S Leighton, Mrs R 8 Leighton, CARLISLE—At Surry, Jan 22, Mrs Mary Jane
grocery department.
description on the assessment roil is also to induce her to assign the book to Maud Nellie Baker
Carlisle, aged 56 years, 5 monhs, 20 days.
Rogers, Ida Baker, A Wilbert
involved. The tax is on several pieces of Yeaton. The
GAGNEK—At Green Lake, Jan 20, Pascal
“get first pick!”
allegation wra§ also set up Betts, H D Heath, J M Sargent. as
The committee mentioned
having
personal property, severally described as that Mrs. Yeaton was not of sound and
Gagner, of Montreal, Can. aged SI years.
1
one
affair
was
the
of
the
apcharge
KITTREDGE —At Bar Harbor, Jan 22, Mary J,
“the Hagerthy place on Pine street”, the
deposing mind at the time the transfer pointed to make arrangements for next
widow of Benjamin W Kittredge, aged 88
“Bonaey building on Water street”, etc.
years, 2 months, 11 days.
was made, because of extreme weakness
year’s reunion. The reunion this year
The valuation of each of these several because of her illness.
Was planned and managed by Mrs. E. K. M’KINNON—At Castlne, Jan 18, John Me
Bullard and Mrs. Nellie Lord Clough.
Klnnon, aged 50 years, 10 months, 18 days.
properties is given on the assessment roll,
The case w'ent to the jury shortly before
The committee for next year consists of
TEMPLE—At Birch Harbor, Jan 18, Edson,
hut the amount of tax against each is not 3 o’clock
son of Mr and Mrs Lewis Temple, aged 5
yesterday afternoon. At 3.30 the Mrs. Bullard, Mrs. Clough, Mrs. R. S.
months.
carried out, the valuation of the several
you’ll find my store particularly well
Palmer, Dr. F. A.
jury returned a verdict tor plaintiff for I^eighton, Mrs. Rodneyand
L. W. Carroll. YOUNG—At East Surry, Jan 24, Lizzie E, wife
Stetson Foster
pieces of property being lumped aruj the
Davis,
fl,063.83.
of Amasa Young, aged 52 years.
stocked. Under my new plans, 1 shall be
total tax being carried out against that.
ROBERTSON VS. ROBERTSON.
This is the customary
NOTES.
CHURCH
better able than ever to serve you in this
practice
A hearing on the petition for separate
2Hrijrrtisntunta.
worth where several pieces of
property are maintenance tiled by Margaret Robertson
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
* ^
assessed to one person.
department, and I guarantee you shall
Rev. J. P. Rimonton, pastor.
The point is raised by the defendant against George E. Robertson, jr., of Sorat
7.30.
service
Jan.
26-Prayer
Friday,
have the very choicest and highest grade
that, even if the description is sufficient, rento, took place yesterday afternoon. C.
Sunday, Jan. 28— Morning service at
the plaintiff cannot maintain a lien H. Wood appeared for petitioner and W.
Sermon
the
10.30.
defendant.
pastor. Sunday
Meats that can possibly be had, yet at
by
against one piece Jof property tfor thd.en- E. Whiting for
The cass was the sequel of a summer school at 11.46. Epworth league at 7. Pastire amount of the tax, but only for the
I am now arranging settlecash-bottom
tor’s service at 7.30.

ment

by

the

El.

G., MOORE,

Druggist.

■

Ellsworth’s Leading Market
FLOYD & HAYNES’;

J. A. HAYNES’.

IN

MEATS-

TAXES! TAXES!

romance, the

atmrrtiBrmnit*.

IETVEH TO EUSWORTH AMERI-

scene

was

or which

set

at

Bayside—Preaching Sunday
Sorrento, the time 1903. The petitioner,
then Margaret Breen, who confesses now Mr. Siraonton.
CONGREGATIONAL.
to thirty-one years of age, was a cook in
one

of the

summer

hotels.

Rev.

The groom,

at

p.

ment with the

m.

J. M. Adams, pastor.

BAB HARBOR.

puny doing business la Maine. Its admitted assets are almost a million; It has a cash guaranty
capital1*! •1*0,000, and a surplus over all lla.
bullion of nearly **»,oeo. The oompany Is rep.
resented hare by 6. W. Tepley. First National

Open all the year ’vsssd.

hank

XOHB.H, FLORIST,
VJii

v**7

;

building.—Add.

prices.

un-

taxes under my contract
which I am obliged to pay
if not collected.
I cannot allow my bondsmen to settle your tax, and I
suggest that you go to the
bank and borrow the money,
which will cost you no more
than you are now obliged to
pay the city; it will save
you the expense of having
lien claim attachments placed
on your property, or the unpleasant duty of my committing you to jail.
Kindly give this your im-

Sunday, Jan. 28— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
CAN READERS.
Prayer and conference meeting on Fri<i. A. Parcker Guarantees Hyomel to the team delivering vegetables.
The acquaintance thus formed resulted day evening at 7.30.
Cure Catarrh, or It Costs Nothing.
UNITARIAN.
in a marriage. The groom, on the stand,
Editor of the Ellsworth American:
Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
said the proposing was done by Miss
In view of the prevalence of caSunday, Jan. 28—Service at 10.30 a. m.
Breen, and that in the following spring
tarrhal troubles at this season of the she sent him money to come to New Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
BAPTIST.
year, I want to tell your readers that York to be married. He went, and came
I have never sold anything that gave back a groom, but without his bride. She
Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
more satisfaction than Uyomdi, when remained to work
Sunday, Jan. 28— Morning Bervioe at
through the summer,
used in catarrhal troubles.
You get and came to Sorrento in the fall.
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
immediate relief from the treatment,
Then the trouble began, and jealousy at 11.46. Christian Endeavor meeting at
and consistent use will
prove to every
to have played a part, the bride 7. Evening praise and preaching service
sufferer, as it has to maDy of our cus- seems
tomers, the virtue of this preparation. objecting to attentions paid by her spouse at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
The complete Ilyomei outfit consists to other young ladies of his acquaintance.
of a pocket inhaler, a medicine drop- The trouble culminated after a Fourth of Friday evening.
per, and a bottle of Hyomei, and the July dance, when Mrs. Robertson heard
Attention Is called to the advertisement tn anprice Is only $1,' While additional bot- that her young husband, had paid attenother column of the Holyoke Mutual Fire Intles can be Obtained ter SO cents.
tions to s girl at the-dance. As a result of
I positively guarantee a cure when
turaaoe Co., of Salem, Mass. This la the forethe quarrel which followed, Mrs. Robert
most Massachusetts Mutual lire Insurance comsays, her husband told her to go towall; she went toJBar Harbor,,and now

for all

paid

then seventeen years of age, was associated
with his father in a truck farm, and drove

son

City

mediate attention.
J. H. Bresnahax,
Collector.

|

Office in Cushman block, Franklin St.
Dec. 29,1908.
Taxes went on interest Aug. 1, 1905,
»
as per vote of City Government.

J. A. HAYNES,

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-

The

Floyd

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

Haynes Store,

JORDAN,
FURNITURE
AND

traction.

H.

&

Main Street.

UNDERTAKING.
I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building

State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

on

COCKERELS FOR SALE.
My buff Plymouth Bock cockerels took first
and tourth prises at ths Freeport Poultry Show
last week. They took similar prises last year.
I sold this year’s First Prise bird tor S'JO. X
hare other fine ones tor sale.
Ellsworth, Jan. to, 1006,

James

Doboa*.

L. W. JORDAN.
Ellsworth,

Maine.

shore, where
water is found.

the

ru American had sufworiberd at 107

•Of Ike 117 poet-office*

in

Hancock county.

Pined do noi

reach

no

many.

There will be

County com-

AU IA« other paper* in the

house. in the

The Amkki-

only

not the

mr

under

LIBERALITY

the

I'na

There

Miss Dunbar has been s faithinstructor, and has won the approbation of parents and pupils.

interest is manifested in the forthcoming contest between the two sections
Kach section is under
of Castine grange.
CASTINE.
the leadership of a captain. A programme
The Methodist circle will meet with
! will he given each Saturday evening for
Mr* W ill mm M orgrajr1 Thursday.
I the next four weeks. A referee will decide
N«w
of
and
indie
W.
wife,
Gr
Dr J.
York,

are at

m« *t*er

the Castine hous

Much

paffts

which section furnished the

lor several

weeks.

a

The
will

Brow

Mis* Myra Springer, who haa bpfn ill
quite a while, is gaining.
The members of the Baptist church recently presented Re.. Mr. Larimer with a
handsome willow chair for his study.

brother.
The schooner Sarah L. Davis arrived
Saturday with 250 tons of coal for the Castine Coal Co.
last week

on a

visit

to

youngest son of Mrs. K. Salisbury,
Harbor, who is keeping house for
J. H. Patten, is spending a few days with
his mother he e.

in WattTville.

Miss Harriet M. Blaisdell, who has been

The revenue cutter Woodbury came into
harbor Sunday and remained until

visiting

the

day,

Wheeler, now travelling sales*
for the Hood Rubber Co., ass in
ice

delightful outing.

a

five added,
class of

be

to

seems

fast-

a

at

th.»

regular mating,

next

seven.e.n

will take

third

a

and

This grange, though only
about two and a half years old, nmnters
l^J. New ui .niK'Ts are being takcti i
at
fourth

degrees.

Elia Patten, wu is? buildings were
burnea recently, is now stopping with
Wilfred H. Gordon and wife. 5she has
Mrs.

Joseph Peterson h.is accepted a position
H. Chrp^enter in the office during
the day and in charge' of the reading room

with E.

been very fortunate

evenings.

in

disposing

of

her

household goods, which were nearly all
saved, as T. M Rlaisdell took the whole
lot. She will go back West as soon as she
sells h-r lan d.
He-sou s arm, whi-h was
badly hurt on the ice, is nrarly well.
R.
Jan. 22.

Belfast on Monday and from there to Dark Harbor, in the
itrrent of the Order of Redmen, of which
jwrwty he is district deputy.
to

entertainment will be given at EmerPriiay evening by the students of
the nigh school, the proceeds to be used
An

hall

improving

for

Bucksporr,

via Jan. IS twelve regrow mg graug
With
ceived the first and s.voad degrees.

days this week.
Bupprr a ill be served at the Congregational vestry on Thursday evening, t«airelv ia charge of the men of the parish.
l>r. George Parsons h*»s it Nved his office
for the winter from the co. ier of Water
aial Main streets to his home on Perkins
Street.

son

after

isetKX'dic grange

Sown seversl

W. A. Ricker went

Bangor,

frienis in

an J Foxrroft, r/turned home Fri-

Oion

Monday morning.
man

a

v«

<>>««».

!.<••■««*(

lews

EAST Sl'RKY.
Jimr? Carey ha? gone to Massachusetts.
Mr*. Amasa Young, who has been ill

the Con- I day

on

was

in

Rockland Satur-

basines*.

John

McKinnon, who has for a long
time been a sufferer from heart trouble

one

night

Mrs.

L*% w««k.

of. the older
skating the

The young folks and some
ones ha%w vnjoyed the tine

Miss Susie Robbins, of Sargentville, who
visited Miss Cora Hanacom last week fora
few days, has returned home.
Mrs. Elisa Herrick and daughter Jennie,
Bluehili, spent Wednesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Abbott, Mrs. Herrick’s parents.
State Councillor Lucy A. Fletcher, of
Guilford, attended the meeting of the
{laughters of Liberty here Saturday evenof

ing.

Yorks, of Brooksvills, was the
guest oI his uncle, M. D. Ohatto. Saturday

turkey supper

ansi

Sunday.

who
at work s hopping has nearly given out. as
t he prospect for hauling grows leas every
The courage ot the

have

men

crews

was

her twin

from

s alute*

Mr.

setts.

a

visit in

Massachu-

accompanied her,

Brown

and

will spend a few weeks here.
Rural sewing circle and invited guestto the number of twenty, met with Mr?.
J A. Chatto. Jan. 17. A pl?w?ant afterNext session
n?x*n was enjoyed by all.
with Mrs. Hannah Wasson. Jan. 31.
Elwin C. Cord, who ha? been very ai
a few weeks, is honed to be gaining.

Mr Lord has been

for

poorly

two tear? or

friends gave an entersupper at the hall las;
Thursday night for his benefit. As the
weather was stormy some were kept away,
but the prweeda were gratifying, and
His many

more.

and

spirit in which the
given. Elw in. although a man

were

accepted

affair

was

with

a

fine

in the

family of four children, has

like

was

a

which

f

|

Mr. McKinnon

Haves

three

he-ring.
About thirty from Atlantic attended the

He
Pease,

charter member.

was a

Mrs.

sisters.

Clara

whose home is m the West, Mrs. Phebe
Matthews and Mrs. Rose Hewitt; also aiv

children—Russell. Harry and George, Mrs.
Kate Hargreaves, Mrs. Cor* Bug bee and
Mrs. Ethel Varney.
Jan 23.
G.

j

church supper ai Ui
son

Ik-me

WedoaS-lay nigh:.

a*

About

$-0

Gtlcert and
J bowling
alley

Frank Bridges have their
a id
pool room up and
hey hv>pe to open by tne drst

TO CA5TINE

February.
Oapt. Herrick narrowly escaped

MAX.

seldom

see

The school entertainment in

Hartford. Conn.. Govramt in a re«mt issue printed the following tribute to
lb?v. Edwin Pond Parker. D. !>., of that
«rij. Dr. Parker is a native of GasHae.
n».i graduated from Bowdoin in th. class
Tbe

•oi

ident

one

dav last

week

thro<u,:i h.* vharf, **Mkiog
rt>*

.wtN

—i

a

when

a

he

bad

ai«>ut

fell
six

tar

\

1

#wtr»*eawuati>
et ito

htoy

NMa

asc:«

a*»r»cp u>

tier uttce to
w«rh

la

ihu

t *»»«

be^aa

.v>

eeis a

|

rt

ia»**»*.**u.-

cout^ua:;.*.

I>r

Parker Is kaowa a:, om lie country at
of the broad, bra re laiaker* a ad teaui&c
of the Coa^Te^atioaal cfcarcbe-*,
■op
*mxi\ of choke ftoarary gift- *rd ekv^oeooe of
nhtgh order. Of warw. we at bow* trow Mat
to ihat way. too, and arc proud of him acd the
pmttto* he hat woa. Bui here is Hanford he
•ee.y:** fultf at large a place out of the pu y ;t
a* lit
Tvt gesteradocs hare grvtrii u. sere
wtr, arotiki aut **ow their Hanford wa*»» he
wa> a part of tv
He It cae of the
» of
**f that are taae for fnatai and yet toad to;
dWf without. Hit pretence, hit syaf4 ij,
kto example. Ms latwewce are thaplaa factor*
to he Itfeoi tfel« o<n««akT. a mi Hmu«M i- a ;
*t#crv«» and far toe »«re**y than *i
hee« if sse had not «>■» sere a*-: ee» fwr lot
tr »U T*axt a iiiUc t. rve ?«.■>»
p<vd every
4< tto year
Ttv e It «*vy »v wfrtsur;ij
.r *tobt to
tor. P*.iw «*<toer a» js-.it
»? « ,v»
muv'\
»M itote It *»=»
hwbufct of ryi e to
pat fc '»d ~o*are ae va-t
IU« rg » »f<lr
•f ih- V l«»ce «fleet
Th or i# returr. •. tae
tmat 'ucai la tows, ito 'e»
;cr*h?p «o cfeeerfoely
aecor ed to h'». a ad aat of alt. toe toe. Ter
hta vuc* »*nto so wtaay heart* to ife* rat
We hare ao idea t^ot he iwluet ifc»
pte&ioa he hold* tore, aaa «e tw* u a y *r
hi* mottoM sndMIMn to hare *«rh
puUA**:ere**e »*de to It. ft** this aas-.vernr
.*
y
Hheo the re terrace aad u U» aaore weieome for
Itet rerr reaaoa
Mar tssa^t *aother Jaasarr !
II. fed aethtac c ha-red a* tetweea Dt Parser
ao4 Hartford «ore a* eoe.a aew roar
*»r.- !
heepewed t ie od aSnvtoa

j

«ae

re*c suttee*

!

in

a

fine

mid-

j

NORTH CAHTLXE.
West, of Boston, » ia town.
ViI»U P W«ti»tU a at how tram «m.
M«. 1_ W. R*e is the nw of Fred
Dunbar sad wife
Boardmaa

Mtss

Annie

Dan bar

Out

ate

rioted her
school in ihaobwot, and is at home.
Mrs Fred ¥ Wardweil is
aic several days with her daughter. Mrs. damaa
Hatch
Mrs. loam Cash aad
are

rntitf

her

has

sen.

of

grandparents,

Cast mm,
lava

Hutchnaa aad wife
Because of the iact of water, the seam
mill. recently built by Messrs West,
has been Jakes down aad remosed nearer

cumbered

across

by a
Fortunately John

Q. G.
as

hie

i.4 not

»

many

days.

this

improving

on

her

O. U.

New York

Chapman,
for hospital

w

ho h«a

Rainbow grange installed officers Jan. !
lX *«h a good number present.
wife

were

here Satur-

dtalT.

see.

cal condition.

The Degree of Honor h»ld its installalast Wednesday evening.
A Urge
crowd was present. After th? installation,
tion

w

as

j

served.

:

Deer Isle.

Mrs. Josephine Annia,
ill, is improving.

who

has

been

| quite

Gapt. Mark Billings ia making some reRainbow grange pairs on his buildings.
rOKBdrEBS
called on Jesse Weasel and wife Wcdnea- !
Miss Nellie Haskell, who has been ill
Court Point Harbor, L O. F.. held a pub- day night, it being their third
wedding with measles, has nearly recovered.
even
lic installation and sapper Friday
ing. anniversary. All spent a
1
evendelightful
Miss Etta Torrey, who haa been con1
The toUo« mg oflkera were installed
tog, and after partaking of cake and iceC- R-, P. L- Aiken; P. C. R~. C- W. Sar- cream and leaving many pretty and useful fined to her home by measles, ia out again.
The checks re reived recently by some of
gent; V. C. R,LV. Nash: recording sec- gifts, went home happy.
the flounder fishermen are
retary. E. R. Conners. financial secretary,
Jan.
D.
very encouragj
C. 'V. Sarpen:; court physician.. Dr. F. 'V.
ing
ATLANTIC.
Bridgham. orator and chaplain. John
Miss Mattie Knight returned to Orono,
Andrews; treasurer. Luther Pinkham;
Cape. Willard Staple*, who has been where she attends University of Maine,
Junior and senior beadles. A. Robertson. D. away on a business trip* arrived home last Monday after a few weeks’
stay with her
Kimball; junior and senior woodwards. F. Wednesday morning.
parents.
W. Bank it. E. H. Jeliiaon; court deputy,
A party from here went gunning a;
L.
22._
After installation, reE. R. Conner*.
Pond island. The gale increased, and !
marks were made by P. L_ Aiken. Dr. t S.
BROOKS
VILLE.
were
to
they
obliged
spend a part cf the
rv Fleck and 5tr. Scammens. Supper *•»
The Brooksville A Bangor Steamboat
night in camp.
then served.
Co. has been incorporated at Belfast for
The society had an ice-cream sociable at
About 12 o'clock the lodge opened in
the perpoee of owning,
Seaside hall Wednesday evening.
operating and
Wil- *
secret session and the degree team (ran
maintaining steamboats for carrying paslard Staples got the
and
cake,
guess
Coast Tagwassah. of Franklin, instructed
and freight, with flO.OOO
asagers
Willie Van Horn the sofa
capiui
pillow, by
on- candidate in the secret «rerk of :he
throwing bean bags.
order. About twenty visiting mearen
A «.n*rxni«K» <t * »irr tnr Ptlr*.
a
• ere here and a fine time is reported.
ItfMn, BltMd, HlrrvTlnff * rtHi.»tier Pile*.
atii5-.ru .1 irt r> f*m.j ■
Court Point Harbor was instituted about
bomt If
"WfW**
SEDGWICK.
Zu > XNTV KN1 „,1. i(* „„
r'
two years ago and « growing.
A. Torrey, son of Capi. George
George
T.
Jan. 2.
Torrey, as quite ill.
IfiSnuscnum*BJKOOKUN.
Mrs. Alma R. Small, assistant poatmasis
ter.
with
rheu-uString
inflammatory
O-1- Flye was in EiDwoctii las* w«kQuite

number from

a

EXTEET VIX.

A.

G. Blake

Further

eras

Lights

in Ellsworth Uss week.

nut

in the

chapel Wed-

nesday evening.

above

Edward Griffin

picture

of the

at.ii t>.\ is
trv.
oi Scott's Emulsion.
and is the synonym for
strength and purity. It is sold
in almost ail the civilised coun-

fjJjmark

and H.

M

Pease have

gone to Franklin.
Mrs.

Guy

Meat* of

Sedgwick. visited

friends in town mat week

Julian Moore and wile, of SargentviUe,
M A. Five last week.

visited Mr*.

A- H. Mim who has been to Rockland
and Portland, came borne Saturday

matism.

SCOTT * BOWXE, Chemists

lath

«*

AS

-‘r-tfxvs*

Robinson, warden; Mr*. Qntberiae Mason,
Mrs. Fannie Crockett, L, G.;
Mr* Susie Ring. R. S. X.G.; Mr*. Nettw
Mill*. L&X. G.t Mrs* Jennie RichardV G.. Mr*. Abbe. Gilley.
son. L. 8.
P. S. G.; Mrs. Cora Haynes. R AS.; Mr*

msdsctnst;

George and

Masons of Eggemoggin lodge. F.
M.. installed officers W ednesday.
P. J4 Theodore A. Smith was
^g
officer, assisted by P. M. J. H. Hooper as
marshal.
followed,

Golden, Charlea Graves
Bernice Cline are
attending
high school at Hancock, Joseph Doyle

principal.
School closed Friday, Mias May
Young,
of Hancock, teacher. Mias Young was
well liked by psrentsand pupils, and made
many friends while here.
Mrs. Fred McKenzie has been in F,gvpt
for a few days, parking her household
goods. They have wild their place to
George Butler, of Franklin,
Carroll Phillips, who lias been ill with
measles at the Franklin linad house, ha*
gone to Franklin to visit his uncle and
aunt, 8. 8. Scammon and wife.
Friends here of Harry Blaiadell, of Ellaworth, extend congratulations to him and
Mr.
Blaiadell spent several
his bride.
years of his childhood days here.
Jan. 22.
cj.

FRANKLIN.
1UI P. IUaisdell in in KUsworth scrviug
on the Jury.
Rot. C. b. Petersen returned from Boston

Wednesday

Mis* Treadwell spoke at the Baptist and
Sunday, in behalf of
the children’s home, Augusta.
The report of two breaks last

The aerond lecture in the course by Hon.
W. W. Stetson, Stale superintendent of
schools, will take place at the Methodist
church Jsn. 25.
Subject: “The safety of
this Nation is not in the hands of its
Rulers, but in the lice* of iu common

people.’’
Jan. ’13.

R.
OCEAN VII. LE.

Measles

tbe chief

is

ii

Steuben

of

comcr-

Mrs. Hstrict Buckminster, of Sedgwick,
visiting friends here.

boy arrived

A little

Lorenzo

Grosj

AUie

Joyce

and wife

at

George

and

the

home of

Jan. 15.

Herrick,

of

Brook I in, spent a few da> a here this week
E. K. Crockett, who has been
employed
on steamer Monhcgan since last
spring,
came home
Wednesday.

Quite* crowd of young people of this
place went to Stonington Wednesdaynight to attend the show, which
lowed by roller skating.

was

fol-

Mrs.

Lonir Fifleld and daughter Milhave been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Joyce for tbe
past few- weeks,
returned to West Stonington
Friday.
Jan. 30.
a.

dred,

who

HULL’S COVE.
Mrs. Clara Nolan, of Bar Harbor, visited friends here last week.
Mr*. Johanna Leland, of
Bangor, is

visiting

her son, Shepard Leland.
The sewing circle was
reorganised last
Monday. New officers were chosen for

the

year. The society
will meet with
Mrs. Leonora Pierce nevt Tuesdav.
•>»" 22.
ASM
__

"Nrnk'U-l cut U

milt f4t a.areynntt"
I’T.
Hr*, •*.r*p help. mft acj
happv. tI or..u« oM >z« —Adel

w<"»>’> '«'*■'
momttt u> a

tfa’lfctnn

6%

U wbal yoor moor; will cun 11
Inrested la Hurra ot the

Hlworti Lon anil Biililsi Ass’:
A
now

ope a.

WHY

NEW SKKIKH
OAonta, It cock, month! y pn
mmtA. SI per Mare.

PAT

when

RENT

joti

can borrow on jour
a ftru mortmut

abarra, pro

u every mooth•
—r--nn-TlSo
TTSuaiy

U<a
together
E5!l,n!ri^.ai~to miriwH
but UttlT more
.T1;* “**»*
y°U iW WMV [a>ymr» for
-—V

trip

subject

sition.

BIRCH HARBOR.
business

Monday

evening, one in the store occupied by
Henry Jeilison, the other into Miss Pheraon's new building, suggests more securs
fastenings and greater vigilance.

reOmw

a

a

Methodist churches

C.

M. H. Wmelon made

evening

Hlaisdcll is at home from
business trip to New York.
Frank K.

U

An entertainment and banquet
a good time was enjoyed by all.

Jan. 2L

Ida

and Clara and

The

and A.

to

OWN

A.

wirirsi

YOUR OWN

you

HOME.

foe partlculara
of
Inquire
require at
HtXlIT w>Hixbt
W. Ci
See’T.
*fcw Nnri Bank Bfuf-

W. Kix«. Preaiarna

KINEO RANGES
have been

on

two year*

the market for twenty*

and

improvements

made to suit the
tastes of
people until

[been

have

needs and

they stand tothe peer of all
ranges. The first
year of their existence won for them

day

favor, and their rapid)' increasing sales and present favor

great

sente*
“Electric Bitten eared as „l
Chronic Dyspepaia of * years standing.
ng gui.’’ Electric Bitten_
and Lirer disorders. Blood disorders.
General Debility and bodiir aeaknesa
Sold on a guarantee at E. G Moons-s drag
store. Prase only 50c.

n .A‘I

to *i>CKil Ua

wu?'

Wednesday.

Funeral «trriew lor Edson. the fiwmonths-old son ol Leau Temple and vile,
* Bo died of pneumonia, were held Sat urdar
at Ue toil; residence, Rev
G. Karo

R. W Smith has filled Guy Hooper and
If the cod fish became extinct
G. H. Decay's we-houses with fine ke.
it would be a world-wide calam- j
Cbeaton Bridges was raised to the deity, because the oil that comes gree of Master Mason Wednesday evratng officiating.
Jam. It
from its liver surpasses all other in Xaskeag lodge.
C
fata in nourishing and life-giving
Mrs. H M. Pease went to Dees- Die toBASS HARBOR.
properties. Thirty years ago day, where she will be the guest of her Mas Lena Banker is at home from Portthe proprietors of Scott's Emul- slater. Mrs. Moses Joyce.
land.
Cxi Fesock.
Jan. a.
sion found a way of preparing
Mrs. Elia Jackson is haring a eery
serious time «ith a note hand, from
cod liver oil so that everyone can
erySOITHWEST HARBOR.
sipelas Ory Tapler and Seat brk! a eontake it and get the full value of
n
soltat.v
and
salarday
Rowena Rebekab lodge held as installaopened her finger
the oil without the objectionable
and scraped the booe. bat there is no antion W ednesday evening. Jan. IT.
The
prorement as yet.
taste. Scott's Emulsion is the
following officers were installed Mrs.
Jam. 2L
X. Y. L
lest thing in the world for weak, Bertha Newman. N G-. Mrs. Ida Richardiackward children, thin, delicate aou. V. G.: In. Margaret Trnady. finanLire
lOO
Years.
May
cial secretary, Mas Carrie Spurting, secThe chances for liTm* a tail century are
;eoph». and all conditions of retary;
Mrs. Mabel Tinker, treasurer; ekceiient in the aaae ol Mra. Jenna Duncan
wasting and lost strength.
Mr*. Julia Gilley, chaplain Mrs. Leoane of Haroesrilie, Me, near X rears old. She
f*m£ *tr *w *****

.Mrs. Evan Lindsey, of New
York, and
Miss Florence Tracy, of Ellsworth, visited
their aunt, Mrs. Stella Shaw, last week.

JIM.

Moody P. Eaton ia building a scow.
Mrs. Myrtle Robbins is still quite ill.
Miss Helen Torrey ia attending high
school at

F

on

Miss Nellie Phillips slipped on the ic«
and severely injured her arm.

to

BEACH.

yoke of large

Buck sport to attend the funeral
day
of Albion Blodgett, who died
quite sod-

rapidly

tr -atment, has reShe is still in a very criti-

tamed home.

supper

oxen.

Crosby and

on a

hern

wood

recently

Degree of Honor.

Mis* Till»«

rutting

Mr*. Julia Martin hss returned fr.rn a
visit to Iilucbi I, and Mt*» Eluabeth from Bangor.

W. held ita installation
Supper was served by

WEST SEDGWICK.

from

as

Daniel Robinson is

R. Tracy's lot.
A. E. Tracy and wife recently visited
in
Dedham and Bangor.

retent

village, ha*

friends would like to

Friday evening.

served, and charades were
given amid much mirth and enjoyment.
Jan. 22.
Xenophon.

Arno

help,

Duffy, of Waldoboro, it vismother, Mr*. Luther Bridges.

The A.

ioe and broke her wrist.
Her many
friends much regret her misfortune.

*

and

Mrs. Grace

Uie

bought

aa< e

Kak.

of

FRANKLIN ROAD.
lintel Butler in ill with
measles
Mrs. C. K. Sbribncr bn a recovered
from
the measlea.
Little

En-

A. E. Webber, who b«5 letn away
business trip, ha» returned home.

the

has

the

on

ioe gave way.
fur coat, he could not

r-

ice

EAST BLUE HILL.

Whipple's

Gray

the

Jfg,"

gFSHE
■

Ktock, of which »10,000 is paid |„. Qflloer*!
President, VrrA Q. Whits, of Bel|Mt.
trsssurcr, ('apt. Benjamin R. Arey, of West

nar-

when the

Jan. 22.

iting

atscvD

a

The wwk of prav 'r wa* observed at the
Methodt< church last week.

of four-

Wednesday, slipped

train

Friday aft

brother. J. A. Closaon’a tent

pond,

C. H. Ward well,
moved to Bluehill.

preparation

yoke

hurt.

_

j tries of the
globe.

Mrs. Jeoaie Dunbar and son
the truest* of Mrs Isaac Dun tar.

few

a

da vs.
Spec.

of 1SW:
r vr J^\X r*or:» ro IMlT. Jan II.
R*
■tfwin
l**r*t»r wa* muM as pastor c*»er
Secoud or South Co »« recat
exarch oi
thfc cHy.
i» ami im experiea e brought bj
tte nus b*«r« e«.rtcxul hi- ml a t, deepened hl>
tywpathic*. aod vKKNil his t.-w*. >mt, other
•toe th .» l« throe sweet aod wSk Lmmbk» •*■»
U»- lvat h r<4) toechel him and he 1 to-day ir
aH it t r «»urr of lUr*
r, aac—«llh ;bmm* tee" !«****«*. :he <ame gmi oetn. **•
p»a»e Ticoroa« I'teilert. aa>1 the «j»**»-* *
-m*Vt

Foeter for

Barbary Bunker and Miss Sadie
Robertson are on the sick list.
Foley Hartwell and Arthur Crabtree
visited John Andrews ana wife a few
Mrs.

hi* Swk

^

tail of

Philip

salt

year-old steers-girth •even feet—which
he purchased in Penobscot.
Mrs. Kira bet h Tyler, coming
up

W

a

Miss Freeman a as injured
Her physician thinks she

it.

Jan. 22.

Master Ernes' Andrews has been visaing relatives in Franklin.
Eddie Austin, of Bar Harbor, is the guest
of

hen

Howard Greene Imvm this morning for
Medway, Mas*.

SORRENTO.

*as

of
TBIBUTB

_C.

Jan. 22.

K. Stin-

L.

netted.

boarded.

health.

w

|

complications, died Thursday j past wee*.
always been a hoy among the boys. Both
A surprise party was arranged Wednes- |
j
The funeral took place from the house |
be and his wife are highly esteemed
Millard Rowe r.'tnn°d h^me Tuesday
day evening by the young people, in honor
Madame Lord, his
Saturday afternoon, and was attended by
among their friends.
of Wellington Redman and wife. Refreshfrom a trip to Newfoundland after
night
the local lodge of Odd Fellows of which
mother, lives with them, and is iu .feeble ment* were
froaen
aad other

auto

Orcutt
I himself.
is attending the Insti- j Avery Anderson heard his call for
and
with
in Boston this winter, jI
difficulty rescued him.

by Miss Gertrude Parker and her pupils,
will be presented in a few days.
C. H. Young has returned after a three-

hill last

place, was badly

an

recover.

j to his

John Groves Eaton was surveying for
John F. Giles Saturday what was formerly
the Vast in Herrick w oodland.

with

in

escape from drowmng
noon.
He started to walk

winter.

days'absence

riding

row

typical spring day, the
we

was

C. H. Closaon, of Sedgwick, had

lot.
«

residents of this

will

Technology
Oap*. I rial C*adage and Trial, jr., are \|
ch 'pping wood on the \V. A. Hale wood
Sunday

mer

She

struck

Lewis Ca adage has completed his new
pea pod boat.
Mrs. Ella Oandage has had a relapse,
and is again on fined to her bed.
Hamilton

joy.

about the head.

NORTH BROOKIJN.

Frank

North

Him Ella Freeman, of Sisco, Cal.,
daughter of Henry Freeman and wife, for-

T.

tute of

Mrs. John Crown, who has rooms at
Deborah Cole s, has returned with

Mrs.

friends wish them much

served.

Jan. ii.

with

Friday, Jan.
Sedgwick
26. An all-day meeting and an evening
programme will be presented.
Hollis H. Eaton, of Houth Biuehill, and
Misa Annie Anderson, of Brooklin, were
quietly married at the parsonage Saturday
evening, by Kev. 8. M. Thompson. They
will reside at Houth Blnehill. Their many

Verna Hodgkins. L. 8. S.; Mm. Mabel
Keene, Ruth; Mrs. Alice Higgins, Mrs.
Frances Kernald, Miss Lulu Mayo, Miss
Lurie Whitmore, banner bearers. The
installing < ffioers were Mrs. Susie King,
1'. D. P.. and Mrs. Annie Lawton, grand
marshal. By invitation, about twentyfive were
present from Asticou lodge.
Northeast Harbor. After the (installation
a

grange will meet
grange it its hall

County

STABILITY

Will

tainment

gregational church meets with Miss Faye ; Ira Torrey ha? moved into a part of Oipt.
Davereux on Monday evening and on Ed* in SniLh's house.
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. 1. Hutch- I The U. S. ii^hlboaw tender L*iac a a* iu
the h*rtK»r

months, is very low.
N. J. Kane has returned to her
home at Ih? village somewhat improved in
health.
sevorai

for

SWAP'S ISLAND.

O- F. Newman

the schoolroom.

The Book and Thimble club of

COUNTY NEWS.
r<*

The

husband

her

M., at Ellsworth.

MAINE

1903.

ACCURACY

of Bar

several

Hodgkins spent

Ralph

Mrs.

Cl>*r"

ELLSWOA TH,

EAST FRANKLIN.

n.

in active business
It is no trouble

to

us

L.

Mrs, Phebe Matthews was in town over
Sunday, called here by the death of her

days

supper.

Unitarian circle
with Mrs. Walter S.

this week

people

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK,

best enter-

of the

ladies

meet

many

such business economically ami at no cost
Write or call at your
to the depositor.
convenience.

Th3defeated side will furnish

tainment.

are

keep your account, for we have
every facility anti the experience to handle
for

ful

arfrfittcmai County Srw*,

Mi*s Elizabeth Pert, of Sedgwick, is
visiting Miss Ethel Pierce, for s few days.
Fred Sargent, wife and daughter, of Sargentvilte, spent Saturday and Sunday with
Mrs. Ella Powers.
Rollo Closson, A. P, Carter and others
attended the convention of the J. O. t\ A.

who have no bank account.

residents.

COUNTY NEWS.

COURTESY

1887.

YOU GAN BANK BY BAIL SAFELY

The school in the Dunbar district closed

Friday, after a profitable term of nine
weeks, taught by Miss Hattie Dunbar, of
The closing exercises were
this plai’e.
thoroughly enjoyed by a number of the

of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record'd summer list, id larger
tfca" >hat of all the other paper» printed
•in Hancock county.

<rf*er poor*

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Grey.

school.

tion

««

Brook sville.

Friday

next

Chapel district,

Miss

mddMomit Onmts .V.—»

the school-

food sale at

a

COUNTY NEWS.

Xfebreticramtf.

of

sufficient supply

direction of the
The proceeds
will be used to purchase supplies for the

evening,
teacher,

paper printed in
Hancock county, and had neceretaimed to
Pa, but it it the only paper that can prop
arty be catted a COUNTY paper: all the
root arc merely local paper*. The circulaif

■CAN

a

denote that

they

general public it

F\

i Noyes

B.

& Nutter

have satisfied the

evert

particular.

AIKEN, Agent.
Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.

NKWcs.

COUNTS

*<•*

fv

r

^

WINTER HARBOR.
M. B. Jordan was in Bar Harbor Friday
and Saturday on business.
John Oerrish, who has been quite ill
with measles, i» improving.
Mrs. Lillian Carmieheal, of Madison, is
spending a few weeks with her mother,
Mrs. V. N. Bickford.
Alvah Allen, who has been employed by
M. B. Jordan since spring, returned to his
home in Eden Friday.
Dana B. Hammond is home from Penn-

sylvania,

he has

where

been

for several

months with his brother Oscar.
Robert Milliken, of Bar Harbor, has

opened

jewelry

a

and

repair shop

in

the

formerly occupied by Oilloni.

store

of

son

Hollis E. Joy, foil

Jan. 23.

DEDHAM.

Helen

Murphy

has

resumed

old

spending

Miss Bertha Murphy is at her father’s,
having come from Prospect this last week.

Herman Gray has moved his family into
house owned by J. F. Cowing near the
school house.
the

with

monia,

measles and

is

threatened

pneu-

somewhat better.

(

in San Francisco, Cal., of Alfred Burrill,
formerly of this town. A w ife and three
daughters survive him.
Jan. 22.
B.

on a

business.

Mrs. Myra Rumill and Mrs. Mary P.
Lunt attended the Rebckah installation at
Southwest Harbor Wednesday evening.
A fine time is reported.
Jan. 22.
Thelma.

Mrs. E. W. Burr ill, who has been very
ill

on

arc

of Flatirons.

Keep an emery board handy on which
to polish your flatirons when they become
rough and unmanageable. If treated in
this way, they will improve with age.
Once in a while after they have been used,
rub them with sweet oil, and let them
stand a few* days to allow the grease to

SWAN’S ISLAND.

George Coombs cut his leg badly while
chopping in the woods last Thursday*.
Charles Piper, of East brook, was the
guest of Miss Angie Smith last week.

Bragdon and Walter Butler are to
into the George Butler house at

Oliver
mow

Eftf-pt.

Foster and Mr. I<ancaster, of Boston, were here in the interest of the Maine
Lake Ice works recently. Prepa rat ions for
Mr.

cutting

ice

are

complete,

and

it

intention to begin cutting to-day.
Report says Boston parties have bought the
works.

Jan. 22.

(ieorge A. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, working at Egypt, fell on the ice recently, in-

badly.

himself

juring
work,

and

is at

He

is

unable to

boarding

the

house of

Mrs. Viola Sawyer.
Lewis Shuman and Henry Hardison attended the Foresters’ installation at Sor-

They
acquainted along
Coming to a hall brilliantly
illuminated and thinking that they had
arrived at their destination, Henry ventured in, and found a grange! meeting in
full blast. They took him gently by the
arm, leading him to the door, and informing him that only those* who could plant
rento.

were

M.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Gertrude Bragdon returned Saturday from Boston for a vacation.

George Haskins and wife, of Bar Harbor,
recently visited at the homestead.

have

Y.

Jan. 22.

not

ATLANTIC.

the r<ad.

corn, hoe

the

was

potatoes and raise chickens

admitted.
Jan. 22.

Eastern Fish Co., organized here,
been incorporated for the purpose of

The
has

'3tforrtt6nnrm&.

j
|

! Preble, Emerson

Smith. Wilinot,
Tracy, Jackson A.

Whitten, Jason,

OKLAND.

Miss Lettie Blaisdell has gone to Boston
for

week.

a

S.

P.

recent

Mason

seven?

Miss Olive
a severe

is

able to be out after his

illness.

Farnham is recovering from

attack of measles.

Charles Gibbs has gone to Staceyville,
where he has work for

a

Postage 6c.

few weeks.

Elmer Blaisdell and wife, of Ellsworth
are the guests of W. W. Blaisdell.

Falls,

Mrs. Davis, of North Penobscot,
are the guests of Mr.
Davis’s brother,
James Davis.
Mr. and

Mrs. Flora Dorr went to Brewer Saturfor a week's visit with her daughter,
M is*. Bertha Dorr.

Bunker,

T. F. Mason and wife, Miss Bernice Maand Mrs. Ernestine Marks were in

Bangor Friday

and

Saturday.

Jan. 22.

M.
SULLIVAN.

I>r. Proctor, a Hummer resident
rento, wan in town over Sunday.

of Sor-

Advices from Capt. Ben ms, who left
town two wrecks ago for treatment for his
eyes, tell of no improvement as yet.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Hinrnan are
sorry to know of her illness, which is of
uo serious a
nature, but necessitates contlnenient to her room.
Mr. Barnard is carrying1 on a series of
bible studies. The class meets Thursday
evenings of each week with Mrs. Georgia
Wilson. It is enjoyed by all.
The Boros is had one of its best occasions
last week.
A delicious
was
supper
served under Mrs. Meynell
and Miss
Hodgkins as matrons. The entertainment
after the supper was in charge of Mrs.

Werner and her family, and was very
nicely carried out. The programme consisted of tableaux, recitations, reading
and a drama, the latter
finely done.
Jan. 21.

K.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Asticou Rehekah lodge will install officers Friday
evening, Jan. 26.
Mrs. W. Smallidge, of Beal Harbor, visited relatives here last week.
Services

were

held at Union church

A

New York

Typical
Bargain

Yon sometimes envy your elty slstet>
their advantage in living so uesv tin
great New York stores and their ability to take advantage of the wonderfu
Uurgain Sales held from time to time.
We have decided to allow our Mai!
Order customers to participate in these
special offerings, and we will set asidf
a quantity from each Special Sale fot
our out of town customers, hut order!
must be sent at one", as the quantity wll
always be limited and the price wil
not hold good after the reserved quan
tity is exhausted.
The

waist

illustrated

above

ladies of Northeast Harbor at Brown &
Gilley’s hall Friday evening of last week.
Music by Joy’s orchestra.

Saturday evening an entertainment was
given by the pupils of the Stetson gramHeats the Music Cure.
“Tokeep the body in tune,” writes Mrs.
Alary Brown, 20 Lafayette Place, Pough“I take Dr. King’s New
_*
“ffSfcNLife Pills.
They are the most reliable and
la*aHve
I have found.” Best for
lu^Dt
Liver and Bowels. Guaranteeds,fOD??cht.
by E. G. Moobe, druggist, 25c.

oi

formed of five rows of Valenciennes
lace Insertion and edge, full bloust
front tucked and lace inserted, ful
sleeves with deep tucked trimmed cuffs
lace collar. When ordering, do not fal!
to state size.

on

Sunday by Rev. W. P. Ames, of the Bangor
theological seminary.
A very successful ball was
given by the

is

good quality White I,awn; round yoki

The Special Price,

•

99c

Postage 6 cents additional.

$2,600

$7 02

67

IS

50
200

54

22

80
80

22

es-

1,500

Geo.,

1,500

cs-

Smith, Lewis
Smith, Alonzo

2.',
42

160
1,600
6U0

594
17
27

7,100
100
25
75

19

07
20

17

65
150

41
1 35

500

02
27

13
100
100

2,700

728

100

27

90
10

5

10
200

200

CO.,

BROADWAY-RsnM Sq«r.-NEW TORI

Gideon L. v
Leighton. Truman
Nash, William M.
Onbut, Joseph
Seymour, Edward A.
Stewart, A. L. & Sous,

8>0

800

3 68

too

luO

700

70u
250

46
3 22
] 16
1 15
2 76

63

4

260
ooo

600

# 83 80
17,772 $18,216
The foregoing amount is to be expended
upon that portion of the county road in suid
township No 10, which lies between the east
of township No. H, Miid a stake marked
A”
standing on the northern sine of said road,
and Lincoln C. Br igdon, of Franklin, in said
county is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditure of Baid assessment.
On township No. 10. east err part.^we assess
the sum of #87-8J us loilows. liate of taxation, .017 on a dollar. Valuation. #5,170.
No.
ValuName of owner.
Tax.
2.5C8 $3,135
Campbell. A. A Co
$ 53 30
Cook. M. H.
50
60
22
30
Bailey. J.
120
190
3 23
Downing. George
Nash, William ivi. exr. 960
1.200
20 40
W.
H
260
Robertson,
300
5 10
Small, Woodbury estate of
155
195
3 31
60
60
Wooster, Aaron
1 12

4,125

#5,170

#87 89

The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county roads in the eastern part of township No. 10. commencing at a stake marked
*‘a’’ on the north side of said road and extending to the west line of Cherryfieid. and .Samuel N. Campbell, of said Cherryfieid, is appointed agent to supermtent the expenditure
of said assessment.
On township No. 21, Middle Division, western part, in said
county, we assess the sum of
#51.96 as follows: Rate of taxation, .005 on a
dollar. Valuution, #8,860.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres. alien.
T*
11
1
Craney, Janies
#32
Helen
L.
10
Giles,
110
Giles. John H.
60
193
400
2
Jordan, Anton
Jordan. Dana
420
530
3
15
275
1
Jordan, George C.
65
Jordan, Howard K.
19
Nahum
M.
15
830
1
Jordan,
Mace. Fred
22
220
1
284
670
Mace, Lewis O.
3 42
127
130
78
McKinley, Lawience
180
370
2 22
Pierson. Chandler
51
00
1 20
Richie, Mary D
Richie. William
80
48

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co.

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co.,

7.560

2,000

12 00

3,000

8,000

18 00
00

11,867 $8,660
$51 96
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county road leading from the east line of
Mariaville t.irough the western part of said
township No. 21, to the north line thereof,
being called the Moose Hill road, and Nihum
Jordan, of said township, is appointed agent
to superintended the expenditure of said assessment.

On township No. 21, Middle Division, eastpart, in said county, we assess the sum of
$82 68 as follows: Kate of taxation, .008 on a
dollar. Valuation, $10,385.
106
105
50
100
No.
ValuName of owner.
Tax.
Total non-residents, 16,163 $16,263
900
Cobb, Warren E.
1,125
1,125
Total residents,
702
2,600
150
150
1.20
Giles. Jerry T.
A. C., Hale,
16,865 $18,863
$50 MO Hagerthy,
Totals,
Giles, J. T.
Eugene,
The foregoing amount is to be expended i
and Wiswell, A. P.
upon the county roads in township No. 7, in
(formerly Grant
said county of Hancock, and K. V Smith, of
est),
Steuben, is appointed agent to superintend Hagerthy, A. C.,
the expenditure of said assessment.
Greely, E. H. and
320
320
2 56
On township No. 8, South Division, we asses*
Giles, J. T.
180
1 28
160
the sum of $79.28, as follows:
Rate of taxa- Jordan, Anton
4 80
600
Jordan. Arvill
tion, .007 ou a dollar. Valuation $11,325.
E.
40
32
Albert
Mace,
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres, ation.
Tax. Whitcomb, Haynes
Whitten, Louise H.
William
Sperry,
W hitten, Asa
Whittaker, John B.

ern

135
50

50

RESIDENTS.

Archer, Hiram
Fletcher, H. C.

100
10
10
54

Fletcher, Iris B.

$390
2t0
10
110

$2 73
1 82
07

77

1
1

William
295

$1,150

54
12

$8

05

$4

90

NON-RESIDENTS.

Austin, Mary

Austin, T. P.
Burnham,

A.

C.

21
600
407

100
F.

40
40
30
25
25
25

20
480
200

14
3

36

1

40
70

100
40
30

25
25
25

21
18
18
18

280

400

A.

Gerry, Robert
Oreely, Everard H.
Graves, Arthur and
Clark, Amos
Haslam, Wellington,
Holmes. Roscoe,
Joy, Gideon L,

932
135
220
186
20
150
100

120
1,050
135
200
200
20

95
1 40
1 40

300

14
2 10

50
200

1 40

40
1,500

10.50

35

270
75
750
100
85

100

795

795

5 57

400

400

280

100

70

15 47

Kingman, H. W.
Kittredge, Millard

70

8

Moore, William M.

Moseley, Nancy J.
4
50

Phillips, Pearl
Treworgy, Chas. J.

50
120
120
5

70

65

44

31

100
125

40

75

Haynes

& CoWhitcomb,
& Co.,
Whitcomb,
& Co.,

21

Haynes

700

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co.,
Whitcomb,
& Co.,

84

Haynes

70

Whitcomb, Haynes
<fc Co.,
Whitcomb,
& Co.,
Whitcomb,
& Co.,

70

Haynes

52

Haynes

of

i

H. T. Silsby.

588

$71

8,933 $10,175
295
1,160

23
8 05 |

$79 28
9,228 $11,325
Totals.
The foregoing amount is to be expended in
repairing both the old and the new county
roads in said township No. 8, aud John F.
Whitcomb, of Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, is appointed agent to superintend
the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 9, South Division, we asRate of
sess the sum of $57.60 as follows:
luxation, one cent on a dollar. Valuation,

$5,760.

No.

Name of

owner.

ValuTax.

acres.

Greely, E. H., Joy,

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of Julia E. Deasy,
late of Uouldsboro. in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law diAll persons having demands against
rects.
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THEbe
trator of

Gideon L. and
Hamlin. H. E.
(formerly J. P.

2,025
Gordon),
Franklin Land, Mill
Sl Water Company, 2,000
500
Grimes, E. P.

$2,025

$20 25

3,235
500

32 85
5 00

$57 60
$5,760
The foregoing amount ia to be expended in
repairing the road in said township leading
from the east line ot Franklin through said
township No. 9, to the west line of township
No. 10, in said county; and Lincoln C. Bragdon, of Franklin, in said county, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said

4,525

Daniel Deasy.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of William P.
Smith, late of Mt. Desert, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate or said deceased
are desired to
present the same for settlement. and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Bloompibld R. Smith.
January 2, 1906.

THE

assessment.

460

are

] Grimes,
«•

E. P.

415

415
2,100

2,100

10,225

10,225

191
9 66
—

1

Goodwin, F.W.

$2,741
1,684

320

320

$24 67
15 16

10,832 $10,832
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the road leading from Aurora to Ueddiugton
on that part Iving in said township No. 22. between the division line of land of H. M. Hall
and land formerly of William Freeet als
man. and the east line of said township, and
Charles P. Silsby. of Aurora, in said county, i~
appointed agent to superintend the expenditure <>f said assessment.
On township No. 22. Middle Division, western part, in said county, we assess the sum of
Rate of taxation, .01 ou a
$81.20 as follows:
dollar. Valuation, $8,120.
ValuNo.
acres.
atiou.
Tax.
Name of owner.
320

320

$

10.400

22,040

13 85

Total non-residents,
Total residents,

2,741
1,684

$

3

20

78 00

7,800

1 74

Wiswell, Andrew P.

hereby gives notice that
rpHEhesubscriber
has been duly appointed executor
X

it. & Co.,
A & Co.,
Mace, Albert E
Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co.,

Campbell,

$81 20
10,720 $8,120
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
that portion of the county road leading from
lies in said
Aurora to Beddington which
township No. 22. between the west line of said
township and the division line between land
of H. M. Hall et als.. and laud formerly of
William Freeman, and Charles P. Silsby, of
said Aurora, is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 2*. Middle Division, we asRate of
sess the sum of $6fi 12 as follows:
taxation. .003 on a dollar. Valuation, $22,040.
No.
Valuacres, ation.
Tax.
Name of owner.
160
$ 48
$ 160
Campbell. A. & CO.,
M.
15 03
Wiliam
5,012
5,012
Nash,
Nash. William M.
12 32
4,105
executor,
4,105
Whttcomb, Haynes
12 763
38 29
A Co..
12,763

52

70

Haynes

335 $10,335
$82(8
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the couuly road leading from the south line
of Aurora on the Air Line road, Bo-called,
through the northeasterly part of township
No. 21, and Charles P. Silsby, of Aurora aforesaid, is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 22. Middle Division, eastern part, in said county, we assess the sum of
$97.49 as follows: Kate of taxation, .009 on a
dollar. Valuation, $10,832.
No.
Valuacres.
atiou.
Tax.
Name of owner.
10

Frost, Mark,
heirs of
Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co.,

1 05

Whitcomb, Haynes

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed executor of
will and testament of Clarissa C.
Coggins, late of Lamoine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
All persous having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
aud all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Frank L. Hodgkins.
January 2, 190«.

84
04

100

250

37
35

84

Haynes

Whitcomb,
& Co.,
Whitcomb,
& Co.,

Haynes

Campbell, George
1 31

Emery, L.

Haynes
Haynes

2 24

64
tan kin.

Whitcomb,
& Co.,
Whitcomb,
& Co
Whitcomb,
A Co.,

47

Send for our January Special MuslU
On township No. 10, western part, we assess
Rate of taxathe sum of $83.80, as follows:
Underwear Sale catalogue. Moiled fra
.0046 on a dollar. Valuation, $18,215.
tion,
If you are not on out
upon request.
ValuNo.
Oul
Tax.
mailing list, write us today.
acres, ation.
Name of owner.
760
$3 45
$750
hereby give notice that Campbell, A. & Co.,
Spring and Summer Catalogue will tx rilHE subscribers
have
4 60
been
executors
JL
duly appointed
1,000
Danforth, Eugene,
1,000
they
Issued early In March, and you should of the
last will and testament of Maria S. I
12
25
25
Charles
Addreei Lee, late of Bucksport, in the county of Emery.
not fail to have a copy.
Franklin Land, Mill
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
69
150
and Water Company, 150
Room 201.
by the terms of said will. All persons having Franklin Land, Mill
demands against the estate of said deceased ;
3 91
550
and Water Company, 850

R. H. M ACY ®

ILrgnl RTotictss.
Cushman, H.

30

75

Smith, Helen W.and

he
THE
the last

desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
John J Lee.
John J. Lee, 2d.
January 2, 1906.

Greely, E. H., Ham*
Jin, H. E. and Joy,

100

5

of the last will and testament of Abbie E.
Joy. late of Ellsworth, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by the term* of said will. All persous
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desiren to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immeolately.
Ukktha Joy Thompson.
January 2. 1906.

mediately.
January 2, 1906.

702

600

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executrix

payment immediately.
January 2, 190H.

81

200

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executor

the last will aud testament of John O.
Moore, late of Mariaville, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as t Inlaw directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are deaired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make

16

300
250

Goodwin, F. W.
7,100
100
Hall, Elizabeth
25
Hill, Sarah A.
Hill, William
75
65
Johnson, Beniamin
180
Libby, Samuel
500
Jones. Frank, est. of
13
Martin. William R
100
Noyes. Frank P.
O'Brien, Edward and
Fiske. Noyes W.
100
100
Perry, Thomas
60
Plummer, J. F.
Stuart, D. M. est. of
and McKenzie.E. D. 2,700
Smith, D. C. and
78
Buzzell, H. S.
90
Smith, Everett

Jeremiah Abbott, ward, of Ellsworth. In
said county. First account of A. F. Burnham,
guardian, filed tor settlement.
Margaret E Perkins, late of Penobscot. in
said county, deceased. First account of Umar
W. Tapley. administrator, filed for settle

subscriber
rpHE
X she has been

2

800

74

90

of the last will and testament of Margaret A.
Grindal, late of Penobscot, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settle
inent, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Walton O. Gkindal.
January 2. 1906.

son

180
82

Coudon, Frank B.
French, William A.

ceased, that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon the estate of said deceased be
determined by the judge of probate.
Mary F. Willard, late ot Orland, in said
county deceased. Petition filed by Theodore
H. Smith, executor of the will of said deWMI I .hat the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by
the judge of probate
Richard Percy Heckscher. late of the county of Chester, state of Pennsylvania, deceased.
Petition tiled by Stevens Heckscher. executor
of the will of skid deceased, that the amount
of collateral inheritance tax upon the estate
of said deceased be determined by the judge
of probate.
Edmund L. Young, late of Eden, in said
First account of Frank
county, deceased.
D. Foster, administrator, filed tor settlement.
Martin O. Rowe, late of Amherst, in said
First and final account of
county, deceased
Abbie E. Rowe, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Wibard S. Dow. a person of unsound mind,
of Surry, in said county. First account of
Albert F. Burnham, guardian. filed lor settle-

rpHEhe subscriber
has been

day,

95
81

es-

tate of

Ordered, That notice thereof be given t<
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successive! >
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
priuted at Ellsworth, in said county of Han
cock, prior to the sixth day of February, a. d
'906. that they may appear at a probaU
court then to be held at Bucksport. in and
for said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, against the- same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate
A true copy.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

Miss Gertrude Mason is in Castine, the
guest of her cousin, Mrs. Roberta Luce.

360
3oO

100

60

Baker. Colin,
tate of
Baker. C. F.
Bailey, John,

A

THtt Waist

$1 62

es-

Baker, Howard C.

<

EAHT

$600

NON RRSIDBNTS.

Ashley, Eben,

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ms.—At the January term of the
>un
beul a* Ellsworth, In and for
probaU
said county of Hancock, iu the year of our
Lord one thousand uine hundred and six.
CERTAIN inxtrume.it purporting to be
a
co>y of the last will and testament
ol Richard Percy Heckscher, late of the county of Chester, and s ate of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
M*te of
Pennsylvania, duly authenticates,
having been presented to the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court oi our said county of Han

Ch’e’kr.

160
116

es-

Whitten, William P.
Young, Mrs. Lizzie

O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court
A true copy. Attest:—T. F. M a money, Register

were

RESIDENTS

;

floor Tuesday, sustaining a fracMiss Urdine Kent, of Rockland, was
right leg. Dr. Small reduced
here the past week.
is
as
and
the
the fracture,
patient reported
strike in. Afterward w'ash them in soapMaynard Herrick was home a few days suds, rinse and dry thoroughly.
comfortable.
last
week from Boston.
Adelbert and Hugh Hooper have taken
C. A. Burns was in Rockland Saturday
the contract to complete the job of sinkMany a man’a excellent reputation is
for lumber to build a twenty-one-foot due to the fact that his wife doesn't tell
ing the water pipe. The original conall
she happens to know.
tractors, H. A M. E. Tracy, of South- •gasoline boat.
H. B. Greenlaw returned home Saturday
west Harbor, commenced work in the
legal Notices.
early spring of last year, and were sup- night. He has been in the schooner Mary
posed to have the work completed in the F. Smith for the past two months.
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
summer. About Jan. 1, Tracy A Son
The antique masked ball at Herricks
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
made an assignment to their bondsmen, hall by the Y\ I. society was a great sucfor the county of Hancock, on the second
who have recently contracted with Hooper cess. Miss Helen Moulden received the
day of January, a. d. 1906. ..,*«*
p'IMIK following matters having been preA Son to complete the job. The town has lady’s prize and I. W. Stinson received I X sented
for the action thereupon hereinsuffered much inconvenience from the de- the gentleman's prize for having the most after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noj tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
have
been
main
streeU
torn
as
the
up
lay,
antique costumes. About f27 went into | by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsfor the past two months. It is believed the
treasury for the sidewalk.
worth American, a
newspaper published at
that the new contractors will hasten the
Jan. 22.
Spec.
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apwork with all possible dispatch.
pear at a probate court, to be he’.a at Buckcounty, on the sixth day of
8AROENTVILLE.
port, in said
E.
Jan. 22.
February, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
Warren Beadle is at home.
WEST FRANKLIN.
Thomas W. Bowden, late of.Bucksport, in
Charles Foster, who has been in Brain- !
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
Hervey Butler is ill with the measles.
tree. Mass., for a few months, returned purporting
to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, toge her with petition for
George Butler has bought the Fred Mc- Saturday.
probate of same, presented by Mait.e A.
Kenzie place at Egypt.
>
Miss Jennie Grindal, of Bluehiil, is visthe executrix named therein.
Handy,
Phene A. Lawson, late of Denver, state of
Edward Griffin and Mr. Pease are at iting Miss Jennie Grindal and her aunt, I Colorado, deceased.
Petition filed by Parker
Mrs. James Byard.
Charles E. Smith’*, fishing.
Bpofford. a legatee under the will of said de-

polished

ture of his

ac-

of

Maine, having lirst
made an annual inspection, iu the month of
September. A. D. 19u6, of all the county roads
in the unincorporated townships and tracts
of land in said couuty and having
thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed to
put said roads in repair so as to b** safe and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in said county
of Hancock, exclusive of water and land reserved lor public use. for the above-named
purposes of putting and keeping said roads iu
repair during the year A. D. iy06, as iolluws.
to wit:
On township No. 7, South Division. We asseh« the sum of
$00.90, as follow*: Hate of
*
taxation, .0027 on a dollar Valuation, $18,863.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres.
Tax.

F. W. Lunt and wife left for Boston

rclatWes here.

the

of

Mrs. Lunt’s.

Monday

OF

county commissioners in
AND
cordance with Section 5h. of Chapter IX.
the Revised Statutes
now

her

place at

days with

Hrjjal Notices.

MAINE.
Hancock sa.:—At the court of county com*
mission* rs begun mud holden at Ellsworth,
withiu and for the county of Hancock on
the second Tuesday of October A. i). 1905,
and by adjournment on the 26th day of December A. D. 190ft.

Spec.

Mrs. William Williamson, of Bangor, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Julia Gray.
Mrs. Julian Turner, of Brewer, has been
few

STATK

WEST TREMONT.

M. W. Ginn and wife, of Orland, visited
relatives in tow.i Wednesday.

a

ILcgal Notices.

catching and dealing in fish of all kinds,
fruit, vegetables and food products,
with f10,000 capital stock, of which $300
is paid in. The officers are: President, H.
W. Joyce, treasurer, E. E. Dalzell, of Long
Island plantation.
also

News has been received here of the death

Rev. Gideon Mayo was called to West
Gouldsboro Sunday to officiate at the funeral of Mrs. Elisa Bunker, one of the
oldest residents of that place.

Arnold,

school. The programme consisted of
music and tableaux.
Two solos were
charmingly rendered by Mrs. Robinson.
Refreshments were served at close of entertainment.
Jan. 22.
M.
mar

1157
47 04

966 12

922,040

foregoing amount is to be expended
upon the road leading! from Aurora to Beddington within said township No. 28, and
The

Charles P. Siisbv, of Aurora aforesaid, is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure
of said assessment.
On township No. 33. in said county, we asRate of
sess the sum of 9S9.12 as follows:
Valuation. 929,705.
taxation, .003 on a dollar.
No.
Valuacres. ation.
Tax.
Name of owner.
RESIDENTS.

Archer, Clifford.
Archer. Mrs. J. 8.

40

70

Chick, Guy
Clary, Mrs. George

Colburn. J. A.
Emery, Mrs. J. 8.
Emery, Charles
Garland. Ella B.
Garland, George H.
Haynes, Mrs. A. B.
Haynes, John F.
Laughlin, John

Linton, Maynard,
Mace, Frank E.

Mclninch, Edgar
Mclninch, Tobias,
Patterson, Guy and
Hollis

Shuman, Mrs J. R.
Shuman, John R.

Shuman, Lewis A.
Williams, Ezra N.
Williams. E. R.
Williams, Mrs. M. A.
Williams, John A.

91 20

9400
735
25
375

2,20

90

08
12
27

875

2;63

1

60
500

18

1;50

120
400

36
'1 20

137

4
140
23

290
835
50

15

40

300

90

4
8

300

90
4 82
53
1 05

60

1,440
175

80

350

2;50

680
105
IHj

100

1

100
‘225

10

Giles, Jerrv T.
Great Pond Bog
and Dam Company,
Peters, John A.,
Greely, E. H.,

48
50
3 21
99
88

140
40

1,070

70

200

81

1.0211ft $10,150

$30 45

380
125

320
125
1,000

17.950

160

160

Total non-residents, 18,43s #19.565
Total residents,
1 021k 10 150

l»86>
4

#58 6330 4C

#69 I*
19.457k: *29 705
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county robds in township No. 33, and*
John R. Shuman, of said township is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure
of said assessment.
It is hereby ordered that the foregoing
segments be published in the Kennebec Journal and in the Ellswohth American.
Ellsworth. Maine, December 29, A. D 1906.
Nahum Hinck'Ey, ) Co. Com’ere
John P. Klduidgk,
lor
Orlando W'. Fo*s, ) Hancock C«»
A true copy.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

j

STATE OF MAINE.
H UNCOCK ss.:
FRANKLIN A. WILSON, Executor in

Equity

MALVERN HOTEL and LAND IMPROVB-MENT COMPANY.
To the Supreme Judicial Court, In Equity:
B. DEASY of Eden,
Hancock.
County, State of Maine. Receiver of tlk«
Malvern Hotel aud Land Improvement Company, respectfully represents and petitions
this Honorable Court as follows:
First: That he was duly appointed Receiver
of said Malvern Hotel and Laud Improvement Company, by dec ee of this Court dated
January 2nd, 1905; that since the dale of said
decree he has been in possession of ail the real'
estate ot said corporation, iucludingthe hotel
and cottages; that he has. as authorized by
this Court, issued Receiver's Certificates, negotiated the same, made repairs aud improvements upon the property of said corporation,
employed an agent t» run and operate the
same, and has mniultrneously herewith filed
in this Court an account showing all his roceipts and expenditures.
Second: He represents that he has issued
Receiver’s Certificates to the amount of Eighteen thousand. Three Hundred and Forty-one
Dollars and Forty-three cents, bearing vnri*
cus dales between January I6tb, aud JulylM,.
1906k aud due in oue year from date, with interest; that no funds are available to pay and'
retire such certificates, and that it isdesirable
that new certificates be issued to refund those
that are maturing.
He therefore prays that he may be authorized by this Court to issue new certificates,
betring interest at six per cent., for the purpose ot
refunding the present issue, and
that’ he may be authorized to determine the
form, terms and conditions of such certift-

LUERE

Third: He further represents that for the
purpose of making necessary xepairs and improvements upon the property of said corporation so tb it it may be rua and operated*
during the coming season, for the purpose ot
running and operating the same, to pay taxes
and insurance now due, and to pay interest
upon the ouistanding issue of Receiver's
Certificates, the sum of six Thousand and.
Three Dollars and Fifty Cents is required
and that the only practicable way of obtaiixing such sum is by the issuing of further Receiver’s Certificates.
He therefore prays that he may be authorized by this Honorable Court to issue further
Receiver’s Certificates, to the amount of Si*.
Thousand, and Three Dollars and Fifty Cents*
bearing interest at not exceeding six per cent,
pt annum; to determine the form, terms and
conuitions of such certificate; to negotiate
the same at not less than par, and to expend
the proceeds of such certificates for|the purposes above set forth, in this paragraph.
Fourth: He further represents that he hat
received an offer of Twenty Thousand Dollars for a part of the property of said corporation to wit, a lot of land situated at Bar?
Harbor, in the Town of Eden. Hancock Cotuv
tv, Maine, described as follows: Bounded on
the north by the south line of land of Emily.
Livingston, and a production of said south;
line easterly, to land of Robert Amory; easterly by land of Robert Amory; southerly hy
Cromwells Harbor Road; and westerly hy
Kebo street, together with the cottage, known*
as "Tanglewolct” situated tbereou, and furniture and
furnishings therein, subject to a
right ot way twenty-me feet in width,
bounded northerly by the south line of said
laud of Livingston, and a production of said
south line easterly to land of Robert Amory.
He represents that such offer is an advantageous offer, and therefore prays that he
may be authorized and empowered to execute
a
deed of conveyance of said property above
described, lor tue sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollar*, the proceeds of which to be applied
upon the mortgage held by the Metropolitan
Trust Company.
Fifth: He represents that it will be to the
advantage of all concerned to enter into an
indenture with said Emily Livingston, establishing a private way fifty feet wide, for the
joint use acd benefit of said Livingston’s
lands and land of said corporation, anirappurtenant to the land of both, the center line
of which private way to run substantially as
follows, to wit: the south line of said land
of Emily Livingston and said south line produced easterly to land of Robert Amory.
He therelore prays that he may be authorized and empowered to enter into a contract
of indenture with said Emily Livingston, establishing such way.
Sixth: tie luriher prays that he may bt
authorized and empowered to make Executory Contracts looking to and guaranteeing
the execution of a deed or deeds of convey
ance, and a contract or contracts of indenture,
as set forth in the two preceding paragraphs.
Seventh: He further prays tnat the Malvern Hotel and Land Improvement Company
may beauthoiized and directed to execute*
sufficient instrument vesting the right of redemption in all its property in said Receiver,
or that it be required and directed to execute
such instruments as may be necessary to carry
into full effect the powers asked for in the
three paragraphs next preceding.
Eighth: In order that the hotel and cottages and other property of said corporation
be run and operated during the corning summer. it is necessary that an agent be employed for the purpose. Said Receiver therefore prays that he may be authorized and empowered to employ such agent, to enter into
a contract of employment, and to determine
the form, terms and conditions of such couNinth: Said Receiver prays thatnoticeof
this petition may be ordered ami given to the
following named persons, to wit: To Harriet
Fox, of Philadelphia, owner of all the stock
in said corporation; to Howard W. Marshall,
of Eden, Hancock County, Maine, Clerk of
said corporation; to Franklin A. Wilson, of
Bangor. Penobscot CooDty, Maine, the complainant; to the Metropolitan Trust Company,
and existing in the
a corporation organized
City, County and State of New York, Trustee
for the holders of the mortgage bonds issued
by *aid corporation, and to Benjamin Strong
of
said New York City, and Clement b.
Phillips, of Philadelphia, Bondholders’Committee, and that such other notice may be
given as to this Honorable Court seems proper
Bar Harbor, Maine, January 10th, 190ti.
Lett UK B. Dbabv,
Receiver
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:
SUPREME JUDICIAL CO CRT IN EQUITY, (
January 16th, 1906,
|
Upon the foregoing petition it is
ORDERED. That a hearing be had thereon
at the Court House in Ellsworth, Hancock
County, Maine, on Monday rhe fifth day of
Feby. A. D. 1906, at two o'clock in the after*
noon.and
ORDERED that said petitioner cause notice of said time and place of hearing to be
given to each of the fcllowiug named partita,
by sending to each by mail, postage paid, at
least ten days before the time appointed for
said hearing a copy of said petition and of
this order of court thereon, attested by the
Clerk, to wit:
To Harriet Fox and Clement S. Phillips, of

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
To Benjamin Strong, of New York City
Franklin A. Wilson, of Bangor, Penobscot
County. Maine, Howard W. Marshall, of Eden
Hancock County, Maine, and to the Metropolitan Truat Company a corporation organized
and existing in said New York City.
And it is

further

ordered

that notice be

thereon in one issne of the "Ellsworth
American’
a newspaper
published in Ellsworth aforesaid, said publication to be at
least seven days before the time of said h* prints, that they and all persons interested i. ..y
appear at said time and place and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said j jtitioner should not be granted.
8 C. Btroot,
Justice of the Supreme Jti icial Court.
A true copy of the petition and oraer
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton,
Clerk Supreme Judicial Court.

court

160
170

820 $
7

17 919

given to all other persons interested by publishing this said petition and this order of

NON-RKSIDBKTS.

Crosby, Beni. est. of

W

and PittH, Frank
(formerly MiJlikeu).
Whitcomb. Haynes
& Co.,

9

96
38
3 00

Subscribe for The American

the town

HARVEST OF THE GRIM REAPER
DURING THE PAST YEAR.

PREVIOUS YEARS—TEN NONAGENARIANS PASS AWAY.
The

prints

American

below

table

a

showing the number of deaths occurring
county during the year 1906.
This list is compiled from returns made to
the town clerks, and nearly all the deaths
in The American soon
were reported
after their occurrence.
Comparison of this year’s record with
in Hancock

those of the previots three years is hardly
fair, as the records for those years were
incomplete. Going back of those years, it
is found that the total number of deaths

this year, 562, is

little less than the

a

aver-

age of the deaths in the county during
the years 1S98 to 1901 inclusive.
Of the total number of deaths this year,
193 were of person* who had outlived their

allotted “th ee score years and ten”. Of
these, 113 were between the ages of 70 and
80 years; 70 b -tween 80 and 90, and 10 were
over

90.

The following table'shows the number
of deaths and the old age record for the
past eight years:

Si:
592

ro to 80
101
ISO
m

62:

99

Whole So
18#
1899
1900
1901
1902*
1903*
1904*
1£01

6*5

Si*:

6**

422

89
76
113

40

56i

90
51
81
60
61
47
68
47
70

80

to

Over 90

ten”.
Of the 66 deaths 6

and

years of age,
and 21 years of age, and 57 were adults,
and the remainder were over 21 years *old.
Of the months, February shows the
largest mortality, with ten deaths, while
March followed closely, with nine deaths.
During the week from Feb. 21 to Feb. 27
inclusive, there were eight deaths in Ellsworth, the largest mortality for any one
week during the year. April, June and

of deaths in

'895
I8*i
1897
IrW
1899
1900

4
8
27
18
18
P

Buckt-porl.

19
2
3
S5
3
47
66
83

Castlne.
..

Dedham
Deer Isle.
Eastbrook.
Eden
Eliswouh
Frank In.
GouMtboro.
Hancock.
Isle au Haut.
Lamolne.
M&rlavlUe.
Mt Desert
Orland.......
Otis...
Penobscot.
Bed* vlck.
Sorrento.
Sou', hwest Harbor.

April

Sulltran

Surry.

20

Sw in’s Island.
Trcmont..
Trenton
Verona...
WaUham
Winter Harbor.
Lore Islanl plantation......
No 3 plantation.
No 21 plantation.
No 3 plantation...

11
16
18
2
1
4
S
1
1
0

Stoulogton

562

The above list does not include residents
county dying

at

sea

or

away from

atfotrtisrmmt*.

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys.
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.
AU the blood in your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys are your
blood purifiers, they filter out

the waste

or

impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do

■--

their work.
Pains, aches and rheumatism come from excess of uric acid in the
blood, due to neglected

O

kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble

causes

quick

unsteady
feel as though
or

heart beats, and makes one
they had heart trouble, because the heart Is

over-working

In

pumping thick,

poisoned blood through

kidney-

and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
were
to be traced to the kidneys,
troubles
but now modern science proves that nearly
*11 constitutional diseases have their beginning in kidney trouble.
If you are sick you can make no mistake
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is
It stands the highest for Its
aoon realized.
wonderf ul cures of the most distressing cases
and is sold on its merits
ty all druggists in fifty- a
cent end one-do liar
as. You msy hsve a
•ample bottle by mall m— or tw— ■»!*
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out If you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
tt Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
veins

sis-1

Deal make aay
-Swamp-Root,
tad the address, 1

aistoa.

It. T,

on

June

Ju’y

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

0

10
43
17

of the

May

6

80
2
19
2
18
21
2
24
11

rrert

70 to 80
years.

80 to 90
*e*r«».
10

H8

9

15

17
14
14

15

10

10

18
14
10
12

15

55

18

6

t6

17

»

94

12
79
75
76
6#
58

Jan.

cock

town clerks:
Amherst.
Aurora....
Bluehili.
Brookllu.
Brooks ville......

AV«m

*«w*

tt***

>»©«•

BLUEHILL.

Over 90
1

»

3

6

9

10
8

BLUEHILL MAN.
clipping is from

FORMER

The following

T. N.

Rev.

fornia paper.
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Cali-

is

well

Lord

DON’T NEGLECT A COLD.
Neglected Colds Lead to Consumption.

remembered by many friends in his native

glad to hear
kindhearted,

town and State who will be
he

that

dwells

a

among

WKtllJBWtl.

No pastor

S

In

vlhvrn

Nine es*e* of consumption out of ten
in thin way:
A person catches cold. The cold la not
properly cured, and another oold la

la beuer

California

occur

Baptist constituency than
Loot, of Alhambra Coming a* pas

known

among

Bev. T.

N.

the

chuivh lo I8t* he lias been
our mhlst ever blnee,
Katlwr in heaven knows why our
dear brother has l»een compel led t» struggle on
from year to y«ar. Iiearlng the burden of each
wretched health But at the end of these twenty
years of alinotd constant suffering, he stands
among u» as one of the most tenderly loved
pastor* In our denomination.
Not having mu h of this worl t’s goods. It has
been the constant desire of Bro. Lord that his
wife and daughter should have in their own
A tew weeks since
oajna a home of th« lr own.
he whs iovlnuljr moved Into a beautiful and
comuiodluuH modern cottage all furnished and
pant for except a im an e that can t»e easily
bandied. The gift* all considered ran up Into
the hundreds of dollars. To say that Brother
and lister Lord were delighted with this kindne#* and are dreply grateful to the Lord and
tbelr brethren Is to state the matter lUhtly.
tor of the MummIi’hii

c

instantly In

caught.

This cold la dilly-dallied with, either
no treatment whatever or some treatment that 1* ineffectual, and the cold

Onlv the

2
3
3

by

continues.

Then another cold la caught and a

cough develop*. Cough ayrup* are resorted to, hut they give only temporary
relief.

By and by the patient get* tired of
taking medicine* and cough ay rape and
give* up In desfair.
The cold continnea to develop and » >»
cough grow* worac.
Then the doctor ia called In, only to
discover that the patient ia in tho first
stage* of consumption.
It was Just in this way that Miss
Powell, of Aurora, Ind., became aiek.
She caught a cold, and not considering
it serious, neglected it, thinking as
many other* do, that it would “wearoff .**
However, it clung to her tenaciously,
and in two Week* ahe found her health
In a serious condition.
Fortunately, Perunahad been brought
to her notice, and she took a course of
this remedy before It was too late.
In a week the cough and cold were
broken, and a three weeks' treatment
completely restored her to health.
This la what Peruna la doing all the
while. Not a day, and probably notan
hour passes In which tome one doe* not
have a similar experience with Peruna.

MANSET.
STANLEY-BLAI8DELL.

2

Nov.

Dec.

2

1, Mrs Me We I, Wgrdwell, 55.
8, Mrs Annie Gupiill. 54.
9, Mr* Caroline Hutchings, 78.
10, Mr* Rebecca Phillip#, 70.
2, Joseph F Henneseey. 52.
9, Marlon Stover Higgins, 7 month*.
21, Mary E Drummey. 5
21, Eugene Mosley, 27
32, El bridge G. Maddocks, t5.
24, Mr* Emily A Stockbrklge, 85.

24, Irving C Brown, 7 month*.
25, Mr* Sarah J Maddock*, 57.
25, John W’ Malou% 47.
27, John H Brown, 782, John L Googins, 52.
11, David T Bonsey, 84.
11, Mr* Theodosia Weaver, 76.
16, Mr* Abide Yeaton, 74.
21, Mr* Harriet J Uott, 63.
22, Mr* Sarah Robinson. 71.
23, Luther C Hastings. 66.
24, Patrick W Scott, 70.
James Lemuel Smith, 81.
12. Capt John S Whitmore, 68.
IS. William Scott, 80.
15. Charles Garland, 86.
3, Patrick Casey, 82.
3. MLs Sarah Danlco, 60.
10, Mr* Grace E Stewart, 10.
19, Mis* Rose D Jordan, 80.
21, Mrs Alden P Carter, 41.
22, Mr* Mary II Davis, 70.
27, John H Fox. 49
29, Mr* Arthnr Falls, 23.
1 Charles Henry Slater, Infant
18, Mrs Charles K Carter, *.
28, Harold Garland, 10,
3, Miss Sarah J Faruham, 73.
7, John Lymburner, 77.
12, Infant daughter Ernest E Sargent.
16, Mr* Sarah J Johnson, 72.
29, Joseph N Mayo, 12.
30, Martin Lampson, 65
4. Mrs Charles A Tower, 29.
23, Edward Buuker, 59.
24, Gladys F Carter, 3 month*.
29, George Billings Maddocks, 70.
80, Thomas Ford, 80.
2, Mr* John Donovan, 70.
4, John Greensn, 61.
18, Mrs Sylvia F Brown, 79.
16, Benjamin B Davis, 76.
18, Andrew Y Newman, 77.
20, Llewellyn Danlco, 47.
21, Mrs John E Doyle, 87.
€, Mr* Azalia Webber, 89.
8. Roger A Googins. 1.
15, Philander A Jordan, f2.
1, James L Gray, 58.
12, Mrs Emily M Clement, 69.
12, Calvert D MlUlken, 59.
29, Mis* Abide E Joy, 60.
3, Sumner J Fllleld, 72.
7, Mrs Joseph Brown, 29.
12, Mrs Mary J Nason. 79.
17, James Clark, 58.

The following Elis worth people died away
from home:

Feb. 17, Thomas Robinson,

aged 84

at

Bangor,

years.

June 26, Maurice Downey, jr., at Bar Har-

bride, acted as best man, and Miss
Faith Dunton as bridesmaid. Rev. J. B.
Aldrich officiated, using the ring service.
Among those present were Mrs. Martha
Brooks, of Hartiand, mother of the groom,
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Gilley and daughter,
of Northeast Harbor, Mrs. Mabelle Keene,
Mrs. G. L. Stanley, Mrs. A. A. Stanley.
Mrs. F. A. Noves, Miss Bessie Noyes ana
Miss Lurline Stanley.
After the service a collation was served.
received many appropriate
The bride
presents.
With the best wishes of their friends
and amid showers of rice, the bride and
groom left fur their new home in Ellsworth.
Rex.
Jan. 22.
of the

COLDS

originated
telephone wires,

in

some

way from the
started in the

it
switchboard of the central office which
was located in the store.
The fire followed the w’ires up and through
the
as

woodsmen and others in the
vicinity formed a bucket brigade, and did
efficient work, succeeding in saving the
building from complete destruction.
Among the volunteer fire-fighters were
M. Quinn, Hub Emery, of Bar Harbor,
Henry Hatch, M. Grover, Burke, F. Darling, J, Merrill, H. Garland.
Beside the damage to the building, there
was considerable damage to furniture and
stock from water and smoke.
There was
an insurance of $1,500, which Capt. Lord
estimates will barely cover the loss.
crew

of

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Frank E. Swett is laid up with a felon.
William Jones is'in Boston visiting his
children.
Mias Evelyn Conary, of Brewer, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Sue Pray.
Charles Smith and wife w ere the guests
of Mrs. Smith’s father, Robert Carter,
Saturday and Sunday.
Calvert Milliken end wife have gone to
Gardiner for employment. Their little
son Arthur is with his grandmother, Mrs.
George Fullerton.

COUCHS.

How Pretty Miss
Powell Was Re-

Cat
Mass.

stored to Health

The N. D. I. liberty club gave a box
supper and sociable at the schoolhonse
Coffee and ice

Walter Webster

with his
with his violin,

phonograph

was

by Pe-ru-na.

cream

Torry

and Winsor

Jan. 22.

Miss Lillian Powell, Aurora, Ind., writes:
••Last spring I caught a seven cold from getting my teat wet and being
out In the rain, and In a day I bad a most miserable cold, but / neglected It,
thinking It would soon leave me. But It hung to me for two weeks, when
I felt something must be done, as my condition was serious.
•
•! had heard so much about Peruna and In Its praise that / bought a bottle
and began taking It regularly. I was gratified to find that In a week the
cold end cough was broken up, and three weeks’ treatment completely re~
Lillian Powell.
stored my usual good health.

E.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Eva Scammon is

spending

the week in

Surry.
Mrs. Ruth French is visiting friends and
relatives here.
The lumbermen
woods

waiting

are

for

Avoid
Core the Slight Calda
Consumption.
The first step toward consumption is
The next step ts s (silnre to cure
a cold.
it promptly. The third step is the development of catarrh, which gradually
becomes chronic. The fourth step, the
catarrh begins to spread from the head
^o the throat, then to the bronchial
tubes, and finally into the lungs. It lo
then consumption In the first stage.
At any time during the progress of catarrh, from the first onset of the cold to
Its final settlement in the lungs, Peru na
can be relied upon to stop the disease.
If you have taken a sold, boy Perune
without delay. One bottle in the beginning will do more good than a half

present

both furnishing excellent

nearly all out of the

snow.

WT. Woodworth is in Bangor, where
he went last week to have his eyes treated.

Ask Your Druggist for

a

doxen bottles after the catarrh has
fastened Itself on the lungs.
Thousands of Testimonial*.
We have on file thousands of testimonials from peopls who have been
cared of catarrh of the lungs by Peruna.
We can give our readers only a slight
glimpse of the vast array of unsolicited
endorsements we ere receiving every
month. Noother physician in the world
has received such a volume of enthusiastic letters of thanks as Dr. Hartman
for Per una.

free Peruna Almanac for 1906.

W.

Chester Wrilliam9 intends putting lumber into Webb’s pond, for Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co., from the tract recently
purchased of S. W. Jellison.
8. Scammon has purchased the stave
wood on the lot owned by W. W. Bragdon
on the Georges Pond road, and is
having
it hauled to his mill at West Franklin,
Jan. 23.
Mae.
S.

EDEN.

Percy Garland has
house by measles.
A

son

been

born

was

confined to the
Mr.

to

and

Ephraim Alley Jan. 11.
Ice-boating and skating

on the
meadow have given the young
much enjoyment this winter.

George Rinaldo, Millard

Mrs.
fresh

people

Richardson
teams,

and Frank Andrews, with their
went into the woods last week.

John
week.

Colson lost

a

valuable horse last

Mrs.

Capt. Ralph

chance to go to
Jan. 22.

Leland,

is

Bar Harbor

waiting
w

for

a

ith bricks.
Plutarch.

PENOBSCOT.
The venerable N. F. Norton, who is
the
winter
with bis son, Rev. H.
spending
W. Norton, in Dover, had the misfortune
fall
on
to
the ice Jan. 10, and sustained a
fracture of the right hip. Drs. Hall, of
and Buck, of Foxcroft,
the fracture and the patient is as
able as can be expected.

Jan. 18.

_

reduced

comfortSpec.

LAKEWOOD.

Ivory Frazier

is

sick list.
of measles have broken

on

Several new cases
the past week.

the

out

Harry Woods, of Surry, preached at the
Sunday morning and afternoon.
Miss Mary Garland, of Lamoine, and
Martin Garland, of
Ellsworth
Falls,
visited their parents here Sunday.

church

EAST LAMOINE.
The Longfellow' league will hold a sociable Feb. 2, at the schoolhouse at East
Lamoine. There will be an orange-tree,
Washington hatchet and a peanut contest.
Prizes are offered in last two contests.
EAST SURRY.
Mrs. Amass Young, who has been ill
for several months, died this morning.
Her age was fifty-two years. The funeral
will be Friday, Rev. J. D. McGraw offi-

ciating.

Jan. 24.

_
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im

stenographer in Boston for about five
years. The bride and groom are spending
a honeymoon in Virginia.

other pages

SOMES VILLE.

Mrs. Newman is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Levi Rich.
Frank Stetson is making his home with
Clark this winter.

Mrs. and Miss Babson entertained the
ing circle Wednesday afternoon. There
were only a few’
present, but a very
pleasant afternoon was spent.

Eben

X.

lira. Eva Robinson, who Is located in rooms
over L. F. Smith's store. Southwest
Harbor,
will do plain sewing, and also make children's
clothes—Adet.

Gapt. David Murphy is at home, having
left his vessel in New Haven.
east
lot.

Miss Lena Bunker arrived Wednesday
Portland, to remain at home until ;

from

spring.

Mrs. Leslie Rich and little son have gone
to Mark Island to visit Mrs. Rich’s
parents until April.
Leslie Rich, who is scalloping in Rock-

to

aee

again.

All

The boys are all clamming filling barrels
fresh bait at ffi.Tfi a barrel.

O. F. C'andage
daughter
and wife Jan. 14—Emily Frances.
Mrs. Mellie Herrick was in town last
week visiting her sister, Mrs. P. Friend.
A

was

had
spent the summer with her
She is in poor health, and is
the home of her son George.

daughter.
at

The Sunday school and church services
well attended Sundav. The solo by
George Billings at the afternoon service was well rendered, and was enjoyed
by those present.
An entertainment is to be given in tbe
hail Feb. 6, called “The PedieFs Parade’’.
The first rehearsal was held Friday night,
and judging from the way in which those
present took their parts, the entertainment will be a success.
Mrs.

him.

with

born to

Grace Gandage is out again after two
weeks’ confinement with a sprained ankle.

Mrs. Mary C'andage, of South Bluehill,
is in the place visiting relatives and
friends.
Mrs. B. A. Wood is home after a stay of
at Bluehill with Mrs. E. M.
Dove, her niece.
Jan. 22.

eight weeks

_Cbumbs.

im

olhw

pagep

INDIAN POINT.
Mr*. Almira Higgins
health.

is

in very poor

There was a new arrival at the residence
of Kay Higgins Jan 18—a boy.
The friends of William Walls were gla<l
to see him home for a short vacation, after
an absence of a year.
Mrs. Abbie Walls entertained a family
party of fourteen at a chicken dinner
Sunday, in honor of her father, William
Walls.
The neighbors and friends of Samuel
Leland mustered in his woodlot one afternoon last week, and put down a good pile
of wood, which was a good deed. Mr.
Leland is very feeble.
Jan. 22.

H.

she

glad

School closed Jan. 18, taught by A. B.
Conary of this place.

Crmnty A'fwi

bay, came home Wednesday, leaving
again Saturday.
GOTT'8 ISLAND.
Sidney Wallace and wife both have the
The wood choppers' club of Placentia is
measles. Their two children have just
anxiously looking for snow.
recovered.
Prank A. Babbidge is confined to the
The ice on the marsh was in fine condihouse with an abscess on hi* back, caused
tion Saturday and a large crowd of boys
sciatic rheumatism.
and girls enjoyed the ice-boating and by
All are glad to know that Capt. E. N.
skating.
Moore is still improving in health, and
Mrs. Eliza Wallace was brought here
hope soon to see him about again.
last week from Northeast Harbor, where
Jan. 22.
CHIPS.

were

are

nddiittmal

land

BLUEHILL FALLS.
oat

came home from North- 1
Harbor, and is working on his wood

Fred W. Rich

Mount Desert chapter, O. E. 8., held its
installation last
Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Leon ice Somes, P. M., installing
officer, performed her work in a very
pleasing manner. She was assisted by
Mrs. Hattie Brow n as marshal. The officers are: Kate L. Pray, W. M.; Charles Q.
Bordeaux, W. P.; Mattie Richardson, A.
M.; Carrie S. Fernald, sec.; Ada M.Somes,
treas.; Flora Bordeaux, conductress; Julia
S. Fernald, associate conductress; Fannie
M. Brown, Adah; Mary A. Ober, Ruth;
Emma Allen, Esther; Dencie L. Somes,
Martha; Mary B. Somes, Electa; Leon ice
H. Somes, chaplain; Hattie Brown, marshal; Lillian Reed, warder; Hollis Hysom, sentinel. The marshal and chaplain
will be installed later. Several selections
of music were rendered during the installation. After the ceremonies a delicious
clam stew was enjoyed.
Dancing followed, with music by Ober.
Jan. 22.
J.

Capt. Duflee is

COUNTY NEWS.

TREMONT.

Miss Avis Lethiecq, of Brewer, is visiting her grandparents, L. H. Somes and
wife.
sew

_

house, and was burning fiercely when
Capt. and Mrs. Lord were awakened at 3
o’clock. They were almost suffocated with
smoke, and had no time to save anything. Dover,
A

AND

Miss Effle Boynton, who has been the
of Miss Lena Hardy the past month,
returned to her home in Medford,

Grace Emery is visiting her sister,
Mrs. F. L. March.
FIRE AT LORD’8 STORE.
Capt. F. L. Murch has a large crew in
The general store of Capt. Horace F.
the woods cutting stave wood.
Lord was badly damaged by fire early
Most of the vessels have hauled up for
Thursday morning. The fire is supposed the winter. The schooner Lydia Webster,
to have

CURES

married Jan. 12.

served.

|

PERLNA

Wednesday.
Miss Mary Browm, of Little Deer Isle,
and Oswald Hooper, of Sargentville, were

Wednesday evening.

jh

//

POWELL
'Aurora J/

NORTH DEER ISLE.

bor, aged 42 years.
Many nests of the brown-tail moth are
July 7, Waiter 8. Leighton, at Augusta,
being found in town. The selectmen
aged 53 years.
offer a bounty of 25 cents each.
Jan. 20.
Sixty-four births and seventy-seven
8.
marriages were recorded in Ellsworth
OAK POINT.
during the year.
GREEN LAKE.

'LILLIAN

The sidewalk society hold the meeting
with
Mrs.
Alonzo
Hutchinson
next

were

Consumption Develops.

How

sympathetic people.

The home of Capt. and Mrs. Charles E.
8tanley was the scehe of a pretty wedding
Wednesday morning, Jan. 17, when their
Following is a complete list of deaths daughter, Lettie Frances, was united in
of
occurring in Ellsworth during the year
marriage to Harry L. Blaisdell, of Ella1906, with the age given at the nearest worth.
The bride was attired in a becoming j
birthday:
traveling suit. Arthur Stanley, brother ;

months, 2 days.
George C. Hardy, Deer Isle, Aug. 21, aged
91 years, 1 month, 1 day.
Mrs. Lucy Herrick, Penobscot, Sept. 10,
aged 90 years, 8 months.
Vinal Hooper, Franklin, June 2, aged 90
is a record of deaths in Hancounty during the year 1905, by
The record is approximately
towns.
correct, care having been taken to verify
the deaths as printed from week to week
in The American with records as returned at the close of the year by the

number

Ellsworth for the past eleven

Whole
No

years, 4

Following

table shows the

years:

Mrs. Susan Heath, Orland, Jan. 25, aged 96 Feb.
years, 4 months, 21 days.
Mrs. Eliza Moon, Hancock, June 20, aged
95 years, 3 months, 18 days.
Mrs. Zilpha Treworgy, Bluehili, Dec. 19,
ag;?d 94 years, 8 months, 14 days.
William P. Preble, Cranberry Isles, April
13, aged 94 years, 7 days.
Mrs. Helen C. Freeman. Bucksport, Dec.
18, aged 93 years, 2 months.
Mrs. Phebe W. Milliken, Surry, Jan. 5, March
agod 92 years, 2 months, 8 days.
Moses Carter, Bluehili, March 25, aged 91

years.

following

The

1902
me
1901
1905

12
11
3
10

mortality,

October showed the sn allest
with three deaths each.

11
18
14

were of children less
three were between 5

than 5

1901

Returns

Cranberry Isles

ad'Uttonai Ormntf,

*■**

The total number of deaths in Ellsworth
was 66, 11 more than last year,
and 3 less than the average for the preceding ten years, which is 69 2-10.
There were nine deaths of persons 80
17 others
years of age and upwards, and
who had passed the allotted ‘three score

14

ii-complete.
Following is the list of nonagenarians
in Hancock county who have died during
the year, given in the order of their ages:
*

reported.
DEATHS IN ELLSWORTH.

for 1906

DEATH BATE ABOUT THE AVEBAOB OP

t

COUNTY NEVS.

home, but only those actually occurring in

NECROLOGY.

HANCOCK

1

Tbe ladies’ aid society met Friday afterwith Mrs. Joshua Sawyer.
Miss
Lena Banker was present as a visitor, but
became a member before the close of the
meeting, making the membership thirtythree. The society will meet this week
at the hone of Mrs. Daniel Ladd.
Jan. 22.
L.
noon

MANSET.
Mrs. Maurice Reed is employed at Mrs.
Lyle Newman’s.
Mrs.
Emily Staples and daughter
Blanche have gone to Whitehead light
station for a two weeks' visit with Elmer
Heed and wife.
Map.
Jan. 22.

d&brrtiftcmati*.

A

Family Friend for

Thirty Years

Dear Sirs:—
We have used “L. F.” Medicine for
the last thirty years and always keep
Low Kates.
Could not do without
On February IS, and dally until April T. it in the house.
It’s the best spring medicine I can
tickets win lie on sale ela the Chicago. Milwau- it.
find.
kee A St. Paul railway to£prlnelpal
paints la
H. H. FARNHAM,
California, Oregon and Washington, from Ells,
worth at rate* of «SS-» to *57AO, according to
812 Water St., Gardiner, Me.

BUCKHPOBT,
rall-oada used to Chicago. Tickets wlU permit
The marriage of Miss Mary DeCourcey,
of llharal sloporers at various western
points,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel De- and s -e good In all tourist cars.
Couroey, of this town, to Franklin B.
Or responding reductions are made to a
great
Sanborn, Jr., of New York, took place at nami-v of other points In westers etatea, and
the cathedral in Boston last Wednesday. tickets can be purchased from you Manat
Tbs groom is a well-known figure socially rallrtu. station to dead nation. Through mla
in Boston, as well as in New York, where •orvl e from Chicago to principal points In the
West salat persona
travelling to maka the trip
he maksa his home. He is the manager
Whhou. Change ol can. Tourist oars
dally.
for the offices of a big western pipe conFor farther Information
apply to George L.
cern, and is a man of considerable wealth. Williams, Wow
England passenger agent, MS
Miss DeCourcey has been employed as a
Washington street, Boston. Maas—AdH.

Feb.

23. 1904.

The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
cure

dyspepsia and headaches, prevent
A family friend you can depend

colds.
upon.

Th* Ellsworth America*
(The only ootnm psoerl

